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Cheetahs have lean bodies, long legs, a large heart and expansive lungs. And with these
features come additional speed; perhaps this is why the cheetah is often referred to as the
“greyhound” of the cats.

Wild things

What’s happening with wild
populations of cheetahs?

Start the New Year out right….
Take care of the honey-do list!
Have you got a list of home projects that need a professional? Let
Buracker Construction LLC help you with that list. Our experienced
crew can design and build from your ideas! Call us at 540-6361879 or e-mail buracker@comcast.net to discuss your project.

We offer the following specialized services:

From the Editors of E/The
Environmental Magazine

Cheetah - Eagle Heights Wildlife Park, Kent, England
- Sunday September 28th 2008. Cover photo by Keven
Law. (law_keven on Flickr.)
Dear EarthTalk: What’s happening with wild populations of
cheetahs, the fastest land animals
on Earth? 			
Eduardo Ramirez
Braintree, MA
Due to its plight in recent decades, the cheetah, which can
reach speeds of 70 miles per
hour, is considered one of the
world’s most endangered species
by the Convention of International Trade in Endangered Species (CITES).
A hundred years ago some
100,000 wild cheetahs inhabited
44 or more countries throughout
Africa and Asia. According to
the Cheetah Conservation Fund
(CCF), a Namibia-based nonprofit organization, today the
species exists in only two dozen of
those countries—including areas
of North Africa, the Sahel, East
Africa and southern Africa—with
worldwide population numbers
now between 12,000 and 15,000
individuals living in small groups.
In addition, about 150-200 of the
fast cats live in the wild in Iran
(where they are known as the
Asiatic Cheetah), their forebears
having been brought in from Africa in the early 20th century.
The chief threats to the cheetah’s existence are loss of habitat, poaching and hunting (their

hide and trophies can command
top dollar), and getting shot by
livestock farmers. Decline of gazelles, wildebeests, impalas and
other preferred prey species (also

due to hunting and habitat loss)
is a factor, too.
According to CCF, throughout Africa cheetah numbers are
dwindling even within protected
wildlife reserves due to increased
competition from other larger
predators like lions and hyenas.
As a result, most protected areas are unable to maintain viable cheetah populations, so
individual cats tend to fan out
See Cheetahs, 4

Mountain Brook Estates

Finished Basements – Are you all
cramped up in your current living space?
Turn that empty basement space into a
family room, office or bedroom.
Additions – Add that extra living space
you’ve needed. Don’t move, improve.
Garage’s and Barns – We do that too.
Bring us your idea’s and we’ll design one that fits your needs.
Porches and Decks – Did you buy one of those houses that either had
no deck or a teeny tiny one? We can build you a real deck, one that you
can entertain your friends and family on and be proud.
Gazebos – We can build a gazebo or pergola so you can relax and enjoy
the great outdoors!
Update your look! Does your siding
need to be replaced? We can install
Log siding, Cedar siding, Vinyl siding,
Hardiplank Siding and Smart Side Siding.
How about replacement windows. Get
rid of those old drafty windows and get
some Energy Star rated replacements.
If you are looking for a new house – we have two completed homes
ready to move into. Or, we can build for you on one of our lots in scenic
Bentonville, or on a lot of your own. Now is a great time to buy a new
home!

Have you been looking for that special piece of land to build your full time, weekend or
vacation home? If so, Mountain Brook Estates may be just what you’re looking for.

Winter is a great time to look at land as the leaves are off the trees and you
can see what your view would be like once you clear for your house site.
We would be happy to give you a personal tour of the property!

On 5+ acres in Bentonville, VA
$249,900
Located in scenic Bentonville, VA this new mountain community of 10 lots ranging
from 5 to 11 acres has something for everyone. Lot 2 has views and a pond and
several lots have a stream going through them. High speed DSL Internet will be available! For additional information, call Buracker Construction LLC, 540-636-1879 or
visit our website @ mountainbrookestates.net. Prices start at 129,999 up to 229,999.
Directions from Front Royal: Take Rt. 340 South 9 miles to Bentonville. Turn left on
Bentonville-Browntown Road. Go 1 mile and turn left on Lockhart Lane. At the end
of Lockhart Lane, turn right. Subdivision begins at sign. Lots are marked. For more
information or to schedule an ATV tour please call Christi Boies @ Weichert Realtors
540-671-6494 or Buracker Construction LLC 540-636-1879 or via e-mail at buracker@comcast.net
Looking for a builder? Call Buracker Construction LLC
540-636-1879 or visit buracker-construction.com

Buracker Construction LLC
Custom Homes and Construction Services
2594 Stonewall Jackson Hwy, Bentonville, VA 22610

540-636-1879 • fax: 540-636-1591
Email: buracker@comcast.net Website: buracker-construction.com

Advertise in Front Royal & Warren
County’s local newspaper!

Call Leanne Bryant: 540-305-6347
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How Computer SCIENCE is Saving Bad Backs When All Else Fails...

His BACK Was a Mess! He Was Using a Crutch.
The MRI Showed A Herniated Disc...
But Now He’s Walking Normally—WITHOUT SURGERY!”
A NEW COMPUTERIZED TREATMENT May Help Even The WORST Kind of Back Pain – Like Ruptured
Discs and Degeneration – That’s Why There’s Still Hope for YOU...Even if You’ve Given Up!
(See FREE EXAM Coupon)

B

etrayal! One of the worst things that can happen. So the word traitor
seemed about right when Dennis started exercising—which was
supposed to make him strong and flexible— not wreck his back! But pain
made him quit!
“I was really desperate because the pain on my back became really intense.
It became really hard for to sleep, drive, sit-up straight, walk, stand up
straight, and even putting on a pair of shoes became a hard task for me to do.”
So Dennis rested. And waited. But when he started exercising again, the pain got
so bad he had to quit school and even quit work! Why did it happen?
Because rest—and pain-killers, muscle relaxants, and icy-hot creams—don’t FIX
anything. That’s why many feel-good, sweep-it-under-the-carpet “cures” may actually do more harm than good.

HIDDEN DANGER:

Feeling Better While Your Back Gets WORSE!
Think twice
before you
cover up pain.

It stands to reason- when something’s WRONG with your back, it
stays wrong until you FIX IT...or change the way it’s working.
That’s the real danger of those cover-up medications and remedies—they make you FEEL better while more damage may be going
on under the surface—like termites in the foundation.

It Felt Like Bone-on-Bone!

I could no longer get up from a sitting position. I had to walk stooped over. It
felt like bone to bone rubbing when I moved. I couldn’t stand, walk, sleep or
even clean the house. I was almost totally incapacitated. With x-rays, therapy,
adjustments and decompression, now I feel FANTASTIC! For the first time in a
very long time, I actually feel good. They take the time to listen, answer
questions, and most important, they know what they are doing.

Cheryl P.

Reticulitermes
flavipes

TERMITES in Your Spine?

When your spine, hips, or knees are out of alignment or unbalanced, do you know what takes up the slack? Do you know who
gets beaten down trying to carry the heavy load—a load it was
never meant to handle?
Silent but deadly!
It’s those poor, over-stressed vertebra and discs right at your
belt-line. They try to make up for imbalances in your muscles, pelvis and hips, but it’s
like your tires being out of alignment—grinding away at the treads—almost like having termites in your spine! And that’s about...

The Fastest Way to WRECK YOUR BACK!

How does that feel? Like you’ve been stabbed in the small of your back—like:
Fire down your leg
You’re too stiff to tie your own shoes
Numbness in your toes
Tingling and weird crawling feelings
A “toothache” in your shin
Sudden weakness or “giving out”
Prickling in your thigh
Pain turning over in bed
A vice squeezing your back
Can’t take a step without flinching

How Much Pain Can YOU Stand?

When Dennis couldn’t take anymore pain, the doctor recommended surgery as an
option. But we all know surgery is ALWAYS risky. Besides,

Do You Really Need Surgery?

They told Dennis his chances for recovery were about
50%...NOT including the risk of infection and complications. So
his family tried to talk him out of it.
That’s when he heard about the new HealthSource™
computer technology and when his life turned around.
It’s called Spinal Decompression, and after his first time using
this new, gentle scientific breakthrough, Dennis said:
“...I already felt a lot better. That’s when I realized there’s still
hope for me to walk normally again. It was the best feeling in
the world!”

This should be
the LAST option
you consider!

What’s the SECRET?

Well, take a look at this picture. It helps us understand what
goes on inside those discs in your spine. It’s sort of like a creamfilled cookie. Over time, with gravity and stress, the “filling”
between the discs can get squished out toward the edges where it
Your discs are kinda
pushes on the nerves, which can cause excruciating pain.
like the creamy filling
What Spinal Decompression does is carefully expand your
in this cookie!
squashed discs while you comfortably lie on your back. The computer knows how to create a very precise, pump-like action to help relieve disc pressure.
Then, a mild, suction is created INSIDE the disc—sort of like a turkey baster. This helps
pull the gooey stuff back into the center of the disc and away from the pinched nerves.

From Using a Cane - to No Pain!
My experience at HealthSource has been so satisfying in so many ways. Two
months ago I had so much back pain that radiated down my leg that I couldn’t
sleep at night, could not walk normally and finally had to resort to the use of my
cane. After spinal decompression treatment, chiropractic care, massage and
physical therapy, I feel like a new person. The pain is gone, I am sleeping well
and have resumed normal daily activites. Besides all this, I am greeted by a
friendly staff and professionals who really care. The quality of my life has
improved without any type of pain pills or invasive procedure and I am so
grateful!

Marilyn F.

Copyright © 2007 HealthSource • 062507 Member of the HealthSource System • healthsourcechiro.com

FREE EXAM

– a

$

26000 Value!

Why a FREE EXAM? Because, frankly, we don’t expect anyone to believe it’s possible
to get better quickly and easily. People in pain get their hopes up, then have them
smashed the next day. They don’t need to be disappointed “one more time.”

So Why Take a Chance?

Why should YOU take a
what you’ve read in this
valued at $260.00, to let
sure you’re happier than

chance when you don’t know a thing about HealthSource™ except
letter? You shouldn’t! That’s why I insist on providing a FREE EXAM,
you check us out. We even give you our Triple Promise to make darn
a dog with 2 tails.

Why We Won’t Laugh at You!
It’s so gentle that some of our patients actually fall asleep
during the treatment.
And what’s funny is the “sleepers” are often the same folks who
were the most worried it was going to hurt. But we won’t laugh at
YOU if you drift off...it might wake you up!
But you may laugh—with pleasure and relief—when you find yourself able to roll
over to get out of bed. And instead of the searing stab of pain... you feel nothing. Can
you imagine your surprise? Would it shock you...and make you want to celebrate?
That’s actually what some of our patients experience. Not only that, but some are
amazed they can:
Put on their own socks...even tie their own shoes!
Quickly bend...to wipe up that spill on the kitchen floor
Turn over in bed at night...without waking up with a jolt
Vacuum...and finally get that recliner out of the way!
Start walking...and even go to the workout center
Pick up the grandkids...even play games with them
Sit down in a chair...without suddenly dropping that last foot— with an
embarrassing plop!
Raise their leg to get in and out of the car...without grabbing the ledge of the roof
and pulling themselves up
Wash the dishes...and lean forward for more than a minute!
Go up stairs...without holding the railing for dear life!

Why Take the ULTIMATE RISK?
It’s no surprise to anyone that surgery is risky. But do you realize just how risky
it’s become? Here’s what was reported in Newsweek recently:
“2 Million Americans get hospital infections and 100,000 people die each
year in hospitals from avoidable errors.” —Newsweek, Oct.16, 2006
The article went on to say that, annual deaths from hospital infections have
increased 700% in the last 15 years. That’s why it’s so important to think carefully about taking the risk of surgery...especially when the results aren’t guaranteed.
It’s smarter to find the SAFEST solution and see if it will work for you. And at
HealthSource™, Spinal Decompression is just the beginning of what we can do for
you. What good is getting rid of pain if it comes right back? We want to find out why
you hurt, give you relief, and keep you better with:
Muscle techniques from therapists and
State-of-the-art stretching that gets
trainers to restore balance, free trapped
you well faster and helps you stay that
nerves and stiff joints
way, long after your treatments!
Chiropractic adjustments that unlock the
Strengthening and muscle balance to
spine—the source of ALL nerves that go
quickly rehab old injuries...and NOT fall
to joints and muscles
back into the same old patterns.
Pain-free therapies to soothe and
suppor t your healing
Spinal Decompression is really a MUST if you’re taking pills, have been told you
have arthritis, stenosis, or you need surgery. It’s totally different from any other kind
of treatment and since the exam is FREE, there’s NO RISK and nothing to lose but
pain!
Not only that, our TRIPLE PLEDGE is your money-back promise you’ll be delighted
with all we do for you:

The Spinal Decompression
Triple Pledge!
So many of our patient are “barely hanging on” by the
time they finally arrive for help. That’s why they’re so happy to
have our exclusive TRIPLE PLEDGE as a safety net.
Here it is:

You must get in the same day you call, or your
first treatment is FREE.
You MUST be delighted with your entire experience
or you get YOUR MONEY BACK—so there’s NO RISK to you...EVER!
If you find a better PLEDGE than ours, you’ll get
A WEEK OF FREE TREATMENT—no questions asked!
And remember, your 19-point FREE EXAM will include:
• pinched nerves
• joints
• ligaments
• trigger points
• spine
• neck position
• range of motion
• muscles
• posture

March 5, 2009

• tendons
• reflexes
• X-RAYS

Even your x-rays are FREE if you need them but only until February 11, 2009, and only with this coupon so
don’t wait and miss out on pain relief! (This offer does not apply to federal insurance beneficiaries)

Dr. Jeremy Busch D.C., C.S.C.S.
Certified Chiropractic Sports Physician

840 John Marshall Hwy, Suite E
Front Royal, VA

(in the business park next to Weichert Realtors)

(540) 635-4440

209133

Double-Crossed By His Own Body!
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Wild things

The chief threats to the cheetah’s existence are loss of habitat,
poaching and hunting (their hide and trophies can command
top dollar), and getting shot by livestock farmers.

County Report

Cheetahs, from 2
beyond wildlife reserves, placing
them in greater danger of conflict
with humans. Those cheetahs
that do survive in the wild come
from a smaller, less diverse gene
pool, leaving them susceptible
to disease and predation in their
own right. Furthermore, captive
breeding has proven tricky, and
wildlife biologists are not optimistic that such efforts can have
a measurable positive impact on
the cheetah’s future.
Cheetahs have lean bodies, long
legs, a large heart and expansive
lungs. And with these features
come additional speed; perhaps
this is why the cheetah is often
referred to as the “greyhound” of
the cats. In fact, some say a cheetah looks like a “dog with a cat’s
head.” But with weaker jaws and
smaller teeth than other large
predators, cheetahs have difficulty protecting their kills, let alone
their own cubs. This has meant
that population numbers for wild
cheetahs are falling faster than
for other big cats.
The cheetah’s future may look
dim, but conservationists have
been working to lessen the decline in some areas. For instance,
CCF began educating livestock
farmers around Namibia in the
early 1990s about how to prevent cheetahs from preying on
their livestock without resorting
to the rifle. As a result of these
education efforts, along with
stronger enforcement of endangered species and anti-poaching

Warren
Readership: 20,000 and growing.
Warren County’s leading newspaper.

122 W 14th Street, Box 20
Front Royal, VA 22630

(540) 636-1014
(540) 636-1042 fax
Published in a secret location in the
greater metropolitan area of Limeton.
Publisher & Editor-in-Chief:
Daniel P. McDermott
editor@warrencountyreport.com
Managing Editor and Reporter:
Roger Bianchini
(540) 635-4835
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com

A cheetah mother and her cub on the Masai Mara National Reserve in Kenya.”
Getty Images.
laws, cheetah populations in that
country stabilized—now some
2,500-3,000 cheetahs make their
home in Namibia—after having
fallen to half that the previous
decade. Clearly more such efforts
are needed.

Talk, c/o E/The Environmental
Magazine, P.O. Box 5098, Westport, CT 06881; submit it at:
www.emagazine.com/earthtalk/

the ear with the patient lying on his
or her side again so the powder gets
down into the ear. This may have to
be done every other day for a week,
but it worked for me -- both with my
dogs and my children. I hope this
treatment helps “Sandy.” -- Bernie
W. in Ormond Beach, Fla.

CONTACTS: Cheetah Conservation Fund, www.cheetah.
org; Convention of International
Trade in Endangered Species
(CITES), www.cites.org.
GOT AN ENVIRONMENTAL
QUESTION? Send it to: Earth-
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thisweek/, or e-mail: earthtalk@
emagazine.com. Read past columns at: www.emagazine.com/
earthtalk/archives.php

Old-Time Remedy for
Ear Infection
DEAR PAW’S CORNER: I read
your column about the Shih Tzu
and its problem with ear infections,
and wanted to pass on something I
learned many years ago from an oldtime eye, ear, nose and throat specialist. This also works for children
who are prone to swimmer’s ear.
I had two hunting breed dogs with
long ears, and we lived right on the
shores of Lake Michigan, so they
were constantly having ear problems. What the doctor told me is as
follows: Have the patient lie with the
bad ear up. Using a plastic eyedropper filled with hydrogen peroxide (dilute peroxide with water before use),
gently squirt the contents into the
ear. Allow this to bubble for at least a
minute. Thoroughly dry the ear, and
use Q-tips carefully to clean out the
debris. After the ear is as dry as possible, tap Desenex powder down into

DEAR BERNIE: This type of treatment is available (for humans) in a
kit at drugstores featuring a diluted
solution of hydrogen peroxide. I
would exercise caution in using this
treatment with small dogs, however.
I also strongly recommend that owners whose pets are experiencing an
ear infection, either for the first time or
recurring, go to their veterinarian first
to have the ears examined. The vet
should test for evidence of ear mites,
a yeast infection or other cause. Ear
mites can be quickly treated, but recurring ear infections can be trickier
-- topical medicines often only treat
the symptoms, and the cause, such
as allergies, can take more time and
effort to diagnose.
Send your tips, questions and comments to Paw’s Corner, c/o King
Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box
536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or
e-mail them to pawscorner@hotmail.
com. (c) 2009 King Features Synd.
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Letters are encouraged. Please limit them to 750 words unless prior arrangements are
made. Email letters to editor@warrencountyreport.com and be sure to include your
name, town and contact information.
Electoral timeout
Editor:
Like many citizens in Front
Royal and Warren County, during the past several weeks I have
been amazed and ashamed at the
behavior of our elected officials
and citizens in our community.
Every week I wait for the next
episode. My problem is that I am
not sure if this is a soap opera or
sitcom.
I read that the Mayor wants our
Councilmen to act in a professional manner. Being an elected
official is not a profession but
rather a position of service to
the community. Unfortunately it
does not require any training or
degree of education. Instead of
the word professional let us use
the word mature. – It is time that
our elected town and county officials act in a mature manner.
I see immature behavior. Citizens and officials are attacking
each other for their own personal
reasons. We have seen people attacked for things that happened
when they were teenagers. We
have seen attacks made on individuals because of their lifestyles.
We have even seen religion used
to attack officials.

Cookie Jars
Q: My mom gave me three old
cookie jars that are from the
1950s. I wonder if they have any
value. -- Sue, Arkadelphia, Ark.
A: Before I answer your question, let me share a personal
story. During the early 1950s, I
raced home from school each afternoon so that I wouldn’t miss
a single minute of “The Howdy
Doody Show.” The broadcast
featured a boy marionette with
48 freckles -- a freckle for each
state of the union -- and an assortment of other characters
that included the host, Buffalo
Bob Smith. Just before my birthday in 1953, I spotted a Howdy
Doody cookie jar in a catalog
and coaxed my mother to fork
out the $3.98 cents for it. She

Then there is the issue of rules
for the Liaison Committee between the Town Council and the
Board of Supervisors. I would
remind participants that we are
not discussing the Treaty of Paris
here. This should be a group of
citizens from basically the same
community discussing what is
best for the entire community.
How hard is that task?
I am a retired elementary school
teacher. I remember dealing with
students who had disputes with
each other. When this happened
we tried to help students deal
with their differences in a more
adult manner. The school system
set up a mediator program and
trained students to help mediate and solve problems between
their peers. Perhaps we need to
have a group of citizens trained
to help mediate such situations
between our elected official who
have disputes with each other or
with private citizens.
When nothing else worked
with students we often had to
separate them at recess. They
were required to play in different
areas of the playground. Maybe
that might be a solution for these
adults. We need to separate them
or give them a time out!
In summary, it is time for all of-

ficials, committee members, and
private citizens to act like adults.
Remember our younger citizens
are looking to you as an example.
Ask yourself what type of an example are you setting? Finally,
what type of an example should
you be setting? Maybe if things
cannot improve by the next election it will be time to give some
officials a time out!

did, and the cookie jar occupied
a place in our kitchen well into
the next decade. Eventually, I
left home, and mother donated
“Howdy” to a thrift shop. Imagine my chagrin when I recently
discovered that Howdy Doody
cookie jars now routinely sell for
well above $500.
Although the feeding frenzy has
cooled with collectors in recent
years and prices have softened,
cookie jars are still popular. Even
common jars from good manufacturers often sell in the $50 to
$100 range. Some of the better
companies include American
Bisque, Brush, McCoy, Metlox,
Regal, Shawnee and Treasure
Craft.
Collectors should be cautious
when buying cookie jars. Reproductions have flooded the marketplace, and the Mammy Cookie Jar marked McCoy might be a
knock-off. Do your homework,
examine the jars carefully for
chips, cracks and other flaws, and
learn as much as you can about
current values. A quick check of
eBay revealed several interest-

ing examples, including Mother
Goose by McCoy, $90; Dopey
from Snow White by Treasure
Craft, $150; Frog Prince by Metlox, $60; Dutch Girl by Shawnee,
$220; and Betty Boop by Clay
Art, $40.
One of the better groups is the
American Cookie Jar Association, which has about 200 members nationwide. Dues are $10
per year and membership includes an excellent newsletter.
The contact information is 4005
Spyglass Lane, Bethany, OK
73008; and http://www.cookiejarclub.com

Sincerely,
Dennis L. Henry
Front Royal
Big Brother
Editor:
I have seen reports and heard
talk of installing a red light sometimes known as photo red camera system in Warren County. I am against a change to the
Warren County Code that would
permit traffic camera ticketing.
Difficult economic times do not
justify this transparent effort to
raise revenue for Warren County
(and profits for the vendor of the
system). If Warren County needs
additional revenue, I would urge
the Board of Supervisors to do it
expressly, not covertly. Although

Write to Larry Cox in care of
King Features Weekly Service,
P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL
32853-6475, or send e-mail to
antiquequestions@aol.com.
Due to the large volume of mail
he receives, Mr. Cox is unable
to personally answer all reader
questions. Do not send any materials requiring return mail.
(c) 2009 King Features Synd.

Letters
one could expect this type of gimmick from Fairfax County where
I long ago lived, I had hoped 10
years ago when I moved to Warren County that this type of proposal would never even get on
the agenda of the County where
I chose to live.
VDOT studies in 2005 and
2007 concluded that red light
cameras are correlated with a net
increase in injury producing accidents. When a vendor shares in
revenue, and the county profits, it
violates fundamental notions of
due process with automatic ticketing -- where one’s accuser is a
profit-motivated company located (usually) in another state. It
would be as if police officers were
paid a bonus for every conviction
obtained through their testimony,
or a judge’s salary was based on
how many times he found a defendant guilty. I would hope that
the Board of Supervisors views
individuals in Warren County as
citizens to be protected from excessive and abusive government,
not just sources of revenue to be
exploited.
Most items, I suppose, that
come before the Board do not
incite citizens to lose respect
for County government and the
County Code, but this foolish
proposal, if brought forward,

would have that effect if it were
adopted, and I respectfully, but
strongly, urge Warren County
residents to actively oppose it.
Even if adopted, based on what
I know of my fellow residents of
Warren County, I would predict,
that this change will not be permitted to stand for very long. It
could become an election issue.
Dennis Fusaro
Front Royal, VA

My War with the Eastern Box
Turtle
Editor:
“What do you have against turtles?”
On Feb 9th I did something I
never imagined I would have to
do when I was elected to serve
in the Senate of Virginia. I spoke
and voted against legislation to
make the box turtle as our state
reptile (passed 24-15). That has
led to some asking me, “What

“Local Knowledge..... Global Reach”

540-675-1675

www.piedmontsir.com
12693 Lee Highway, Washington, Va 22747
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Letters are encouraged. Please limit them to 750 words unless prior arrangements are
made. Email letters to editor@warrencountyreport.com and be sure to include your
name, town and contact information.

Letters

Washington can’t decide whether to
save or to smother the American auto
industry.
A few months ago, GM and
Chrysler got a federal lifeline in the
form of $17.4 billion in loans, on
grounds that their health is essential
to the economy. Now comes news that
the Obama administration is acting
quickly to approve a waiver for California to impose costly new restrictions on carbon-dioxide emissions
from cars.
In a move meant to combat global
warming, California wants to mandate a 30 percent reduction in tailpipe
emissions by 2016 and a fuel-efficiency standard of 49 mpg by 2020.
As many as 13 states will follow California’s lead, creating a regulatory
patchwork with automakers forced in
practice to meet the higher standard.
Even California admits that the new
strictures will add $1,000 to the cost
of vehicles by 2016. The automakers
estimate it will add $3,000. So, GM
and Chrysler will struggle to shed
labor and legacy costs, just to see new
regulatory costs imposed on them by
the very political authorities that are
putting taxpayer dollars at risk to save
them. It’s the rise of self-defeating
industrial policy.
The auto-emissions standards
already imposed on automakers —
the so-called CAFE standards — have
heaped billions of dollars of losses on
Detroit. As Holman Jenkins of The

Wall Street Journal notes, the American industry takes a hit on the cheaper, lighter cars it manufactures at its
high-cost unionized plants to comply
with CAFE. It makes such cars profitably overseas and could import them
back here to the U.S. to meet CAFE
standards if Congress didn’t forbid it
from doing so in a naked pander to the
United Auto Workers.
When Detroit came to Washington
in extremis last year, the rational reaction would have been to lift burdens
on it. Instead, the fashionable rap on
Detroit was that it had created its own
mess by making SUVs on the foolish
assumption that gas prices would stay
at $1.50 a gallon forever. This critique
was premised on the foolish assumption that gas prices would stay at $4 a
gallon forever.
If a normal sense of self-preservation were at work, Detroit would howl
at another step toward bludgeoning it
out of its most profitable line of work.
But now its relationship with Washington is as important as its business
model. Its executives have to drive to
Capitol Hill in hybrid cars to do their
begging and pretend that GM’s plugin Volt — prospectively priced at an
outlandish $40,000 per vehicle — is
the car of the future.
In response to California’s new
rules, an Obama official told the
Detroit News that “additional tools to
support the auto industry will be considered.” What Washington giveth it
taketh away and giveth yet again.
This contradictory policy is driven
by worry over the far-off threat of
global warming, the killer abstraction
that hangs over all of Obama’s economic policy. At the same time everyone is aflutter with the need to stimulate the economy. As government
intervention proliferates, we are about
to see industrial policy run by people
who don’t like industry very much.
Detroit wanted a bailout, and it will
get it good and hard.
Rich Lowry is editor of the National
Review.
© 2009 by King Features Synd., Inc.

think our state shell should be
the one some in government are
hiding under they we wait for the
economic ill winds to pass us by.
One of the counties I represent
has an 11.7% unemployment rate,
and they’re not alone. People are
struggling to make ends meet
across the Commonwealth, and
they need the General Assembly
to redouble its efforts to promote
economic recovery, not ignore
the problem in the hopes that it
will just go away.
So nothing against the turtle
– but if I had my way, he’d have to
get in line.
Mark Obenshain
Virginia State Senator
[Web responses to Obenshain
letter:]

King Features Weekly Service

Self-Defeating
Industrial Policy

Is designating a state reptile really worth our time? We already
have a state beverage, state insect, and a state gold mining interpretive center – presumably to
distinguish it from the pretenders. We even have a state fossil,
an extinct scallop.
I concede that Virginia trails
other states in designations. We
don’t have a state shrub, a state
grass, or even a state donut. But
if we’re to pick a state reptile,
how to choose? Sure, the Eastern
Box Turtle is a fine choice, but
there’s something to be said for
the endangered stinkpot turtle,
too. And who doesn’t have a soft
spot for other reptilian species,
like the yellow-bellied slider, the
common five-lined skink (and, of
course, some would undoubtedly
suggest politicians and lawyers)?
You know, we have a state shell
as well. Increasingly, though, I

February 23-March 1, 2009

do you have against turtles?” It’s
not a question I anticipated being asked this session, but it’s one
I’ve heard more than a few times
in the last few days.
For the record, I don’t have
anything against the Eastern Box
Turtle or terrapins in general, so
there’s no need to speculate.
No, I don’t object to turtles; I
object to wasting time on trivialities while seriously contemplating pushing back the budget for
some later date. I have nothing
against the Eastern Box, but I do
have a problem with the amount
of time we’ve spent this session
on bills that have nothing to do
with making our Commonwealth
a better place, to say nothing of
getting our economy back on
track. This bill is just one isolated,
albeit absurd (okay, even slightly
amusing), example of a larger
trend.

The box turtle would look great
on a flag. You should have voted
for it!
- possum1027

Right; we’ll just ignore the fact
that state designations provide a
far more interesting educational
introduction to school students
who are learning about the legislative process. We certainly don’t

1/4 cup water
1 cup thinly sliced carrots
1 cup thinly sliced celery
1 scant cup uncooked noodles
1 1/2 cups (8 ounces) diced
cooked chicken breast
1 teaspoon dried parsley flakes
1/8 teaspoon black pepper
In a large saucepan, combine
chicken broth, carrots and celery. Bring mixture to a boil. Stir
in uncooked noodles, chicken,
parsley flakes and black pepper.
Lower heat, cover and simmer
for 10 to 12 minutes or until vegetables and noodles are tender,
stirring occasionally. Serves 4.

cooked chicken breast from
your local deli.
• Each serving equals: 179 calories, 3g fat, 23g protein, 15g
carbs, 498mg sodium, 34mg
calcium, 2g fiber; Diabetic Exchanges: 2 Meat, 1 Vegetable, 1
Starch; Carb Choices: 1.

Visit Healthy Exchanges at www.
Sensational Chicken Soup
healthyexchanges.com, or call
toll-free at 1-800-766-8961 to
There is nothing better than a
sign-up for our FREE monthly
great bowl of soup. Comforting
newsletter. (All you pay is the
and warming on a cold winter’s
shipping and handling.) This
night. If you are feeling a little
is the only national food newsunder the weather, chicken nooletter for diabetics, heart/chodle is what the doctor ordered.
lesterol concerns and healthy
HINT: If you don’t have left- weight loss.
2 (16-ounce) cans fat-free chick- overs, purchase a chunk of (c) 2009 King Features Synd.
en broth
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Letters are encouraged. Please limit them to 750 words unless prior arrangements are
made. Email letters to editor@warrencountyreport.com and be sure to include your
name, town and contact information.
want younger generations getting
involved in politics. Your “no”
vote sure showed them…
- Visitor
Why not vote for the Eastern
Box Turtle. Did you not take more
time to vote against this wonderful reptile than to vote for it? You
could let everyone know how important it is for children/adults to
leave these wonderful creatures
in the wild than to claim them
as pets. How wonderful it would
be for builders to scan their sites
before allowing bulldozers to flatten them. You could have done so
much good…instead you did not.
- Mary Ellen
I ask that the Senator reconsider his position on the Eastern box
turtle. I understand that there are
many, many pressing and serious
matters in our Commonwealth
and I sure don’t want to make
light of that. I respect his point.
However, where I live (in Fairfax,
VA), there “ain’t a heckuva lot of
nature” left. It’s been paved over.
These turtles are one of the few
natural things that have really
managed to hang on and there
are many dedicated citizens who
have really worked to protect
them and their habitat.
I know one conservationist in
particular (she happens to be
past president of my Republican

women’s club) who has worked
tirelessly to get the turtle this
far. I’m sure she’d have preferred
ideal timing, too, but this is when
the opportunity arose to have
the turtle get his day in the state
house, so to speak.
In the spirit of bi-partisan cooperation, in the spirit of conservation, let’s not punish the turtle
or the citizen-activists of both
parties (and no party) who have
worked to get these cool critters
so far through the process.
Yes, the timing could have been
better and, indeed, we are living
in tough times. But it takes as
much time to say “yea” as it does
to say “nay.”
Designating the turtle as Virginia’s official reptile isn’t going
to cost taxpayers anything, but it
means a lot to dedicated conservationists. Officially recognizing
the turtle means that school children may have more opportunity
to learn about them, that people
out hiking may be more aware of
them and their habitat needs (and
will be less likely to take them
home as pets, thereby shortening
their lifespan), etc. It’s a win-win
for people and turtles.
So, I say: vote “yea” for the turtle!
- Anne
The Eastern Box Turtle is unquestionably deserving of being
recognized as the Official State

Reptile of Virginia. Small and
brown, unassuming and close
to the ground, he has remained
unchanged for countless ages.
Anne is right - It takes as much
time to say “Yea” as “Nay,” and in
this gloomy economic climate, to
do something that costs nothing
and means so much will surely
bring a smile to many Virginians. Yes, Virginia, we do want a
turtle.....Please don’t crush him in
the House.
- Deborah
Middle East Truth?

Letters

Editor:
I write in response to the letter from Karen Cohen of the Endowment for Middle East Truth.
Regarding my Jan. Op-ed, “The
Gaza Holocaust,” Ms. Cohen
says that it is based upon Arab
propaganda. Were my references
to B’tselem, the Jerusalem Post,
Ha’aretz, Jewish Voices for Peace,
Gush Shalom, Amy Goodman
(Democracy Now), and Breaking
the Silence (Israeli soldiers), all
Arabs posing as Jews?
Many thousands of Jews in Israel and all over the world have
been, and are protesting Israel’s
treatment of the Palestinians.
Israel’s last remaining Holocaust
survivors have condemned Israel’s attack on Gaza: “The Warsaw
Ghetto is right in front of you,
targeted by your own tanks and
artillery, and its name is Gaza....
for you, the leaders of Israel,
‘freedom’ is a dirty word.” http://
tinyurl.com/IHS-notourname
Henry Siegman, former head of
the American Jewish Congress,

wrote “Israel’s Lies” about Hamas
and Gaza and the reasons for the
attack. http://tinyurl.com/Siegman-IL Israeli historian Avi Shlaim, “The Iron Wall,” wrote to the
Guardian (UK) that, “If all Israel
wanted was to stop rocket attacks
from Gaza, all it had to do was to
observe the ceasefire....” A joint
study by Tel Aviv University and
a European University revealed
that Israel causes 79 percent of
ceasefire breaches. http://tinyurl.
com/reignite-vio
Israeli historian Ilan Pappe, author of “Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine,” wrote on Jan 3 of Israeli lies
in describing “the victims of Gaza
as terrorists and Israel’s massive

Landry Decorators

30 years experience
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Plumbing • Carpentry
General Maintenance
* Licensed & Insured *

540-636-3177

Now Available at Prospect Hill Cemetery: Monuments, Cremation
Urns, Cremation Niches, In Ground Vases, Bronze Flag Holders and
Monument Cleaning

Prospect Hill Cemetery Association, Inc.
200 W. Prospect Street • Front Royal, VA 22630 • 540-635-5468

All ‘D’series memorial art property of Design Mart. Copyright © 1978-2005 Design Mart. Used with permission. All other rights
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NEED CASH?
WE BUY OLD GOLD
broken gold, coins & vintage watches.
CHAIN REACTION
441 SOUTH STREET
Front Royal, VA
540-636-7210

killings of them as an act of selfdefense.” http://www.countercurrents.org/pappe030109.htm
Jewish-American scholar, Phyllis Bennis wrote in “The Gaza
Crisis,” that “Israel’s claim that it
is ‘responding to’ or ‘retaliating

Employment
Small Govt Contracting firm looking for full time admin staffing. $8/
hr including full health benefits. Respond to:
http://www.ardentmc.com/careers/

and select job listings/ front royal/
administrative support.
Advertisement

44 year old man needs
enough work to survive
I can haul away any scrap metal you have around your home or farm
for free–presently I make $5.00 per hundred weight minus gas.
I have means to haul away junk vehicles from your property for
free–presently I make $5.00 per hundred weight minus gas & $50.00
trailer usage.
I can also do minor home repairs, tree work, clean out buildings,
basements, attics, homes to be rented.
I can also do hauling of anything on a pick-up.

Very reasonable rates so please call and thanks!
Freezers–refrigerators, AC units, washers, dryers, furnaces, hot
water heaters, iron tubs, sinks, piping, radiator heaters, car engines,
transmissions, all metal parts and much more hauled for free. I make
$5.00 per hundred.
This country was made with the bartering system...so call and we
will do just that. 540-631-4020.
If everyone would think about that one job they have been wanting to get done and haven’t gotten done yet...then call me. Both you
and I would be happy. I would be working and your project would be
done–I am affordable.
Citizens? Anything for me?
Businesses? Anything for me?
Contractors? Anything for me?
Realtors? Anything for me?
Nobody was forgotten...but this ad is now....

540-631-4020

for’ Palestinian rocket attacks is
spurious.” http://www.globalresearch.ca/ Israeli Uri Avnery has
written of the many times Israel
could have had peace and chose
otherwise.
www.gushshalom.
org And Jewish Member of the
British Parliament, Sir Gerald
Kaufman, said “My grandmother
did not die to provide cover for
Israeli soldiers murdering Palestinian grandmothers in Gaza.”
On April 30, 2008, Jewish Nobel Prize winner, Harold Pinter
and 103 other prominent Jews
wrote to the Guardian (UK) that
Israel “engages in ethnic cleansing, that violates international
law, that is inflicting a monstrous
collective punishment on the civilian population of Gaza and
that continues to deny to Palestinians their human rights and
national aspirations.” http://tinyurl.com/Pinter-Israel Here are
but a few more sources all Americans should read on these issues:
Eric Margolis, Norman Solomon,
Joshua Frank, Norman Finklestein, Noam Chomsky, Ben Cohen,
Gordon Levy, Amira Hass, Ran
HaCohen, Glenn Greenwald,
Stephen Zunes, Avrum Burg.
Ms. Cohen warns me that if I
don’t understand the truth about
the Middle East, I “will be standing in line for [my] burka....” I will
certainly stand out, since the majority of Muslim women around
the world do not wear burkas.
Certain Christian and Jewish
sects have clothing restrictions.
As one of the founders of the Virginia Women Attorney’s Association in 1980 because women
were not treated equally in Virginia, I support women’s rights.
Among other things, I oppose
forcing Israeli women to sit at the
back of the bus. Miriam Shear, an
American-Israeli riding a bus to
the Western Wall was beaten by
a group of ultra-Orthodox (Haredi) men for refusing to do so. Last
week, Israeli Channel 10 reported
about Jewish-Israeli Goel Ratzon,
who is living with 32 women with
whom he has fathered 89 children. His children “are required
to kiss his shoes, and worship
the tattoo of his portrait on their
mother’s arm.” These things are
legal in Israel.
Israel’s argument for its attacks
on the entire population and infrastructure of Gaza is that no
onethere is innocent, the same
as implied by Cohen when she
wrote “Call it the fault of Hamas

… but the people of Gaza voted
for their government.” What she
argues is a war crime, specifically
“collective punishment.” Hamas
received 42.9 percent of the vote.
But even if they had received 75
percent or greater, which they
clearly did not, more than half
of Gazans are under age 14 and
30+ percent voted for Fatah. If
many in Gaza had not opposed
Hamas, then why did Israel, the
US, and Canada provide weapons
and training to Fatah followers
in Gaza to wage a bloody battle
against Hamas?
Jennifer Lowenstein, based on
her own observations in Palestine, wrote, “If Hamas Did Not
Exist,” Israel would still be committing its horrific treatment of
the Palestinians. Israel does not
want peace. Without its alleged
“victimhood” and the many Hollywood and television movies related to the Holocaust, it might
not continue to receive US billions every year.
Elizabeth M. Molchany, J.D.
Front Royal
Potholes
Editor:
They’re back and they’re bad.
Potholes have returned and hitting one with your car can do a
number on tires, wheels, steering and suspension, and alignment. Every driver knows what
it feels like to hit a pothole, but
what they don’t know is if their
vehicle has been damaged in the
process.
To help you determine if hitting a pothole has damaged your
vehicle, watch for the following
warning signs.
• Loss of control, swaying when

making routine turns, bottoming-out on city streets or bouncing excessively on rough roads.
These are indicators that the
steering and suspension may have
been damaged. The steering and
suspension are key safety-related
systems. Together, they largely
determine your car’s ride and
handling. Key components are
shocks and/or struts, the steering
knuckle, ball joints, the steering
rack/box, bearings, seals and hub
units and tie rod ends.
• Pulling in one direction, instead of maintaining a straight
path, and uneven tire wear. These
symptoms mean there’s an alignment problem. Proper wheel
alignment is important for the
lifespan of tires and helps ensure
safe handling.
• Low tire pressure, bulges or
blisters on the sidewalls, or dents
in the rim. These problems will
be visible and should be checked
out as soon as possible as tires are
the critical connection between
your car and the road in all sorts
of driving conditions.
To ensure safety and reliability,
it’s worth having a professional
technician inspect the car and
make the necessary repairs. To
learn more, visit the Car Care
Council’s Web site and check
out the new digital version of the
popular Car Care Guide at http://
www.carcare.org/car-care-guide
Sincerely,
Rich White
Executive Director
Car Care Council
7101 Wisconsin Ave., Suite 1300
Bethesda, MD 20814-3415
301-654-6664

About 20,000 people read this paper.
An ad this size costs about 40 bucks..
Is your business benefiting from the area’s best
advertising deal?
Let’s talk about it.

Leanne Bryant
540-305-6347

lbryant@warrencountyreport.com
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But enough venting of my own “1984” instilled nightmares heightened by the “too-big-to-fail,
corporation uber alles” ideology of multi-trillion dollar bailouts of government-enabled white
collar banking and housing market loan sharks popularized in the US over the past six months.

Red-light cameras

Law enforcement’s all-seeing eye – safety tool or ‘1984’?
County ponders addition of traffic enforcement cameras at intersections
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Will a tight budget cycle delay
a local law enforcement move
toward a “1984” scenario of “Big
Brother is Watching You” mechanized traffic safety cameras?
At the Feb. 3 meeting of the
Warren County Board of Supervisors, Sheriff Daniel McEathron presented a request that the

county explore buying in to the
Traffic Signal Photo Enforcement
Program. While the sheriff ’s stated justification of bolstering safety at traffic intersections seems
harmless enough (unless you’re
caught at the town’s red light at
Happy Creek Road’s intersection
with Commerce Ave. at night with
no traffic on the horizon), the addition of all-seeing governmental
“eyes” throughout the commu-

Randolph-Macon Academy
Announces the 2009 Middle School

Scholarship Writing Contest
First Place: $2,000 scholarship
applicable towards 2009-10 tuition at R-MA.

Open to students currently in grades 5, 6 & 7.
Call 540-636-5480 for more information & application.
Deadline March 15, 2009. Current R-MA students are not eligible. To receive award,
winners must apply, meet admissions criteria, and enroll at R-MA for the 2009-10
school year. For more information, visit www.rma.edu.

Randolph-Macon Academy...more than a prep school
Visit
rma.edu to
find out about
our Summer
School
Courses and
Summer
Camps!

Why Rent when
you can BUY!
Get the tax benefits and generate your own
equity!
• Sales Price: $105,000
ONLY $795.00 per month*
• Sales Price: $140,000
ONLY $1025.00 per month*
• Sales Price: $175,000
Only $1250.00 per month*
* VHDA FHA PLUS 100% loan program. Terms
subject to change based on credit and current rates.
Price includes principle, interest, taxes and insurance.
Rates courtesy of Weichert Financial.

Beth Medved Waller, Inc
540-671-6145 • bethwaller@mris.com
Named Top Weichert Realtor again in 2008 for Warren County sales--now’s
the time to buy!

See my listings online on nearly 100 websites
including front page exposure on Realtor.com
and 80 other popular real estate sites!

nity drew the “1984” Big Brother
analogy from other sources than
your humble reporter (who happens to be re-reading a copy of
“1984” – George Orwell’s dark
vision of the rise of the totalitarian state in the post World War II
West – that Royal Oak Bookstore
proprietor Kevin Seabrooke recently tracked down for him).
“I don’t know about this ‘1984’
stuff – maybe the tight budget
will delay it for a while,” Shenandoah District Supervisor Richard
Traczyk quipped to us during a
break in the Feb. 3 work session
during which the sheriff presented information on both the traffic
cameras and an automated “CodeRed” Emergency phone notification system his department is
also looking into.
Law enforcement cameras are a
rising trend in some nations. England has made increasing use of
them to some public outcry, not
only as a traffic enforcement tool,
but also as a 24-hour means of
general law enforcement observation in public places thought to
be potential targets of criminal or
even terrorist activities. For England, or Oceania’s Airstrip One
as it is called in Orwell’s “1984,”
upped the ante on law enforcement cameras in the wake of terrorist attacks earlier this decade
(they had those in Oceania too).
Of course, there may be some
gap between getting a $50 “running a red light” ticket through
the mail, and “vaporizing” into
the mist after being taken into
custody by jackbooted thugs in
a late-night “Thought Police”
roundup. However, civil libertarians have long pondered the
Pandora’s Box of philosophical
implications opened when the
methods and intent of law enforcement begin blurring along
lines of 24-hour mechanized surveillance of its own population.
But enough venting of my
own “1984” instilled nightmares
heightened by the “too-big-tofail” ideology of multi-trillion
dollar government bailouts of
corporate banking and Wall
Street loan sharks popularized in
the US over the past six months.
At issue for the Warren County

Photo by polomex on flickr
Board of Supervisors and staff
exploring the implications of the
first full budget cycle within the
current national and worldwide
economic crisis, are not only the
need for such law enforcement

tools in rural communities like
ours, but also how much it will
cost us – or in other words, our
taxpayers?
The answer to that question
and the relationship between

Dr. Craig Zunka presents an informing seminar on:

What You Need To Know About Vitamin D

			

Did You Know?

• The use of sunscreen reduces Vitamin D
production in the skin 95%
• After October the sun intensity in Virginia
is not strong enough for the body to
produce Vitamin D
• Chronic pain is associated with low
Vitamin D levels.
• Vitamin D is essential for calcium
absorption.
• Vitamin D deficiency can lead to
Osteoporosis.
Join us for a FREE Seminar as Dr. Zunka
discusses the latest information on Vitamin
D: Where it comes from, benefits of Vitamin D, measuring your current level, Do you
have enough? And how much you should be
taking.
Date: Thursday, March 19th
Time: 6:30pm
Place: Samuel’s Public Library
538 Villa Ave., Front Royal, VA.

FREE
SEMINAR

Dr. Zunka is a Diplomat of the American Board of Homeopathy in Dentistry, a Fellow of the Academy
of General Dentistry, a Fellow of the Academy of Stress and Chronic Disease, a Fellow of the Cranial
Academy of American Academy of Osteopathy, a Member of the American Society for Dental Esthetics, a
faculty instructor at the Fordham Page Clinic and past President of the Holistic Dental Association.

Questions? Please contact our office at (540)-635-3610
or check us out on the web at

www.craigzunkadds.com
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Red-light cameras
implementation costs versus cost
savings and revenues produced
will be hashed out as the county
budget cycle proceeds in coming
weeks – we’ll keep you posted …
if we’re not vaporized in the interim.

Objections to red-light
cameras by the National
Motorists Association
Ticket recipients are not adequately notified.
Most governments using ticket
cameras send out tickets via first
class mail. There is no guarantee
that the accused motorists will
even receive the ticket, let alone
understands it and know how to
respond. However, the government makes the assumption that
the ticket was received. If motorists fail to pay, it is assumed that
they did so on purpose, and a
warrant may be issued for their
arrest.
The driver of the vehicle is not
positively identified.
Typically, the photos taken by
these cameras do not identify the
driver of the offending vehicle.
The owner of the vehicle is mailed

the ticket, even if the owner was
not driving the vehicle and may
not know who was driving at the
time. The owner of the vehicle is
then forced to prove his or her innocence, often by identifying the
actual diver who may be a family
member, friend or employee.
Ticket recipients are not notified quickly.
People may not receive citations
until days or sometimes weeks
after the alleged violation. This
makes it very difficult to defend
oneself because it would be hard
to remember the circumstances
surrounding the supposed violation. There may have been a
reason that someone would be
speeding or in an intersection
after the light turned red. Even
if the photo was taken in error, it
may be very hard to recall the day
in question.
There is no certifiable witness
to the alleged violation.
A picture may be worth a thousand words, but it may also take
a thousand words to explain what
the picture really means. Even in
those rare instances where a law
enforcement officer is overseeing
a ticket camera, it is highly unlike-

Unlocking Learning Potential
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x

Help with Homeschooling
After-School Tutoring
Diploma Programs
GED Tutoring

Scholarship funds are available –
call for more information!
321 South Royal Avenue
Front Royal VA 22630
(540) 631-9503
www.blueridgeeducation.org

a United Way member agency

Under the guise of protecting motorist privacy, the court or private contractor that sends out tickets often refuses to send a copy
of the photo to the accused vehicle owner. This is really because many of the photos do not clearly depict the driver or the driver is
obviously not the vehicle owner. Typically, the vehicle owner is forced to travel to a courthouse or municipal building to even see the
photograph, an obvious and deliberate inconvenience meant to discourage ticket challenges.

ly that the officer would recall the
supposed violation. For all practical purposes, there is no “accuser” for motorists to confront,
which is a constitutional right.
There is no one that can personally testify to the circumstances
of the alleged violation, and just
because a camera unit was operating properly when it was set up
does not mean it was operating
properly when the picture was
taken of any given vehicle.
Ticket camera systems are designed to inconvenience motorists.
Under the guise of protecting motorist privacy, the court or private
contractor that sends out tickets
often refuses to send a copy of
the photo to the accused vehicle
owner. This is really because
many of the photos do not clearly
depict the driver or the driver is
obviously not the vehicle owner.
Typically, the vehicle owner is
forced to travel to a courthouse
or municipal building to even see
the photograph, an obvious and
deliberate inconvenience meant
to discourage ticket challenges.
Ticket cameras do not improve
safety.

Despite the claims of companies that sell ticket cameras and
provide related services, there

is no independent verification
that photo enforcement devices
improve highway safety, reduce

Notice
Friends of the Shenandoah River State Park
will hold a new member and organizational meeting March 3rd. Anyone interested in
joining is welcome to attend. This is an exciting opportunity to help support one of the
crown jewels in Virginia’s state park system,
named best in the nation!
FOSRSP Organizational Meeting
Tuesday March 3rd at 7 pm
Shenandoah River State Park
Maintenance Building
Rt. 340 South in Bentonville, VA

For more information and to RSVP, please
call the park office at 540-622-6840.

We’ll see you there!
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pay an upfront fee for the loan,
thereby giving the lender permission to do an electronic funds
transfer out of your account.
When it comes to the loan itself,
the question to ask yourself is:
Will it be putting money in -- or
taking more money out?
A number of states have legislation in the works to cap the
annual interest rate, generally at
36 percent. Some states have already done this.
If you need cash, do anything
you can to get it elsewhere. If
you’re caught up in a loop of
ever-increasing payday loans,
seek counsel at your local Legal
Aid.
David Uffington regrets that he
cannot personally answer reader
questions, but will incorporate
them into his column whenever
possible. Write to him in care of
King Features Weekly Service,
P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL
32853-6475, or send e-mail to
columnreply@gmail.com.
(c) 2009 King Features Synd.
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Photo enforcement devices do not apprehend seriously impaired, reckless or otherwise
dangerous drivers. A fugitive could fly through an intersection at 100 mph and not even
get his picture taken, as long as the light was green!
up. Thousands of tickets can be
generated between routine maintenance and calibration inspections, potentially resulting in just
as many faulty readings.

Cover photo by takomabibelot on flickr.com
overall accidents, or improve
traffic flow. Believing the claims
of companies that sell photo enforcement equipment or municipalities that use this equipment
is like believing any commercial
produced by a company that is
trying to sell you something.
Taking dangerous drivers’ pictures doesn’t stop them.
Photo enforcement devices do
not apprehend seriously impaired, reckless or otherwise
dangerous drivers. A fugitive
could fly through an intersection
at 100 mph and not even get his
picture taken, as long as the light
was green!

Objections Specific to
Photo Radar
Photo radar is still radar, and it
can generate false readings.
Radar is not perfect. Unlike other
normal tickets, citations resulting
from cameras do not have a tracking history or a visual estimation
by a qualified officer to back them

This type of enforcement emphasizes ticket volume.
Despite claims to the contrary,
photo radar is used in locations
characterized by high traffic volume and under-posted speed
limits. It is not profitable to use
photo radar on residential streets,
low volume roads or where speed
limits are posted at the 85th percentile (the speed at which they
should be posted).
Ticket cameras are very inaccurate on certain roads.
Tests done by the University of
Virginia found that fewer than
three percent of the photos taken of vehicles on Interstate-type
roads provided a clear image of
a single vehicle, the license plate
number and the driver. Photo radar should not be used on highspeed, multi-lane highways. Yet,
some greedy cities still use it on
these types of roads.
Photo radar encourages artificially low speed limits.
In areas where proper speed limits have been set according to the
85th percentile (the speed at or
below which 85 percent of traffic
is flowing), cameras could only
make money if their tolerance
threshold was very low, such as
one or two miles per hour over
the speed limit. Politically, this is
437-A South Royal Avenue
Front Royal, VA 22630

540-635-9808

www.samsneadrealty.com • Fax: 540-635-7128 • Toll Free: 800-292-3548

833 Lucke Way • Linden, VA
PRICED BELOW

APPRAISED VALUE!

Perfect
commuter
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3.38 acres great for
children, family &
friends. Beautiful view
of the valley, minutes
to I-66, 4 levels of living
space & newly paved driveway! Lower level room ready to
finish. Like new home...don’t wait!
MLS#WR6980576 • $199,900

not acceptable, nor will the courts
support this kind of enforcement.
The only option is to put the photo radar on roads with unreasonably low speed limits, and then
make sure the limits stay low.

Objections Specific to
Red-Light Cameras
Cameras do not prevent most
intersection accidents.
Intersection accidents are just
that, accidents. Motorists do not
casually drive through red lights.
More likely, they do not see a given traffic light because they are
distracted, impaired, or unfamiliar with their surroundings. Even
the most flagrant of red-light violators will not drive blithely into a
crowded intersection, against the
light. Putting cameras on poles
and taking pictures will not stop
these kinds of accidents.
These devices discourage the
synchronization
of
traffic
lights.
When red-light cameras are used
to make money for local governments, these governments are
unlikely to jeopardize this income source. This includes traffic-light synchronization, which
is the elimination of unneeded
lights and partial deactivation of
other traffic lights during periods of low traffic. When properly
done, traffic-light synchronization decreases congestion, pollution, and fuel consumption.
There are better alternatives to
cameras.
If intersection controls are properly engineered, installed, and
operated, there will be very few

Red-light cameras
red-light violations. From the
motorists’ perspective, government funds should be used on
improving intersections, not on
ticket cameras. Even in instances
where cameras were shown to decrease certain types of accidents,
they increased other accidents.
Simple intersection and signal

improvements can have lasting
positive effects, without negative
consequences. Cities can choose
to make intersections safer with
sound traffic engineering or
make money with ticket cameras.
Unfortunately, many pick money
over safety.

Proper maintenance. A well-maintained air conditioning system will operate
more efficiently and make you feel more comfortable on the hottest days of
the year. It’s a good idea to have your cooling system serviced before it’s
called into duty. If you already know your system is on borrowed time, ask us
to perform a complete evaluation. Factor in the frequency of repairs, the age
of the system and how much you’re paying in monthly cooling bills. It may just
be time for a replacement.
When it’s time to replace, consider high efficiency. The best thing for
your home and pocketbook is to replace an old, under-performing system
with high efficiency equipment. It may cost more initially, but it’ll pay you back
every month in lower cooling bills and significantly improve your comfort.
Today’s highest-efficiency home comfort systems are equipped with state-ofthe-art technology that can provide quiet, uniform temperatures in even the
hardest-to-cool rooms. You’ll also find an array of enhanced comfort features
to choose from, including advanced air filtration and ventilation systems, humidification and dehumidification systems, and more. You’ll love the results.
Lower cooling bills, better comfort and a fully balanced system that’s under
warranty. Plus, cleaner, healthier air and peace of mind. The perfect indoor
environment. What are you waiting for?
Give us a call. Our home comfort
professionals are here to help you
make the best long-term comfort
decision for your home and family.
Let us help get your home’s comfort
in sync.

* SPECIAL *
17 point seasonal
check up for $59.95!

* SPECIAL *
FREE programmable
HoneyWell thermostat
with the installation of
a new 16 seer system,
along with $500.00
manufactures rebate!
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Front Royal
and Warren
County’s local
newspaper!
Call Leanne Bryant
540-305-6347
lbryant@warrencountyreport.com
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Interbake lawsuit

“The Judge will decide whether or not the NLRB Regional Attorneys have proven the facts around the
unlawful termination of BCTGM supporters … Their votes will make the difference on whether or not 210
Interbake employees will have the right to collectively bargain a BCTGM union contract.” – Bakery union
representative John J. Price

Pretty please with ice cream in the middle?
Union-breaking case against Interbake goes to federal judge
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

A federal trial stemming from a
48-count indictment alleging that
one of the three largest cookie and
cracker manufacturers in North
America has engaged in illegal activities to thwart union organizing efforts at its Warren County
plant concluded in Martinsburg,
W. Va., on Feb. 10. At this point it
can be only guesswork as to how
long a federal judge will take before rendering a decision in the
alleged union-busting case, but it
could be months, and eventually
years before a final resolution is
achieved according to a representative of the Bakery, Confectionery, Tobacco Workers and Grain
Millers (BCTGM) union.
“That is why the Employee
Free Choice Act is so important,” BCTGM Union rep John J.
Price says. “Up here where I am
(in Ohio) a case has gone on for
6-1/2 years without resolution
– there is no incentive to deter
these companies [from antiunion activities]. There are 2000
pages of transcripts and 250 exhibits [in the Martinsburg trial].
The judge has set March 18 for
briefs to be filed in that case. Say
it takes until the end of August to
review everything submitted and
Interbake loses. They can appeal
to DC and there’s another two
years gone.”
The pending federal legislation
Price referenced would simplify

the process of unionization of the
workplace. It would allow unionization through the submission of
a simple majority of worker signatures on union authorization
cards. Currently, companies can
contest such generally supportive
moves toward unionization and
require secret ballot votes on labor representation.
Price pointed out the Employee
Free Choice Act would fine companies found guilty of violating
national labor laws, such as are
alleged in the current Warren
County Interbake case, three
times the amount of back pay
owed employees found to have
been wrongly terminated for
union support.
And it is this scenario of alleged
management harassment and
firings of union supporters that
is at the root of the federal case
brought by the Baltimore Regional Office of the National Labor
Relations Board (NLRB) against
Interbake’s Warren County industrial bakery.
The plant specializes in cookies
and ice cream sandwich wafers.
Interbake’s website lists 1,100
employees at six locations in what
it says is the third largest cookie
and cracker manufacturing operation in North America. Interbake’s parent company is George
Weston, a Canadian company
founded in 1882. Interbake’s corporate offices are in Richmond,
Va.
“Instead of concentrating on

making ice-cream sandwiches
and cookies, that plant’s management seems focused on union
busting,” Price says of the union’s
read on Interbake’s management
tactics at its Warren County
plant. “We believe it reflects a
diabolical plan on the company’s
part. Unfortunately in 2007, employees were required to attend
mandatory company meetings
that put fear [of unionizing] into
workers.”

ST NDARD SUPPLY
					

* On Main Street Since 1953 *
Selling RED JACKET®
WELL PUMPS to choosy customers
since 1991.

Choose to call ST NDARD SUPPLY at
635-4547 for a professional installer near you.

The current federal suit alleges
Interbake management began a
pattern of worker intimidation
and profiling following an initial
pro-union authorization vote
shortly after the plant opened in
the spring of 2006. Price said at
that time about 2/3’s of the Warren plant’s workers signed prounion authorization cards. Then,
despite what he calls a mutually
beneficial past relationship between the national baker’s union
and the company, Interbake declined to let BCTGM in as the
plant’s employee representative.
It was then the trouble started,
according to Price.
“Given the history of the relationship between the company
and the union I have no idea why
they did that. As I said, that’s the
million dollar question and it
remains the million dollar question,” Price said of Interbake’s
initial move against BCTGM as
the labor representative of its
Warren County workforce. Price
said that Interbake and its parent
company, George Weston, actually increased its market share
and profitability from an earlier relationship with the baker’s

union based at a plant in North
Sioux City, South Dakota. “The
employer made money – they
actually went from fourth to second in the industry during this
relationship,” Price said.
Interbake’s Richmond-based
attorney in the case, Mark Keenan, did agreed with Price on that
one point – that the union and
company had a previously good
working relationship based at Interbake’s North Sioux City, SD facility – but that’s about it as far as
concurrence on the basic issues
at stake in the federal suit goes.
Timing is everything
“In 2006 before we had hired
any employees, the union was demanding that they be allowed to
be the employees’ labor negotiations representative. The company wanted to preserve the right of
workers to choose,” Keenan said
of Interbake’s move toward a secret ballot on unionization. Keenan said the company believes a
secret ballot is the most effective
way to assure employee’s right to
vote what they believe, without
undue coercion from either side.
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“In 2006 before we had hired any employees, the union was demanding that they be allowed to be the employees’ labor negotiations representative. The company wanted to
preserve the right of workers to choose …” – Interbake attorney Mark Keenan
Keenan also disputes Price’s estimate of initial and subsequent
union support at the Warren
County plant. He said Price’s own
testimony at trial estimated the
number of pro-BCTGM union
authorization cards topping out
between 55 and 60 percent, rather than the 66 percent Price’s referenced 2-1 margin implies. The
Interbake attorney also stated
that BCTGM Local 68 Business
Manager Gary Oskian testified
at trial that the union had “demanded” voluntary recognition
as the Warren plant’s labor representative early in 2006 before the
plant opened. At issue remains
whether such a union “demand”
predated a workforce expression
of union support, be it 55 or 66
percent.
Keenan also said the company
believes the timing of union allegations of worker coercion just
prior to the April 2008 vote were
prompted by the union’s expectation of a second consecutive
loss by secret ballot of the plant’s
employees. Keenan observed the
union made no allegation of similar coercion in the wake of the
2007 election that saw unionization soundly defeated.
The disputed and tightly con-

tested 2008 vote came following
a decisive, nearly 2-1 defeat of
unionization in April 2007. Price
says the union views such marked
short-term turnarounds in union
support at individual plants, as
he believes was the case between
2006 and 2007 at Interbake’s
Warren County plant, as indicative of concerted and often illegal
management efforts to crush organized labor representation.
Keenan counters that if 60 percent or less of the plant’s workers
signed the 2006 union authorization cards, the numbers to affect
the 2007 secret ballot turnaround
could be explained by a change of
as few as 20 or so votes – “which
is not nearly as dramatic a turnaround.”
Labor relations
The federal trial began on Oct.
27, and concluded after 27 days
of testimony on alleged violations
of the National Labor Relations
Act at Interbake’s plant here. The
complaint was filed on July 31,
2008, three months after a still
disputed secret ballot on unionization in April 2008. Among the
evidence heard by US Administrative Law Judge John T. Clark
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was whether Interbake fired six
employees for their union support prior to that April 16, 2008
election at which the company
contends unionization was defeated by a 100-97 vote. Price says
if the NLRB-enabled, but still
contested votes of the four, fired
employees are allowed to stand,
the union wins the April election
by a 101-100 count.
While the company says the
contested employees were all
fired for legitimate reasons, the
union has a different read on the
situation. Of fired union supporter John Robinson, Price said, “He
had never missed a day; did all
he was asked to do and achieved
top seniority He was approached
about a change to third, or the
midnight, shift,” due to a specific
personal situation. “All he did was
question why, with his seniority,
he would move to the third shift
– and they fired him on the spot.
Everybody at the plant knew why
he was fired,” Price says.
Keenan asserts that the company’s effort to change Robinson’s
shift was strictly due to medical
limitations Robinson admitted to
at trial. “He was a good employee
but there were medical issues
that limited what he could do,”
Keenan asserts. Rather than shift
other workers to accommodate
Robinson’s situation, the company’s policy was to move Robinson to an open third-shift spot.
Keenan characterized Robinson’s
departure as almost a “self-termination” due to his medical limitations.
In addition to disagreeing on
the particulars of specific terminations, Price and the union
point to other methods of company harassment and coercion.
Price cited “mandated” company
meetings during which the union
contends employees were threatened with lost retirement benefits and the specter of lost jobs
if unionization was allowed at the
plant. – “And the bottom line for
any worker is they don’t want to
lose their job. No wonder they
were scared to talk to us after
that,” Price said.
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Interbake lawsuit
In contrast to the alleged series of mandatory management
meetings the union believes were
designed to scare workers away
from union support, Price says
the union was allowed scant opportunity for rebuttal at the plant
in 2007. “We got only two, hour
slots before and after shifts – it
wasn’t a level playing field. Our
tables were right across from
management’s offices. We actually spent more time talking to
managers than employees,” Price
observed.
“I think that’s simply inaccurate,” Keenan counters. “Workers
change their minds for a variety
of reasons.” Of past labor violation allegations against Interbake
in 2006, Keenan said that of 46
individual claims filed in 2006, 40
were either dropped by the NLRB
or withdrawn by the union. Of
the remaining complaints, Keenan says they were generally minor
violations such as supervisors
removing union materials from
tables were they were legally set
out for employees. He said the
company decided it was not cost
effective to litigate such minor
offenses, and settled those cases
out of court.
After the trial’s conclusion, one
Interbake employee and union
supporter spoke on condition of
anonymity out of fear for his own
job.
“I would like to emphasize that
Interbake and it’s attorneys had a
real good idea who was for union
representation and who was not
by the constant categorizing of

it’s workforce by many surveys
like demographics. Removing
workers from their workstations
to ‘speak’ with them about their
concerns but never taking any
actions, was a clear sign of being profiled. All the while, problems in production were being
ignored. Training was non-existent until this federal trial. The
workers at Interbake have made
the plant productive despite all
the obstacles, however we knew
we needed representation due to
the treatment management instilled on us daily, like not being
allowed to go home during a state
of emergency one winter.
“At the very least, now Interbake has a split shop. But they
could have taken the NLRB recommendation of remedy to rehire the fired workers and count
their votes to resolve the issue.
For some reason they will never
admit, management chose to
block their workers by whatever
means necessary.”
“The Judge will decide whether or
not the NLRB Regional Attorneys
have proven the facts around the
unlawful termination of BCTGM
supporters Phillip Underwood,
Connie Nelson, Christina Duval,
Milo Malcomb, Clyde Stovall and
John Robinson,” Price says. “Four
of the six discriminees listed
above voted in the April 16, 2008
election. Their votes will make the
difference on whether or not 210
Interbake employees will have
the right to collectively bargain a
BCTGM union contract.”
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“As I mentioned we are doing a wine tasting all weekend long to benefit the Warren
County Humane Society in conjunction with author Hal Creel. He will be signing and
selling copies of his book, “Do Old Dogs Dream?” on Saturday, Feb. 21, from 2 – 6 p.m.

Pets

Weekend wine tasting benefits animal shelter
Author of ‘Do Old Dogs Dream?’
book signing at Vino e Formaggio
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Front Royal’s Gourmet wine and
cheese shop, not coincidentally
known as “Vino e Formaggio,” at
124 East Main Street, will host a
fundraising event for the Warren
County Humane Society’s Julia
H. Wagner Animal Shelter and
other state animal assistance programs the weekend of Feb. 21-22.
V&F’s manager Christian Failmezger explains:
“As I mentioned we are doing a
wine tasting all weekend long to
benefit the Warren County Humane Society in conjunction with
author Hal Creel. He will be signing and selling copies of his book,
“Do Old Dogs Dream?” (see related story) on Saturday, Feb. 21,
from 2 – 6 p.m. All proceeds will
go to the Humane Society.
“I will be tying the book with VA
wine from Chateaux Morrisette.
Chateaux Morrisette donates
a percentage of their proceeds

from the sale of these wines to
Service Dogs of Virginia and the
Saint Francis of Assisi Service
Dog Foundation. These organizations are dedicated to raising and
training service dogs and assist-

ing individuals with disabilities to
lead more independent and mobile lives. I will be tying the sale of
these VA wines to the sale of the
book by offering a discount when
bought together.”

Related Links:

Chateaux Morrisette - www.chateaumorrisette.com
Front Warren Humane Society
www.petfinder.com/shelters/

warrenco.html
Hal Creel - www.createspace.
com/3352665
www.clipsyndicate.com/publish/video/792700/do_old_dogs_
dream_author_hal_creel
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All nine dogs featured in “Do Old
Dogs Dream?” were dearly loved
but, unfortunately, that is not the
case with so many senior dogs.

Pets

‘Do Old Dogs Dream?’ author shares the love (& money)
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Harold Creel, a 51-year-old
lawyer who divides his time between the nation’s capital, and
his farm in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia introduces a new
book sure to please dog lovers everywhere entitled “Do Old Dogs
Dream?” A native of South Carolina, Hal has always been crazy
about canines and is a frustrated
poet. His new book fulfills both
passions and shares some special
dog stories from canines with
compelling, long lives.
As the owner, nurse, chef and
chauffer of a 14-year-old yellow
Lab named Chester, Creel developed a particular affection and
respect for old dogs. Knowing
that Chester’s remaining days
were limited he began writing
about him. As he shared Chester’s story with others, people reciprocated with incredible tales

of struggles and triumphs. After
interviewing scores of old dogs,
Hal chose eight (in addition to
Chester) to include in his book of
poems “Do Old Dogs Dream?”
Creel is donating all the profits from his new book, which
was released in December 2008,
to shelters and nonprofit causes
that specifically benefit old dogs.
He hopes this will create interest
in these senior ambassadors and
their well being at a grass roots
level.
“I am honored that the book
has been endorsed by the national associations of the Humane
Society of United States and
ASPCA,” states Creel. “Working
together through shelters and
rescue leagues, we can help raise
awareness of the great qualities
the older dog offers as a devoted,
wise and loyal pet.”
All nine dogs featured in “Do
Old Dogs Dream?” were dearly

• On March 1, 1941, Nashville
radio station W47NV begins
transmitting. The station was
the first in the country to receive
a license for FM radio transmission. The station started its FM
broadcast with a commercial
• On Feb. 26, 1919, the Grand for Nashville’s Standard Candy
Canyon national park is estab- Company.
lished. The chasm drops more
than a mile into the earth, and • On Feb. 25, 1964, 22-year-old
is 15 miles across at its widest Cassius Clay shocks the oddspoint. American geologist John makers by dethroning world
Wesley Powell, who popularized heavyweight boxing champion
the term “Grand Canyon” in the Sonny Liston in a seventh-round
1870s, became the first person technical knockout. Two days
to journey the entire length of later, after meeting with Malthe gorge in 1869.
colm X, Clay announced he was
joining the Nation of Islam. He
• On Feb. 27, 1936, Shirley later took the Muslim name of
Temple receives a new contract Muhammad Ali.
from 20th Century Fox that will
pay the 7-year-old star $50,000 a • On Feb. 28, 1975, a subway
film. Her famous blond ringlets crash in London kills 43 people.
appeared in more than 40 films, The driver of the train apparentincluding “Bright Eyes,” “Curley ly made no effort to brake as the
Top,” “Wee Willie Winkie,” “Hei- train headed toward a dead-end
di” and “Rebecca of Sunnybrook brick wall, leading some to specFarm.”
ulate that the crash was a sui-

loved but, unfortunately, that is
not the case with so many senior
dogs. That is why Hal is giving
all profits from the sale of his
book to the rescue and care of
old dogs. It is his hope that they
too will not only dream of a life of
comfort and love, but actually live
such a life in their golden years.
“I interviewed scores of dogs for
the book. And boy did I hear the
stories (mostly from the owners).
Time and space forced me to limit the book to a few stars – and
stars they are,” explains Creel.   
Creel’s website (www.doolddogsdream.com) is one source
for purchasing a copy of the book
and it is also available at www.
Amazon.com at a cost of $19.95.
Artist
Stephen
Whetstine‘s
heartfelt portraits capture the big
personalities of each dog while
Creel’s engaging photos and artful words make for a delightful
read.  

cide. Following this disaster, the
London Underground installed
an automatic braking system in
end-of-the-line locations.
• On Feb. 24, 1982, Wayne
Gretzky scores his 77th goal,
breaking a record held by Phil
Esposito of 76 goals in a single
season. When Gretzy retired
in 1999 after 20 seasons in the
NHL, he was widely considered
the greatest player in the history
of hockey.
• On Feb. 23, 1997, “Schindler’s
List” is shown on NBC, the first
network to broadcast a movie
without commercial interruption. Ford Motor Company,
which sponsored the broadcast,
showed one commercial before
and after the film. The blackand-white 1993 film won Steven Spielberg his first Academy
Award as Best Director.
(c) 2009 King Features Synd.
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Community

The Red Cross is always in need of blood donors, blood drive sponsors, and volunteers to
serve on the Disaster Action Team. There are many ways to support the organization on
a large or small scale, based individual interests and time available.

Cupid was Kind to FR/WC American Red Cross
The Top of Virginia American
Red Cross thanks the public for
their support of the First Annual Valentine’s Dance.
Approximately 100 people attended
the event held at Bowling Green
Country Club on February 14th.
Feedback from the dance was
extremely positive and the Red
Cross is happy to announce that
the fundraiser will now be an annual event. “This was never expected to be a huge fundraiser
but more of a way to get the community together to enjoy a nice
evening while supporting a good
cause. We also wanted to use the
opportunity to educate the public that we have a local American
Red Cross and have needs for financial and volunteer support,”
asserted Beth Waller, Chair of

the Warren County Council and
Top of Virginia Board Member, “In fact, several attendees
expressed an interest in getting
involved, so those new volunteers alone make the evening a
roaring success,” Waller added.
The Red Cross is always in need
of blood donors, blood drive sponsors, and volunteers to serve on
the Disaster Action Team. There
are many ways to support the

NOW HERE’S A TIP
By JoAnn Derson
• To extend the time between
dusting blinds, use fabric-softener sheets. They repel dust
and give wood, plastic or metal
blinds a nice cleaning.
• “In a hurry to pay for a large order of groceries? When unload-

ing the cart, turn all bar codes
toward the cashier!” -- D.M. in
British Columbia

around the arms of furniture or
the corners, where cats like to
scratch.

• “Here’s a great way to save
money on expensive greeting
cards: Make your own. My children make all their own cards
for birthdays and holidays. We
save cards that they were sent,
and the kids cut out the pictures
and write their own sayings.
The grandparents and extended
family really love these cards,
and the kids are able to express
themselves.” -- T.D. in North
Carolina

• “Use the return envelopes
found in junk mail as grocery
lists and coupon carriers. I write
my list in bold, dark marker on
the front, then carry the coupons I need for that trip inside
the envelope. When I’m done, I
recycle it.” -- I.L. in Massachusetts

• To keep pets off furniture, try
using a piece of tinfoil to cover
the areas where your pet likes
to go. You can use it to wrap

• Go Green Tip: Replace the five
most-used lamps in your home
with bulbs that are Energy Star
qualified. It can save you more
than $60 a year in energy use.
(c) 2009 King Features Synd.,
Inc.

organization on a large or small
scale, based individual interests
and time available. Upcoming
fundraising opportunities are also
numerous. “We hope everyone
has marked their calendars for
our upcoming events, most notably the Celebrating Heroes Gala
and the Shrimp and Oyster Fest,”
said Waller. The Gala will be held
at the ProJet Aviation Hanger at
the Winchester Regional Airport
on March 7, 2009. This year’s
theme is honoring our veterans
and active military personnel and
it will be a “MASH Bash” from
6pm-10pm. The 7th Annual
Shrimp, Oyster & BBQ Fest will
be held on April 25, 2009, catered
by The Apple House and held at
the North Warren Volunteer Fire

Hall. We know that the economy
has tightened everyone’s budgets
and pray that our supporters will
be generous this year in sponsorships, silent auction donations
and ticket sales for our two largest fundraising events. For information about fundraisers or
volunteering, please contact the
Warren County Red Cross office
at 635-2333 or stop by between
9am-1pm Monday through Friday.
Advertise in Front Royal
& Warren County’s local
newspaper!

Call Leanne Bryant

540-305-6347
lbryant@warrencountyreport.com
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My bill arises out of a constituent who mistakenly built a home slightly closer to the road than was permitted by the zoning ordinance. Even though his neighbors did not object to his variance application, the
Warren County Board of Zoning Appeals, relying on a Virginia Supreme Court Case, had no choice but to
deny his application because his hardship did not equate to a complete condemnation of his land.

General Assembly

Clay Athey’s Report from Richmond

By Del. Clay Athey
18th Legislative District
Greetings from your 18th District Delegate to the Virginia
General Assembly. This week
was Crossover Week in the General Assembly when all of the bills
that were passed by the House of
Delegates now ‘crossover’ to the
Senate of Virginia.
Four bills of local interest which
I patroned were approved by the
100 members of the House of
Delegates this week. Even though
a bill passes the House of Delegates it must pass the Virginia
Senate and Governor Kaine must
sign the bill before it becomes a
law.
For example, my House Bill
2328 requires investigators with
local Departments of Social Services to obtain photographic and
audio evidence of injuries whenever an allegation of elder adult

abuse is alleged by any person.
The bill is designed to preserve
evidence of wrongdoing or the
lack of wrongdoing by caretakers
of senior citizens when reports of
elder abuse are made to the local
Department of Social Services.
As our overall population continues to age, we must enact laws
which protect defensiveness senior citizens from the perpetrators of these heinous acts against
senior citizens. HB 2328 passed
the House of Delegates 98-0 and
was referred to the Senate Rehabilitation and Social Services
Committee.
House Bill 1778 revises and clarifies the responsibilities of manufacturers toward Virginia motor
vehicle dealers in the event of
termination of a dealer franchise.
By the end of this year, General
Motors is expected to terminate
over 5,000 of their 7,500 existing
dealerships in North America.
Every job related to the auto industry in Virginia will be affected
by the Detroit Three’s plans to
eliminate whole lines of automobiles including Saturn and certain Chrysler and Ford automobile lines. Some local auto parts
plants as well as our hometown
car dealerships may be forced to
close or dramatically reduce their
workforce when this impending
meltdown occurs.
My bill ensures that a small part
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of the Federal bailout money GM,
Ford, and Chrysler received last
month will be shared with Virginia car dealerships under pressure to close their doors because
the cars they sell and service will
no longer be manufactured by
the Detroit Three. HB 2328 provides dealers a way to attract other manufacturers to replace the
cars they have been selling for the
Detroit Three with other types of
cars from other manufacturers
thereby saving local jobs and tax
dollars. Protecting home town
dealerships and their employees
should be our top priority in this
time of economic uncertainty not
bailing out the corporate CEO’s
in Detroit whose bad decisions
have brought the domestic auto
industry to its knees.
Additionally, my HB 1780 fills
vacancies in certain local offices
by special elections and further
provides that vacancies in a governing body or elected school
board shall be filled by special
election notwithstanding any
other statutory or charter provision to the contrary; thus overriding charter provisions that
up until now has allowed a local
town council or school board
to appoint a person to serve the
entire remaining portion of a vacated term.
My bill will ensure that citizens
within any Virginia town or city

Parkside
Renovations
• Handyman
Services
• Drywall
• Painting
• Remodeling
• Decks
• Small Jobs
Donald B. Quarton

(540) 635-1943

have the final word, through their
vote, in deciding who is elected
to represent them. This election
law bill arose out of an Attorney
General’s opinion confirming
the Front Royal town attorney’s
opinion that because Front Royal
Councilman Shae Parker was appointed by his fellow councilmen
as opposed to being elected by
his fellow citizens, he was forbidden by the Virginia Constitution
and over sixty state statutes from
casting a vote on any issue involving the expenditure of money, the
setting of a tax rate, or the issuance of debt. I later learned that
the Warrenton Town Council
and Middletown Town Council
have a similar problem.
My HB 1780 will ensure that
any vacancy in a local office after
7/01/09 will be filled by a Special
Election wherein the people will
decide who is best to represent
their interests in elected office.
I am grateful that my colleagues
in the House unanimously supported my proposal to require
Special Elections even though
the Virginia Municipal League,
representing Virginia’s towns and
cities, opposed my bill and demanded that the bill be amended
to permit local town councils to
continue to fill vacancies by defining appointed officials as elected officials which in my judgment
would be dishonest. HB 1780

passed the House 99-0.
Finally, HB 2326 changes the
standard by which a variance
can be granted by eliminating
the requirement for a showing
of a hardship approaching confiscation and instead requiring
a clearly demonstrable hardship
unique to the landowner seeking the variance. My bill removes
from the Virginia Code the requirement that an applicant
for a zoning variance prove to a
board of zoning appeals that his
land would have no other use approaching a confiscation of the
property in order for the BZA to
grant the slightest variance from
the zoning ordinance.
My bill arises out of a constituent who mistakenly built a home
slightly closer to the road than
was permitted by the zoning ordinance. Even though his neighbors did not object to his variance
application, the Warren County
Board of Zoning Appeals, relying on a Virginia Supreme Court
Case, had no choice but to deny
his application because his hardship did not equate to a complete
condemnation of his land. The
bill would give the Boards of Zoning Appeals across the Commonwealth the flexibility to perform
their primary function which is
to evaluate and grant variances
when strict application of the
zoning ordinance creates a hard-
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General Assembly
ship unique to their neighbors.
[Previous week]
This week some of these local
bills were approved by the 100
members of the House of Delegates. Even though a bill passes
the House of Delegates, the Virginia Senate and Governor Kaine
must support proposed legislation before it becomes laws.
For example, my HB 1779,
which expands from 12 to 24
times per year the ability of nonprofit clubs, fire departments, and
community organizations to hold
events where they sell food to the
public without charging a sales
and use tax passed the House of
Delegates last week on a vote of
99-0. The idea for HB 1779 was
generated from concerns expressed to me by members of the
Browntown Community Center
in Warren County which funds
their non-profit organization
through bake sales and events
where they sell meals to the public.
Their concerns arose from a
Virginia Department of Taxation

ruling earlier this year which held
that non-profit clubs and organizations could only hold events in
which they sell food once a month
without being considered a commercial restaurant, subjecting
them to government oversight
including zoning, health, and tax
regulations.
House Bill 1779 will allow the
Browntown Community Center
as well as all of the volunteer fire
departments, fraternal organizations, and other non-profit clubs
and organizations in my district
to hold events and sell meals
and baked goods to members
and their guests twice per month
without being subject to both
the state sales and use tax and
the state regulations which come
along with it.
In addition, my HB 2330, which
exempts non-profit schools like
Wakefield Country Day School,
Highland School, Shenandoah
Valley Christian Academy, and
Randolph Macon Academy from
performing expensive annual audits as is currently required by the
Virginia Department of Taxation,
passed the House of Delegates
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This election law bill arose out of an Attorney General’s opinion confirming the Front Royal town attorney’s opinion
that because Front Royal Councilman Shae Parker was appointed by his fellow councilmen as opposed to being elected
by his fellow citizens, he was forbidden by the Virginia Constitution and over sixty state statutes from casting a vote on
any issue involving the expenditure of money, the setting of a tax rate, or the issuance of debt.

99-0.
House Bill 2330 was requested
by the Seton School in Front
Royal which provides Catholic
home schooling services to students across the country. The
Virginia Department of Taxation
had been requiring Seton School
as well as other private and parochial schools throughout my district to perform expensive annual
audits which cost in some cases
as much as $100,000 per year
even though each affected private
and parochial school already provided the information sought by
the Department of Taxation on
the annual federal tax return the
school submitted to the IRS.
If enacted, my HB 2330 permits all but the largest private
and parochial schools across the
Commonwealth to submit the
equivalent of the annual federal
tax return to the Virginia Department of Taxation instead of performing an expensive annual audit. This onerous tax requirement
disproportionately affects many
of my constituents who educate
their children utilizing private,
parochial, and home schooling
as their preferred method in educating their children and should
be abolished.
Finally, HB 2360 which Delegate
Gilbert and I patroned was generated as a result of a Department
of Taxation Audit of Blue Ridge
Meats located in Warren County.
Blue Ridge Meats was advised by
the Department that even though
they had been processing deer,
cattle, and other wild game and

domestic animal meat brought to
them by hunters and farmers free
of sales and use tax for time immemorial, they violated the tax
code. The auditors cited them for

About 20,000 people read this paper.
An ad this size costs just $150 in color or
$120 in black & white.
Is your business benefiting from the area’s
best advertising deal?
Let’s talk about it.
540-305-6347 • lbryant@warrencountyreport.com

not collecting the sales tax from
hunters and farmers under a new
interpretation of fabrication in
the tax code.
House Bill 2360 overturns that
ruling and permits hunters and
farmers to process wild game
and domestic animals into steaks
and burger without paying sales
and use tax. HB 2360 passed the
House 99-0 on February 5th.
In closing, I want to thank
my constituents at the Browntown Community Center, Seton
School, and Blue Ridge Meats for
the ideas which generated these
good government bills. Hopefully, the members of the State
Senate and Governor Kaine will
agree as well. If you would like to
contact me in Richmond call me
at 1-804-698-1018 or Email delcathey@house.virginia.gov
If you would like to contact me
in Richmond call me at 1-804698-1018 or Email delcathey@
house.virginia.gov. As always,
our homesick family thanks you
for the opportunity to serve our
community.
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“I can’t support this request. I think it’s rewarding bad behavior by banks … and it gets into the proper role
of government … in using taxpayer money in a role they shouldn’t be involved in – it’s not their job to be
coming in and rescuing properties for local governments in this case.” – Vice Mayor Bret Hrbek

Housing crisis

Town approves regional foreclosure rehab program
22630 ranks 31st of 900
state zip codes in home
foreclosure risk assessment
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
On Feb. 9 a split Front Royal
Town Council joined Warren
County in authorizing participation in a regional initiative to rehabilitate foreclosed properties.
Council approved a Resolution
of Support of the Neighborhood
Stabilization Program (NSP) by
a 4-2 vote, Chris Holloway and
Vice Mayor Bret Hrbek dissenting. Shae Parker cast the decisive
affirmative roll-call vote, joining
Carson Lauder, Tom Sayre and
Tom Conkey, and precluding the
necessity of Mayor Eugene Tewalt
breaking a 3-3 deadlock.
The Warren County Board of
Supervisors unanimously approved participation in the
program as part of its Consent
Agenda on Jan. 20. The Northern Shenandoah Valley Regional
Commission will administer the
federally funded program regionally.
NSVRC Director Christopher
Price explained the program to
council at a Feb. 2 work session.
Price said he was confident the
northern valley regional commission could access as much as
$4 million of an estimated $20
million he said was coming to
Virginia as part of $3.92 billion
in Housing and Urban Development (HUD) federal assistance
being distributed nationwide.
That federal money is designed to
help states fund local rehabilitation of vacant foreclosed properties.
Price said a statewide foreclosure risk assessment based on
past foreclosures and other economic variables showed a strong
need in the Northern Shenandoah Valley service area. Those
statistics include Front Royal and
Warren County’s 22630, zip code
ranking 31st of 900 Virginia zip
codes in that foreclosure risk assessment. That is the highest risk
assessment of any northern valley zip code, according to charts
provided by the regional commission. The NSVRC service area

includes Warren, Clarke, Frederick, Shenandoah and Page Counties, the City of Winchester and
all the towns in the five counties
served.
NSVRC Community Development Program Manager Martha
Shickle said Warren’s 22630 zip
has a total of 132 listed foreclosures, split about evenly between
in and out of the Front Royal
town limits. That compares to
foreclosure totals of 530 in nine
Frederick County zips and just
51 in 10 zip codes in Shenandoah
County.
Price also told local government
leaders “another wave” of foreclosures and forced home sales
are predicted for the area before
the national and state economic
situation improves.
What it does

In order to qualify for assistance through HUD’s NSP program, neighborhoods must have
a 10-percent foreclosure rate in
defined neighborhoods.
“HUD awards grants to states
and local jurisdictions to stabilize communities hardest hit
by foreclosures and delinquencies,” the HUD website explains.
While recipients of those grants,
in this case the NSVRC, develop
their own programs and priorities, certain regulatory guidelines
must be observed.
“NSP grantees must use at
least 25 percent of the funds appropriated for the purchase and
redevelopment of abandoned
or foreclosed homes or residential properties that will be used
to house individuals or families
whose incomes do not exceed
50 percent of the area median
income. In addition, all activities funded by NSP must benefit
low and moderate-income persons whose income does not exceed 120 percent of the median
income,” the HUD website explains.
Price said the plan is to purchase foreclosed properties at 15percent of the list price, which is
not abnormal in the current market, he pointed out. Price pointed
out to local officials that properties foreclosed on by banks often
flounder for years before being
sold, deteriorating and having a

general negative impact on communities. The HUD program is
designed to aggressively overcome that trend.
In addition to the purchase
and rehabilitation for sale of vacant and foreclosed properties,
NSP funds can be used to establish “land banks” for foreclosed
homes, and demolish blighted
properties. However, the program cannot overlap existing
slum or blighted neighborhood
programs.
Pros & cons

During council’s discussion of
the program on Feb. 2 and Feb.
9, Councilman Holloway, himself a local builder, raised concerns about the federally funded
program’s potential impact on
the private sector, including homeowners trying to sell their own
properties. Holloway wondered
if the targeted 15-percent below
list NSP purchase prices wouldn’t
drive prices down for nearby private sector sellers.
Price said were the program to
have the kind of detrimental impact Holloway cited the commission could simply abandon the
program. However, he said the
program’s goal of getting vacant,
foreclosed properties back into
the marketplace was designed
to improve property values in
impacted neighborhoods. Hopefully that result will aid, rather
than hinder other homeowners
in those neighborhoods, Price
explained.
In stating his opposition to the
town’s participation in the program, Vice Mayor Hrbek reiterated his oft-expressed ideological
opposition to any governmental
role in regulation or support of
the private business sector. At
the work session discussion of
the program, Hrbek said he was
somewhat torn because the federal money was being made available and would be used by someone, somewhere and he feared
the opportunity for Front Royal
to benefit “would slip away.”
However, he added, “It’s not the
government’s money, it’s my kids’
money.”
Prior to his Feb. 9 vote against
the Resolution of Support, Hrbek
concluded, “I can’t support this

request. I think it’s rewarding bad
behavior by banks … and it gets
into the proper role of government … in using taxpayer money
in a role they shouldn’t be involved in – it’s not their job to be
coming in and rescuing properties for local governments in this
case … government can’t create
wealth, only the private sector
can.”
Hrbek said such governmental
interference was a primary factor
“we’re in this financial mess – it’s
the same thing, we’re extending
credit to people at low-interest
rates when there are people who
might be better qualified … if the
county wants to do it, fine – my
fingerprints are not on it.”
However, Sayre argued if the
money was being made available
“we should take advantage of it.”
“I think we need to take advantage of this. It will improve
property values in town,” Conkey
agreed. “I can’t imagine anyone
saying ‘I don’t want the government’s money’ if it will help.”
In the end the council majority agreed the potential benefits
of the federal assistance program
to the community appear to out-

weigh the potential risks in what
is predicted to be a deepening
economic crisis termed “a generational event” the severity of
which may not have been experienced by this nation since the
Great Depression of the 1930’s.
More fed relief?
On Feb. 18, one day after signing a $787 billion economic stimulus package into law, President
Obama told a crowd in Mesa,
Arizona, he would commit $75
billion in new federal funding,
as well as recommit $200 billion
approved by Congress last year,
to ease the national foreclosure
crisis. Obama drew applause and
shouts of approval when he told
the crowd, “I will support bankruptcy laws that allow judges
to reduce home mortgages on
primary residences to fair market value so borrowers can pay
their debt down under court-ordered plans. Let me make it clear,
that’s the rule for investors with
two, three and four homes, so it
should be the rule for folks who
just own one home, as an alternative to foreclosure.”
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Housing crisis

The purpose of Planning District Commissions, as set out in the Code of Virginia, Section 15.2-4207,
is “...to encourage and facilitate local government cooperation and state-local cooperation in addressing on
a regional basis problems of greater than local significance.

Civics 201: What is the NSVRC?
Who are these people and why
do they want to get us involved
in all this federal and state assistance programs, anyway?
With the Northern Shenandoah Valley Regional Commission’s
initiative to have its member jurisdictions all sign off on participation in a federally funded grant
program (see related story) to
help states rehabilitate neighborhoods hit especially hard by the
housing loan and foreclosure crisis, we figured the time was ripe
for a little civics refresher course
on who and what the NSVRC is.
From its website, we quote:
What is a regional commission?
In 1968, Virginia was divided
into planning districts based on
the community of interest among
its counties, cities and towns. A

Planning District Commission
is a political subdivision of the
Commonwealth chartered by the
local governments of each planning district. As such, they are
a creation of local government
encouraged by the state. The
Virginia Association of Planning
District Commissions helps its
members meet their responsibilities to local and state government
and coordinates inter-PDC functions.
There are 21 PDCs in Virginia.
They are made up of elected officials and citizens appointed
to the Commission by member
local governments. The Commission selects an Executive Director responsible for managing
daily operations. Commission
offices are located generally in
a central location for the region
as determined by the Commission charter. Meeting schedules

What was approved regarding foreclosure rehabs here?
The Resolutions enabling Front
Royal and Warren County to participate in a regionally administered,
federally funded through the states
program to rehabilitate vacant, foreclosed properties reads as follows.
The Resolution printed here is the
one unanimously approved by the
Warren County Board of Supervisors as part of its Consent Agenda
on Jan. 20. The one approved by
a 4-2 vote of the Front Royal Town
Council on Feb. 9 (see related story),
is essentially the same, substituting
Front Royal and FR Town Council in
the appropriate places.
Northern Shenandoah Valley Regional Commission Director Christopher Price told us had the town
declined to participate it would essentially have eliminated Front Royal
and much of Warren County from the
program.
Resolution of the Board of Supervisors of Warren County
“Whereas, the Neighborhood Stabilization Program, a federal program
authorized under Title III of the Housing and Economic Recovery Act of
2008, will provide emergency assistance to state and local governments
to acquire and redevelop foreclosed

properties that might otherwise become sources of abandonment and
blight within their communities, and
“Whereas, the Neighborhood Stabilization Program provides grants
to every state and certain local communities to purchase foreclosed
or abandoned homes and to rehabilitate, resell, or redevelop these
homes in order to stabilize neighborhoods and stem the decline of house
values of neighborhood homes, and
“Whereas, on November 20, 2008,
the Northern Shenandoah Valley Regional Commission directed its staff
to pursue funding to implement local
Neighborhood Stabilization Program
projects on behalf of affected jurisdictions;
“Now, therefore, be it resolved that
the Warren County Board of Supervisors supports the submission of application for funding under the above
mentioned Program, and
“Therefore, be it further resolved
that the Warren County Board of Supervisors authorizes use of Neighborhood Stabilization Program funds in
Warren County, subject to the review
and concurrence of Warren County,
should the Northern Shenandoah
Valley Regional Commission be
awarded funds for use within Warren
County.”

vary, and meetings are open to
the public. Persons needing additional information are encouraged to contact their local PDC.

The purpose of Planning District Commissions, as set out
in the Code of Virginia, Section
15.2-4207, is
“...to encourage and facilitate local government cooperation and
state-local cooperation in addressing on a regional basis problems of greater than local significance. The cooperation resulting
from this chapter is intended to
facilitate the recognition and
analysis of regional opportunities and take account of regional
influences in planning and implementing public policies and services.
The planning district commission shall also promote the orderly and efficient development
of the physical, social and economic elements of the district by
planning, and encouraging and
assisting localities to plan, for the
future.”
Virginia’s PDCs provide a variety of technical and program
services to member local governments. They include grant application assistance, management
services for program implementation, land use planning services
and mapping. The merging of
mapping and information services has created the field where
PDC’s often lead the way. Transportation planning is another
role for PDCs, who may deal with
highway development, ridesharing, airport planning, and specialized transit.
For the Commonwealth, PDCs
serve as an accessible network

that gives quick and complete
statewide coverage. Each serves
as the Affiliate State Data Center
for the region. In this role they
provide important information
to businesses as well as citizens.
PDCs are the regional contact for
the Commonwealth Intergovernmental Review Process and provide input for a host of agencies
and commissions.
The program work of PDCs has
been meeting the needs of local
and state government for the last
30 years. Within their region they
may serve to build regional approaches to issues like economic
development, solid waste management and legislative priorities. In other states, organizations
like PDCs are known as regional
councils, regional commissions,
and councils of government.
One important duty of the
PDC’s is to create a strategic plan
for their region of service. This
plan is created in cooperation
with local governments, businesses, citizen organizations, and
other interested parties. The plan
is intended to help promote the
orderly and efficient develpoment of the PDC by stating goals
and objectives, strategies to meet
those goals, and mechanisms for
measuring progress.

COMMISSIONERS - AS OF
AUGUST, 2008
CLARKE COUNTY - Barbara J.
Byrd, Charles R. Johnston
FREDERICK
COUNTY
Charles S. DeHaven, Jr., Eric R.
Lawrence, John R. Riley, Richard
C. Shickle
PAGE COUNTY - Nora Belle
Comer, Carol Lee Fischer-Strickler
SHENANDOAH
COUNTY
- Lillie J. Fleming, Dennis M.
Morris, Dr. Conrad Helsley
WARREN COUNTY - Glenn
L. White, John E. Vance, Richard
H. Traczyk
FRONT ROYAL - Carson C.
Lauder, J. Michael Graham
LURAY - Jerry M. Schiro
MIDDLETOWN - Mayor Raymond D. Steele
STRASBURG - Scott E. Terndrup
STEPHENS CITY - Mayor Ray
E. Ewing
WINCHESTER - Evan H. Clark,
Art H. Major, Timothy A. Youmans
The NSVRC Administrative Office is in Front Royal and may be
reached at 540 636-8800

The NSVRC is:
Commission Members:
OFFICERS: Dennis M. Morris, Chairman; John R. Riley,
Vice-Chairman; John E. Vance,
Treasurer; Charles R. Johnston,
Secretary; Christopher M. Price,
AICP, Executive Director
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Hudson crash

“I think glider training is valuable. It helps a pilot with certain skills. But nobody’s ever
ditched an airliner full of passengers in the jet era without loss of life.” – Steve Wallace

Hudson River crash and glider skills
‘Stick & rudder’ experience with powerless flight crucial for all pilots
‘The Right (Glider) Stuff’

Andre Gerner, former Commandant of the USAF Test
Pilot School at Edwards Air Force Base, spoke at
the Skyline Soaring Club annual safety meeting on
Feb. 7 Gerner also lauded the role of glider flying in
developing general aviation skills. Photos by Roger
Bianchini.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Did powerless flight skills
honed at small general aviation
airports such as the one here in
Warren County, Virginia, help
US Airways Pilot Chesley Sullenberger bring his commercial
passenger jet down safely in the
Hudson River on Jan. 15, saving
the lives of all 155 people aboard
in the process?
A trio of members and participants in the Skyline Soaring
Club’s annual safety meeting
held Saturday, Feb. 7, at the Front
Royal-Warren County Airport
(FRR), as well as their host, Airport Manager Reggie Cassagnol,
believe Sullenberger’s experience
with glider flight was a contributing factor in his ability to safely
guide his US Airways Flight 1549
“Airbus” to a safe “off-field” landing within two minutes of losing
all engine power just after takeoff
from New York City’s LaGuardia
Airport.
While a career-long focus on
the wide parameter of airline
safety procedures was noted, Sullenberger’s experience as a glider
pilot was singled out as a crucial
part of the skill sets utilized that
day to save an untold number

of lives in the midst of heavily
populated midtown Manhattan.
The primary reason is a glider
pilot’s constant focus on what to
do if the thermal lift upon which
gliders are dependent is lost. For
while it was a powerful commercial jetliner bound for Charlotte,
North Carolina, Sullenberger piloted on Jan. 15, his sudden loss
of power after a collision with a
flock of birds put him in essentially the same position glider pilots regularly find themselves in
- improvising a landing site.
Cassagnol points out that when
gliders are forced to land short of
a return to their airport point of
departure, it is not termed an accident or even incident, but rather simply an “off-field landing.”
And land off field is essentially
what pilot Chesley Sullenberger
accomplished with his commercial passenger jet on the Hudson
River in the middle of New York
City on Jan. 15.
Cassagnol, who is a Federal
Aviation Agency (FAA) certified
safety instructor, said he recommends his CassAviation flight
students take at least a couple of
glider instructions “to illustrate
the point that when the engine
stops it’s not over; and to improve their general flying skills.”

“When you’re flying a powered
aircraft, one of the things you’re
always asked, especially when
you’re a student, is ‘Okay, if the
engine fails now, where would
you go?’ And it is something [Sullenberger] had rehearsed many
times, because in a glider every
landing is an emergency landing
- they’re all engine out. So you’ve
got to make it count. You can’t
go around and do it again,” Andre Gerner told us after his own
safety presentation to the Skyline Soaring Club. “In terms of
developing pure stick and rudder
skills, and getting out into the air
and finding lift, and there are different forms of lift - glider flying,
really I think, makes you keenly
aware of what’s going on around
you.”
Gerner called himself “an avid
proponent” of glider flight as an
instructional tool for powered
flight in a previous position he
held. That position was as Commandant of the Air Force Test Pilot School at Edwards Air Force
Base from 2005-2007. It is a position he noted, that has been held
by, among others, Chuck Yeager and “Buzz” Aldrin. Yeager’s
legendary reputation in the test
pilot world was immortalized in
the book and movie “The Right
Stuff;” and Aldrin was the second man to walk on the moon,
behind fellow Apollo 11 astronaut Neil Armstrong.
“As I was saying earlier, the four
tier-one military schools would
be the Air Force Test Pilot School
(Edwards), the Naval Test Pilot
School at “Pax” River, the Empire
Test Pilot School in England, and
Epner, which is the French Test
Pilot School,” Gerner said. “Then
there’s also the National Test
Pilot School, which is civilian,
that’s in Mohave, California, and
then Brazil and India both have
test pilot schools. Those are the
major schools in the West - but
the point I wanted to make is all
four of those [military] schools
use gliders in their curriculum
because it’s considered impor-

tant to expose students to that
unique portion of the envelope.
“I would require every student
to come in and get a commercial
glider [license]. I’m just a big fan
of that. I think its very effective
training. It’s pure flying, flying in
its purest sense - stick and rudder, you’ve got to move everything and you’re more in tune
with what’s going on,” Gerner
says of glider pilot’s relationship
to his flight environment.
A first in the jet age
Another glider pilot and safety
expert we spoke with at FRR on
Feb. 7, pointed to the entire set of
flight skills Sullenberger brought
to the table to accomplish what
he called a first in the age of jet
flight.
“I think glider training is valuable. It helps a pilot with certain
skills. But nobody’s ever ditched
an airliner full of passengers
in the jet era without loss of
life,” Steve Wallace observed of
emergency landings at sea. “In
my view the more incredible
aspect of this story than setting
the airplane down in tact in the
river, was getting everybody off it
alive in the cold water. The plane
didn’t break up; the captain and
the whole crew, I think, did a

brilliant job. I personally am not
surprised that he was able to set
that airplane down in the river in
tact. I am surprised everybody
got off it alive.”
Wallace’s credentials in the aviation community include being
a part of the team that officially
reviewed the Columbia Space
Shuttle disaster. In fact, Wallace
pointed out he had presented
a talk on the Columbia disaster
at FRR, where one of the astronauts killed on that flight, David
Brown, used to fly in on his way
to visit his parents in Washington, Va. (but that’s another story
for another day)
“I would say [glider flight] is
a part of Sullenberger’s background which was tremendous.
He was a military pilot as well.
And he was also well known in
the aviation community for participating in various safety issues,
the pilot’s union, national investigations and different things like
that. So this was a guy who was
well beyond this is the job I’ve
got from 9 to 5,” Wallace says.
“He would be the type of person, who in his head, would be
- as we talked about on safety issues today - inclined to constantly think in terms of what would I
do if this happens and turn over
those what-if scenarios. That
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Hudson crash
scenario was beyond anything
in a training simulator. That was
Sullenberger - what’s my best option? I’m going to put the plane
down there,” Wallace said of the
man who became a national hero
overnight with his quick response
to a set of potentially fatal variables.

“I think we’re going in the Hudson” – US Airway’s Captain Chesley Sullenberger

benefit to that, but also it causes
a loss of skill in just hand flying
the airplane. So what you can realize in an operation like we have
here in Front Royal, is we have
the opportunity to fly airplanes
that don’t have any automation
at all. And that gives us a better
understanding of just the process
of doing that.
“In the landing in the Hudson,
you had an airliner being landed
in the river right down the middle of a big city. That’s a place
where an airliner never goes. I
don’t know how current Captain
Sullenberger was in flying gliders, but he had, had enough exposure to that circumstance and
environment where he had some
familiarity with what to expect.”
As for commercial pilot training
for flight emergencies, Wheeler
added, “We have a lot of training

events that we have to cover in
our simulators, which are mandatory. But we can’t cover every
possible contingency in a simulator because we have a finite
amount of time in there. And US
Airways has already acknowledged that there isn’t a simulator event for ditching that’s done.
We study it. We read about it.
We mentally prepare for it. But
it’s considered a remote possibility and receives a lower priority
in the training hierarchy than a
lot of the more likely things that
could happen, like engine failures
- not that they’re likely but they
are more likely than ditching,”
Wheeler explained of industrywide training priorities.
“I think that the best pilots look
at all the available resources in
aviation to try to prepare themselves - and I think most pilots

“I think we’re going in the Hudson”

thrust in the engines.

TBT: Runway one, that’s good.

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report

Tower: Cactus 1539 – which engines?

LGD: Cactus 1529, turn right 280. You
can land runway one at Teterboro.

General Aviation’s value
“Because of increasing automation that you find on airliners,
there’s fewer and fewer opportunities for manually flying the
airplane - stick and rudder time because a lot of our philosophies
and procedures and practices
now are based on using automation,” Skyline Soaring Club member and Sullenberger’s fellow US
Airways commercial pilot Curtis
Wheeler told us. “There’s a lot of

Former USAF Test Pilot School Commandant Andre Gerner pointed to US
Airway’s Captain Chesley Sullenberger’s
conversation with LaGuardia Airport’s air
traffic control tower after his plane lost
power as indicative of a pilot’s training for
emergencies.
“That’s the perfect way to do,” Gerner
said of Sullenberger’s terse conversation
with the tower. “It’s aviate, navigate, communicate – communication’s always the
last thing you want to do. Especially when
the ground controller might with good intent ask a plethora of questions, but rather than waste time answering questions,
you’ve got to be flying the airplane – and
talk when you can.”
From an audio transcript available online this is how that conversation went:

LGD: He’s lost thrust in both engines, he
said.
3rd: Got it.
LGD: Cactus 1539, if we can get it to you,
do you want to land at runway 13?
S: We’re unable, we may end up in the
Hudson.
LGD: (to another plane) 2760, turn left
060
(Plane responds to that instruction
– 060)
LGD: Cactus 1539, runway 4 is available
if you want to make less traffic at runway
4.

LaGuardia Departure air control: Cactus
1539, turn left heading 2-7-0.

S: I’m not sure we’ll make it. What’s over
to our right – anything in New Jersey,
maybe Teterboro?

Capt. Sullenberger: “This is Cactus 1539
– hit birds, we’ve lost thrust on both engines, returning back towards LaGuardia.”

LGD: Okay, off to your right side is Teterboro Airport. (pause) Do you want to try to
go to Teterboro?

LGD: Okay, you need to return to LaGuardia. Turn left heading of 2-2-0.
S: 2-2-0.
LGD (unintelligible) Tower, stop your departure we’ve got an emergency returning – 1539, a bird strike. He lost all engine
thrust to the engines. He’s returning immediately.”
Tower: Who is it?
LGD: It’s 1539, a bird strike. He lost all

S: Yes.

S: We can’t do it.
LGD: Okay, which runway would you like
at Teterboro?
S: We’re going to be in the Hudson.
(One minute and 38 seconds after informing the tower of his situation, this was
Sullenberger’s last transmission)
LGD: I’m sorry, say again Cactus. I …
LGD: (to another plane, directional instruction-voice quavers at end)
3rd Plane: (That plane verifies tower instruction)
LGD: Cactus, Cactus 1539, radar contact
is lost. You’ve also got Newark Airport off
you at two o’clock in about seven miles.
LGD: (directional info to another airplane)
4th Plane: (verifies instruction)
LGD: Eagle 54 at 718, turn left at heading 210

Photo by Greg Lam Pak Ng.
do this - just to take advantage
of all the different resources that
general aviation provides in order
to give some awareness to these
hand flying scenarios, different
scenarios that are not routine in
airline flying. We’re flying around
small airports, closer to the terrain than we would be in any
circumstance in an airline operation.
“There’s not a good understanding in America today about
what general aviation is doing for
people, and we’d like to try and
promote that,” Wheeler said of
his glider club and its host facility. “We need a lot of help keeping an airport like Front Royal
Airport open and operational
because it brings economic value
to the community. In the case of
our soaring club here, we come
out to Front Royal, we patronize
local businesses for lunches and
things like that … It gives access
for medivac flights. We’ve had
law enforcement that’s operated
out of this airport, all kinds of
utility that comes from having
a General Aviation airport - not
to mention the stick and rudder
skills that can be honed in a relaxed and recreational environment for both amateur and professional pilots - and that was a

big payoff that day in New York
City.”
Brief commercial message
For information on scenic glider or powered flights over the
Northern Shenandoah Valley, as
well as flight instructions offered
out of the Front Royal-Warren
County Airport, call the airport
at 540 635-3570.
Economic postscript
Perhaps of particular interest
in the current economic climate,
other than improving basic flying skills, former Edwards AFB
Test Pilot School Commandant
Gerner pointed to a side benefit
of glider flight to jet pilot training
- cost. That cost effectiveness calculates to $60 to $70, including
tow plane expenses, per glider
flight, to what Gerner estimated
is now between $5,000 to somewhere under $10,000 per hour
of powered jet flight, even for
the low-cost T-38 trainer. - “And
when you get into an F-15 or F16, the number gets even bigger,”
Gerner points out of the huge
cost of jet flight. “But the glider,
that’s $26 an hour plus the tow.”
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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LGD: Teterboro ahh, actually LaGuardia
depart has got an emergency inbound.
Cactus 1529 over the George Washington Bridge wants to go to your airport right
now.

Eagle : 210 – I think he said he was going
in the Hudson.

Teterboro Tower: Wants to go to our
airport, check, does he need any assistance?

LGD: Cactus 1539, if you can, you’ve got
runway 29 available in Newark it’ll be 7
miles.
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LGD: Ah yes, it was a bird strike. Can I
get him in for runway one?

(several directional exchanges with other
planes ends audio transcript in 2:59 of
start of exchange)

(304) 496-7358 or (304) 813-5326

LGD: Cactus 1539 (voice trials off, then
asks other pilot) – you saw him?

Laurie Cornett
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“It was great. There were a lot of people there. I saw a lot of talent, people came from everywhere with all
different kinds of styles – there was opera, there was jazz, there was country, there was blues, rock & roll,
rap. There were dancers there, everything.” – Jon Hafferman on the experience of “America’s Got Talent”
audition

Entertainment

‘Front Royal’s got talent’ – and one man’s out to prove it
Local singer-songwriter Jon Hafferman aims at national television exposure
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
A Front Royal native and former lead singer of the Florida-based country rock Diablo
Canyon band, has set off on a different path into the national consciousness. That path is a shot at
performing in front of a national
television audience on one of the
“reality” talent hunt shows that
have become so popular in recent
years – this one is NBC’s “America’s Got Talent.”
Jonathan “Jon” Hafferman has
spent much of the past 20 years,
mostly based in Florida, pursuing
his musical dream, while often
supporting that dream with “real”
work. For as anyone who has
flirted with the music business
knows, the glamorous, high-flying “rock star” lifestyle stereotype
comes to but a few on the back

end of years of decidedly unglamorous, van-propelled, road trips,
seedy venues, often distracted
audiences, and the type of internal squabbling that characterizes
an art form involving the collective product of a group of artists,
in this case musicians. (I suggest
renting the movie “The Commitments” for perhaps the most entertaining and insightful primer
on the lifestyle).
Feeling the pull of family ties
and personal roots, the 44-yearold Hafferman relocated to his
native Warren County last year.
In fact he points out it was his
sister, Joy Colton, who submitted his name and musical resume
to the producers of the show
“America’s Got Talent.” That submission resulted in a first-round
audition at the Gaylord National
Resort and Conference Center on
the Maryland side of Washington

D.C. on Feb. 13. Hafferman, who
performed under the stage name
Jonathan Wade for the first-round
“America’s Got Talent” scouts,
says he was very satisfied with
his one original, one cover song
audition. However, showing that
he is firmly grounded in the reality of musical dreams, he asked
us if it was all right to include the
information he is seeking area
musicians to work on an album
project he would like to see completed by the onset of summer –
(how’s that for a subtle, up front
plug, Jon? Not that a classified
would hurt either).
Showing some of his musical
roots, Hafferman (Sorry Jon-boy,
I can’t get used to Wade) selected 1960’s Motown stalwarts The
Temptations’ “I Wish It Would
Rain” for his cover, adding an
original ballad penned with son
Cody – “Heaven” in his quest for

Jon Hafferman with fans Robert Bachelor and Batch’s
niece Francie “on the wall.”
the next round of America’s Got
Talent.”
“I feel good about it,” Hafferman

said of his first-round audition. “I
was comfortable, I was rested up
and did what I needed to do to
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Entertainment
get the pipes just right.” – which
is a good thing since Hafferman
was told to report to the DC-area
audition at 8 a.m., hardly a familiar time for popular musicians of
any style. But Hafferman wasn’t
the only musician dragging themselves out of bed a who knows
what time for the shot at network
TV exposure. The auditions ran
from 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
Hafferman estimated around 600
on hand to give it their best shot.
“It was great. There were a lot
of people there. I saw a lot of
talent, people came from everywhere with all different kinds of
styles – there was opera, there
was jazz, there was country, there
was blues, rock & roll, rap. There
were dancers there, everything.”
Asked to rate some of the competition he witnessed waiting
his turn, Hafferman said, “Some
of them were really, really good.
Like I said there was a lot of talent
there. And that’s one thing when
you go to something like this, you

By Samantha Mazzotta
How to Silence a Squeaky
Floor
Q: The hardwood floor in my
loft apartment is beautiful. It’s
very old and has a rough look
from generations of use, but the
floorboards squeak loudly in several places. The landlord says the
floors are as-is and won’t repair
them, but he did say I could try
to fix the problem myself. How
do I do that? -- Tony B., Boston
A: Squeaky floorboards are an
annoying problem, and can
be an expensive fix depending on the cause of the squeak.
If the boards just squeak when
stepped on and don’t sag under
your weight, the sound can be
minimized without too much
work.
Floorboards squeak because
one board is rubbing against another. On a perfect floor, boards
don’t rub against one another
because they lie flat against the

“It was great. There were a lot of people there. I saw a lot of talent, people came from
everywhere with all different kinds of styles...” – John Hafferman

never know what kind of talent
you’re going to be surrounded by
till you get there and hear these
people.
“Actually in the audition room
where we were separated from
other musicians and other genres
of music, I didn’t really find anything that would be compatible
to what I was doing. A lot of R&B
was there, a lot of newer things –
Britney Spears, how would I classify that (be nice, Jon) – a newer
type of thing that you’d see on
MTV or VH-1. There was a lot of
that there, a lot of young people
– and old people, I say old, about
my age. And some were older
than me. I saw a couple guys that
were in the 50’s, early 60’s going
up and doing their thing.
“What I really wanted to present to the judges was something
along the lines of Motown, but on
a different tick. I grew up around
Motown, my parents were born
and raised in DC, so most of The
Temptation songs I’m very famil-

iar with. And I picked ‘I Wish It
Would Rain’ because it’s such a
good, wholesome tune that basically everybody can relate to. If
you hear the words of that song,
everybody’s been there; everybody’s had their heart broken.
But it wasn’t about the broken
heart, it was about being soulful
through the rocky side of life. It
was good – I enjoyed it, myself.”
Hafferman, or should I say
Wade? – said his performance
seemed to go over well in front
of the four judges at this firstround venue. He said initial feedback likened his vocal style to a
combination of Bob Seeger and
Greg Allman – not bad if you are
grounded in a soulful, American country-rock, R&B-tinged
framework.
“There were no celebrity judges
[at this stage],” Hafferman observed, noting however that there
were music business professionals on hand, one would assume in
the talent scouting mode.

subflooring and are placed firmly side by side. Over the years,
however, heat, cold and damp,
as well as everyday use, cause the
boards to swell and contract, sag
under heavy weight, and spring
up away from the subfloor.
A quick fix, one that works
on minor squeaks, is to squeeze
graphite powder between the
boards. (Some folks use talcum
powder instead.) This lubricates the joints, and although
the boards still rub against each
other when you walk over them,
the squeak will be minimized or
disappear -- but only for as long
as the lubricant stays in place.
Larger squeaks and sagging
boards take a bit more work. If
you have access to the subflooring (unlikely in an apartment
building), stand beneath it as
someone walks across the floor
above and pinpoint the squeaky
areas. Then, hammer shims
(thin wedges of wood) between
the joist nearest the squeak and
the subflooring, and put wood
screws up through the subfloor
to the center of each board to reattach them to the subfloor.
Chances are you don’t have
access to the subfloor, so you’ll
have to work from the top. In this
case, locate the squeaky spots
and hammer finishing nails into
the edges of the boards at several
spots. Angle the nails slightly so

they’ll have less chance to work
back out. You can also re-anchor
the boards to the subfloor from
this direction by placing either
nails or screws along the center
of each board. Drill a pilot hole
first, and then either drive a nail
or a screw into the board, sinking the head of the nail below the
board surface. Fill the small hole
that results with wood putty to
hide the nail head.
If a floorboard squeaks and
sags so much that you’re afraid
you’ll fall through, it’s time to reengage the attention of the landlord. Check the lease laws in your
state -- most lean in favor of the
tenant. If the flooring problem
is so severe that it impacts your
ability to live comfortably in the
apartment, the landlord has an
obligation to fix it.
HOME TIP: Winter is the best
time of the year to cut firewood. It’s easier to cut in the
cold weather, and by next fall the
wood will be seasoned and ready
for the fireplace.
Send questions or home-repair
tips to homeguru2000@hotmail.
com, or write This Is a Hammer,
c/o King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando,
FL 32853-6475.
(c) 2009 King Features Synd.

As for expectations, Hafferman
mixed a musician’s dreams and
the “if ” that characterizes the reality accompanying such dreams.
“Absolutely,” he said of the goal
of national exposure in rounds
broadcast across the country. “If
I do go on to the second round,
the next round will be down in
Miami. And after that, the following round will be in Chicago.
And when they do the taping of
the show, which will air on NBC
– that will be in New York City.
And that’s what I’m, everybody is
working up to.”

Hafferman said the televised
round judges include David Hasselhoff, who while known best as
a TV star in America (maybe he’ll
bring some of the “Baywatch” lifeguards along), has a strong musical following in Europe; Sharon
Osbourn (Ozzie’s wife), and I’m
not really sure who the last one is
– he’s somewhere along the lines
of a Simon Cowell, he’s the controversial one.” (we’ll make sure
to cut this part out online, Jon, so
he doesn’t know you didn’t know
his name)

Cody and Jon Hafferman - Cody helped dad Jon pen
original song performed for “America’s Got Talent”
judges.

Jon sits in during Ralph & Chuck’s mini “No Drama”
Tuesday night break at the Lucky Star Lounge.

Please let our advertisers know you
saw them in Warren County Report!
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“I’m sorry, I think it’s a mob mentality – to take land and not compensate someone for it.”
– Vice Mayor Bret Hrbek on town staff ’s assertion some Leach’s Run Parkway ROW land
proffered by developer Chris Ramsey could be seized by imminent domain

Town

Three strikes and your …?
Chris Ramsey revisits Happy Creek building proposal
By Lorie Showalter
Warren County Report

Why did the chicken cross the
road? That’s a rhetorical question since the simple answer even
most children will give is ‘to get
to the other side.’ The question
that really needs to be asked after
Tuesday’s Town Council Work
Session on Chris Ramsey’s Rezoning request is “HOW LONG
is it going to take to cross the
road?”
Ramsey, Inc. requested rezoning of 15.8 acres east of Oden
Ridge Section 2 October 7, 2005
from R-1, single family residential, to R-3, multi-family dwellings at a maximum of 26 units
per acre. Three work sessions and
three years later, the Front Royal
Town Council met to discuss
Ramsey’s proposal - again.
“It’s been three years now that
I’ve been trying to get an answer
[on how the town will let him develop the parcel],” Ramsey told
council and its quartet of first
term, first year members.
Ramsey told town officials he
believed his project had viability
despite the current housing and
economic downturn because “affordable housing is non-existent.”
If his rezoning request is approved, Ramsey said he planned
to build 44 townhouse units in
the $140-$150,000 range. He
said the project would produce
revenue for the town in a tight
economic climate and observed
that he was encountering building material prices unseen in 30
years – “You might as well take
advantage of it,” he told council.
Responding to a question,
Ramsey said he estimated byright, single-family unit zoning
would allow about 25 higher
priced units on the parcel.
Andrew Conlon, Director of
Planning & Zoning, brought the
Town Council Work Session up
to date on Ramsey’s three-year
trek across the town’s building
guidelines minefield.
“The rezoning request allows
for up to 56 units with an $8,000
cap, with not less than 44 units
which include a dedication to the

Leach Run Parkway,” Conlon reiterated. Conlon, who has picked
up this ball for the first time since
his mid-2008 appointment to
replace Nimet Soliman as town
planning director, said Ramsey’s
proffered dedication of road right
of way could be required by the
town even were the property developed as a by right subdivision.
However, Ramsey responded
that can be a misleading view
since, “the taking [of land] can
only be required if the new development is the cause of the
need for the new right of way - 44
units is an irrelevant number. If it
were Centex with 1800 units the
answer would be yes [it could be
taken],” Ramsey stated.
A changing landscape:
The WMH factor

One of several concerns Conlon noted is that the R-3 zoning would not be supported by
the adjacent land uses. Conlon
shared a graphic map of the area
with the council members to illustrate the relationship between
the Ramsey property and the
Leach Run Parkway right of way
designation. He also purported
that “spot zoning would be out of
character for the adjacent town
uses … in this case the adjacent
zoning is for the most part in
town or low density.”
However, Conlon said he did
not consider Ramsey’s proposal
an “egregious” example of spot
zoning and was not basing his
recommendation of denial on
that factor. In fact, the planning
director observed that if, as now
anticipated, Warren Memorial
Hospital eventually relocates its
main facility to the nearby Duncan tract “this higher zoning
might be appropriate.”
It is believed development of
Leach’s Run Parkway, which
Ramsey is proffering land for, is
integral to the hospital’s planned
move. So while as was observed
at the work session, the parkway
connector between Happy Creek
Road and John Marshall Highway may have languished on the
drawing board for 30 years, the

WMH factor makes the project a
much more imminent proposal,
even for generally conservative
growth elements within the town
government. When the issue of
funding construction of Leach’s
Run Parkway arose, Mayor Eugene Tewalt said the town had
already acquired “probably half
of the ROW” needed. Ramsey
pointed out proffered land would
help defer the town’s eventual
costs.
“You can characterize it any
way you want. But I truly feel
this is a win-win with the town
and truly places no burden on
anyone,” Ramsey said. “This is a
great opportunity for the town
to get another piece of the Leach
Run puzzle without it costing the
taxpayer’s money. When working
with a municipality, it can compensate in numerous ways without it necessarily being cash.”
Municipal mafia?

Reacting to Conlon’s contention the town could seize some
of Ramsey’s proffered property
due to changing parameters of its
Comprehensive Plan in the name
of “the public good,” Vice Mayor
Bret Hrbek bristled. “Our code
now states if you want to develop a property by rights … you’re
required to give up that right of
way to the town, and we don’t
compensate the individual for
that? And they have to give it up
and we don’t have to pay them for
that land?”
Town Attorney Tom Robinett
said the answer was, “yes – it has
to be reserved, dedicated, and
there is no compensation for that
land.”
Clearly troubled by that response Hrbek replied, “I’m sorry,
I think it’s a mob mentality – to
take land and not compensate
someone for it.”
When asked to reiterate his
intent for the rezoning, Ramsey
explained that his objective is to
build 44 townhouse units and develop the surrounding property
area in the form of “yards, landscaping, and that nature.”
Noting past recommendations

of denial at the planning level,
Town Manager Michael Graham said that since Ramsey had
first brought the project forward
a trend toward more clustered
building with surrounding green
spaces had gained favor in planning circles.
When queried about other
possible issues, Ramsey minimized potential conflict with the
town’s increasingly restrictive
slope ordinance. “There’s one
[slope] caused strictly by drainage…the previous administrator
(Soliman) in zoning and planning
said that anything that was less
than 5,000 contiguous feet didn’t
come under the ordinance, but
when I read it I don’t find those
numbers in there. And I told her
at the time that somebody else is
reading it differently and that’s
where we are today. My personal
opinion is that its not significant,
we’re not building on the side of a
hill or anything. Slope issues are
caused by ditches not by natural
terrain.”
Ramsey said he had backed of a
potential 56 units due primarily

to “the political realm.”
“You could put more units on
the property and make contributions to the municipality or
to the county but the problem
is the zoning issue … I factor off
to 44 because with that we don’t
get into impact fees because we
haven’t changed any of the by
right entities from where they are
today … anything more than 44
units would require further negotiation.”
Hrbek stated, “I feel very comfortable with allowing the 44 by
right. But I can’t stomach the idea
of telling him he has to give up
the land.”
With a public hearing set for
March 23, Ramsey says, “the idea
that there will be any new information is unlikely. I’m sure there
will be plenty of issues raised at
the public hearing, which will be
interesting as to how they handle
it.”
So it appears the answer to
Ramsey’s riddle on how long it
will take him to cross this particular road could be zeroing in on
an answer.

205 East Main Street Front Royal 540-635-5297

Open Monday through Saturday at 11AM
Serving Lunch, Dinner and Live Entertainment

Join us Fat Tuesday February 24th
For our Mardi Gras Specials!
Daily Lunch Specials served fast at a
price you can afford
Front Royal’s
Favorite Music Venue

Live Music SCHEDULE
Friday 2/20: No Drama Band
Saturday 2/21: Petty Cash
Monday 2 /23: Dave Elliott
Tuesday 2/24: Ralph Fortune
Wednesday 2/25: John Landes
Thursday 2/26: Luke Johnson

Friday 2/27: Amanda Wilkins Band
Saturday 2/28: Garmanbozia
Monday 3/2: Tom Flegal
Tuesday 3/3: Travelin’ Jack
Wednesday 3/4: Ralph Fortune
Thursday 3/5: Vaughan Brothers

FREE WIRELESS!
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http://www.zen2go.net
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“It’s like when I stopped supporting my son when he started making more money than me. But
as for giving us back money, there’s no question – I agree with Shae [to give up the attempt].” –
Councilman Tom Conkey on dueling perspectives on future of town-EDA financial relationship

Town

EDA asks for $9 more from town this year
Town considers its future relationship to EDA as new budget presented
By Lorie Showalter
and Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
The Economic Development
Authority presented its 2010
budget proposal to the Front
Royal Town government at a Feb.
17 work session. EDA Executive Director Jennifer McDonald
briefly explained the Authority’s
anticipated receipts and expenditures for the coming fiscal year.
Compared to the 2009 numbers, McDonald gave the town
the bad news the EDA was asking
for more in combined operational and debt service obligations
from the town this year – by $9
to be precise. The current funding request includes $31,915 for
operations and $36,485 of legally
obligated debt service payments.
Last year the town portions
were $30,917 for operations and
$37,474 debt service. So the decrease reflects a $989 decrease
in debt service payments and a
$998 increase in operations. The
operational increase does not
reflect any staff pay increases,
McDonald said in response to a
question. In fact, she added the
EDA has reduced its overall staff
compensations. The EDA anticipates that the $4,000 reduction in
personnel costs will come from
reduced wage expense, pension
plan, and payroll tax, which will

exceed the projected increase in
health insurance expense.
The $68,400 total request from
the town includes a total increase
in administrative expense of
$5,900 driven by a $10,000 increase in the projected external
auditors’ fee, McDonald said.
However, that was offset by decreases of $4,336 in personnel
and $5,000 in computer costs.
The new budget reflects an increased emphasis on recruiting
and retention of businesses with
an increase of $4,500 in-house
marketing related expenses.
During her report, McDonald
also told council that the focus of
a proposed Wine & Culinary Institute project involving Virginia
Tech had moved from the Royal
Phoenix/Avtex site to the Happy
Creek Industrial Park, where an
existing building might be utilized.
Another year …
After McDonald and EDA
Board Chair Patty Wines had left
the work session, council discusses its future relationship with
the EDA. Some of that discussion
reflected a shifting tide from last
year’s effort to seize control of the
bulk of EDA cash assets of over
a million dollars, as well as increased control of EDA decisionmaking authority, particularly on

land sales and purchases. For several months in the last fiscal year,
the previous council held up payment of its operational contribution of $30,917, in an effort to
force compliance with a six-point
resolution centered on the above
aims. That move and some municipal foot-stomping and pouting over what was determined to
be a legally unsupportable move
on EDA assets created barely a
ripple in EDA operations or its
total $831,048, 2009 budget.
… Another laugh
Or as first-term Councilman
Tom Conkey recently observed to
the most strident surviving council critic of the EDA, Vice Mayor
Bret Hrbek, “You’re threatening
them with an empty gun – they
called your bluff.”
At the Feb. 2 work session at
which that one liner was offered,
Hrbek had reiterated his desire
“to put more teeth” into the effort
to gain more direct municipal
control of the EDA’s community
economic development function
despite the lack of a legal basis
for such a move under state law.
But noting that the new council
majority of four first-termers had
all campaigned to leave the EDA
alone, Hrbek suggested the whole
project might be scrapped.
On Feb. 17, one of those first

termers took Hrbek up on his
suggestion.
“I’d like to see us rescind the
entire resolution,” Shae Parker
said of the six-point resolution
approved by both the town and
county during fiscal year 2009.
Conkey reiterated his “called
bluff ” comment from two weeks
earlier. However, Conkey added
that revisiting the entire issue of
the town’s future financial relationship with the EDA was an entirely different matter.
“It’s like when I stopped supporting my son when he started
making more money than me,”
Conkey observed of the town’s
relationship with an increasingly
financially independent EDA.
“But as far as giving us back money, there’s no question – I agree
with Shae.”
PS – Wines & Jarmon in
In a related matter, at its regular
meeting later that evening, the
Warren County Board of Supervisors reappointed Patty Wines
to her county board seat and appointed Roger Jarmon to replace
John LaBarca. Wines and LaBarca’s terms expired this month.
LaBarca, a retired DuPont official, was not believed to be seeking reappointment to his county

seat on the EDA board. Jarmon is
also a past and current member
of the Warren County Airport
Commission.
The county appointments announced after a Feb. 17 closed session, apparently ends the town’s
efforts to gain one seat more than
its current two on the sevenmember EDA board. Council had
expressed a reluctance to increase
its municipal funding share of the
EDA from its current 28 percent
to a suggested 45 percent to coincide with increased EDA board
representation.
And as evidenced by the discussion at council’s work session
earlier that evening, there appears to still be momentum to
cut the town’s financial contribution to EDA operations despite
about 330 acres of EDA land still
held inside the town. Of particular importance to the town in the
coming decade is likely to be the
largely EDA overseen 160-acre
Royal Phoenix Business Park
planned for development on a
portion of the 467-acre Avtex
federal Superfund site bordered
by the Shenandoah River, Kerfoot Avenue, R-MA and Kendrick
Lane in midtown Front Royal’s
west side.
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ON THE ROAD AGAIN AUTO SALES & FINANCE
It was an ill wind that sent town trash cans and recylcing containers, not to
mention some of their contents, sailing down streets, including Polk Avenue
on Feb. 12. Here, a nimble motorist makes his way through the impromptu obstacle course as empty cans were left blowing in the wind.
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Town – county

Council pays a visit to their county counterparts
Commercial trash tipping fee dispute headed to full joint meeting
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Well it wasn’t exactly the charge
of the Light Brigade, but a mass
migration of the Front Royal
Town Council, mayor and town
manager from a just concluded
late afternoon work session to
the 7 p.m. regular meeting of
the Warren County Board of Supervisors did present some semblance of a combat skirmish line
developing at the Warren County
Government Center on Feb.17 –
(I’ll take the county for $5, home
field advantage).
And not to disappoint, a skirmish arose. Council had decided
to troop over to see the county
discuss the possible implementation of a tonnage-tipping fee on
town trash deposited at the county’s Bentonville Trash Transfer
Station. The issue has been floundering in the cracks of local government for over a decade since
the county’s contracted commercial trash hauler, Allied/BFI,
complained the town was stealing commercial customers from

Happy Creek Supervisor Tony Carter acknowledges
Town Manager Michael Graham’s input on sudden
citizen criticism of county effort to institure “tipping
fees” on town’s competitively favored commercial
trash collection business.
it. At issue for Allied has been the
fact the county waives the tipping
fee to the town that commercial
haulers pay, allowing the town to
undercut it price wise.
Following
Mayor
Eugene
Tewalt’s work session query as to

The last small (.84 acre) lot available fronting the
west side of route 522/340 in the master planned
commercial district of North Warren County, 1/4
mile north of Country Club Rd. and the shopping
centers anchored by Wal-Mart, Target, and Lowes.
Town water already on site. Build now or rent out
the 3BR, 1BA house and develop later. Listed at
$650K, this property won’t last long.

Call Chris Turner at (540) 305-4958

whether council wanted to put
the commercial tipping fee on an
upcoming town-county liaison
committee meeting, Town Manager Michael Graham observed
that the county had the topic up
for discussion on the agenda of
its meeting, scheduled to begin
in about 20 minutes – and off we
all went.
And with the discussion early
in the meeting agenda, we didn’t
have to wait long for the first volley to be fired.
Board Chairman Archie Fox
opened the discussion by saying
he believed the county was “essentially subsidizing” the town’s
move into the commercial trash
hauling business. Eventually Fox
would suggest asking the town
to stop its competitive collection
of commercial trash in the town.
That solution would negate the
necessity of having to impose a
tipping fee on the town for commercial trash dumping at the
county dump, Fox reasoned.
Deputy County Administrator
Richard Magnifico presented figures estimating potential annual
revenue of $61,666 (a perhaps
ironic figure) to the county from
a tipping fee based on estimates
of the town’s commercial trash
dumped at Bentonville.
Happy Creek Supervisor, and
former Front Royal councilman

Town Manager Michael Graham, left, listens to Tony
Carter’s appraisal of his public relations initiatives
on the town’s behalf.
and vice mayor Tony Carter acknowledged council’s presence in
the meeting room’s back row. “I’m
glad to see a majority of the council has made it over here (Tom
Sayre, who was absent from the
work session was missing). If they
can make it here we can probably
schedule a joint meeting.”
Carter then feinted surrender,
noting the town helped the county reduce trash dumping through

its recycling program; before recounting a conversation with a
constituent mirroring comments
made by former town public
works director, town manager
and councilman Walter Duncan
at the meeting. At issue for both
Duncan and Carter’s constituent
was why the county was going
to allow an “outside company”
dictate that the county should
impose $61,000 increase in trash

Del. Clifford L. “Clay” Athey, Jr.
18th District House of Delegates
Serving Fauquier, Frederick, and Warren County

Stacey & I thank you for the opportunity to serve.
If I can be of any help, please contact me at (540) 635-7917,
			
in Richmond at: (804) 698-1018,
			
by E-Mail at: DelCAthey@house.state.va.us,
			
or by mail at:
PO Box 406, Room 510
						
Richmond, VA 23218
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Dominion Health and Fitness

Town – county

9816 Winchester Road • Front Royal

Stressed Out? Energize your life this Winter at Dominion
Health and Fitness • Membership as low as $7.50 week!
Free Child Care! Free Orientation!
Fitness for the entire family!

(540) 636-2820
Mountain Mystic
Trading Company
From left, Tom Conkey, Mayor Tewalt and Shae Parker seem glum as they listen
to county ideas on how to make town commercial trash collection more equitable with the county’s contracted private sector hauler.
costs to town residents or businesses? Asked where that information had come from, Carter
said the citizen replied “the town
manager.”
While Graham pondered an
escape route from any followup salvo from Carter on his alleged PR campaign on behalf of
the town’s stance against paying
a commercial tipping fee, Carter

adroitly switched targets, setting his sites on Vice Mayor Bret
Hrbek. The Happy Creek supervisor recounted a quote attributed to Hrbek “that he didn’t want
to look bad” in any existing municipal battles.
“If that’s your priority, maybe
you shouldn’t be in this business
– you’re concern should be with
doing what’s right for all the citi-

Delegate Clay Athey and auto dealer John Marlow
share a light moment at a recent meeting in the Warren County Government Center.

zens of this community,” Carter
said.
As Hrbek and his fellow town
troops sat glumly taking these
shots without the proper forum
to reply, the supervisors moved
toward the aforementioned joint
meeting, an idea also broached
by Councilman Shae Parker at the
earlier town work session. Parker,
like most councilmen is a townbased small businessman. While
he said he didn’t believe the town
should pay a tipping fee for commercial trash hauling by town
trucks because it would end up
putting an undue financial burden on town small businesses, he
did support a full joint meeting to
discuss the issue.
Carter’s amended motion, seconded by Glenn White, to approach the town about a joint
tipping fee meeting of the full
boards and staffs, passed unanimously. – I can’t wait for that
one; maybe the vice mayor is
right, the town and county don’t
need monthly or quarterly liaison
meetings, just schedule full joint
meetings any time something
worth talking about crops up (I
got the town for $10, it’s a 6-5
manpower advantage, and one of
the county 5 is of the fairer sex …
wait a minute, change that to $10
on the county).

Offering a wide variety of sterling silver and gemstone jewelry, chimes, rock and mineral specimens, books, cards, journals, relaxing and meditative music, tapestries,
candles, incense, fragrance and essentials oils, stickers, antique jade carvings, and
so many more one of a kind items!

215-B South Street • Front Royal • 635-6318

Open everyday from 10-6, except Sunday from 12-5 and closed on Wednesdays

Mountain Fence
We Install Fences Year Round!

Call today
for a FREE
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Northern
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Tony Boyd Funk
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
October 26, 2008, in the County
of Warren, Tony Boyd Funk, 30,
of 368 Loop Rd., Front Royal,
VA 22630, did unlawfully and
feloniously possess a Schedule
II controlled substance, to-wit:
Phencyclidine.
COUNT TWO: On or about
October 26, 2008, in the County
of Warren, Tony Boyd Funk, did
unlawfully drive a motor vehicle on
a highway in the Commonwealth
while his license or privilege to
do so was suspended or revoked,
this being a third or subsequent
offense occurring within a ten
year period.
Shelly Lynn Hall a/k/a Shelly
Lynn Click
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
September 17, 2008, in the
County of Warren Shelly Lynn

Hall a/k/a Shelly Lynn Click, 23,
of 215 Washington Ave., Front
Royal, VA 22630, did unlawfully
and feloniously forge a sales draft
or use a credit card number of
a card of which she was not the
cardholder or person authorized
by the cardholder, with the intent
to defraud the issuer or person
or organization providing goods
or services, or any other person.
(Jason Jones)
COUNT TWO: On or about
September 24, 2008, in the County
of Warren Shelly Lynn Hall a/k/a
Shelly Lynn Click did unlawfully
and feloniously forge a sales draft
or use a credit card number of
a card of which she was not the
cardholder or person authorized
by the cardholder, with the intent
to defraud the issuer or person
or organization providing goods
or services, or any other person.
(Jason Jones)
COUNT THREE: On or about
September 19, 2008, in the County
of Warren Shelly Lynn Hall a/k/a
Shelly Lynn Click did unlawfully
and feloniously forge a sales draft
or use a credit card number of
a card of which she was not the

Loving, local Christian
couple seeks private
adoption of infant.
W ill provide for all
legal expenses. Call
us toll free and let’s
talk some more.

(866) 317-8054

cardholder or person authorized
by the cardholder, with the intent
to defraud the issuer or person
or organization providing goods
or services, or any other person.
(Kenneth Jenkins)
COUNT FOUR: On or about
September 20, 2008, in the County
of Warren Shelly Lynn Hall a/k/a
Shelly Lynn Click did unlawfully
and feloniously forge a sales draft
or use a credit card number of
a card of which she was not the
cardholder or person authorized
by the cardholder, with the intent
to defraud the issuer or person
or organization providing goods
or services, or any other person.
(Jerry Boggs)

Indictments
COUNT FIVE: On or about
September 23, 2008, in the County
of Warren Shelly Lynn Hall a/k/a
Shelly Lynn Click did unlawfully
and feloniously forge a sales draft
or use a credit card number of
a card of which she was not the
cardholder or person authorized
by the cardholder, with the intent
to defraud the issuer or person
or organization providing goods
or services, or any other person.
(Jacob Shipe)
Mark Lee Jenkins
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
October 5, 2008 in the County

of Warren, Mark Lee Jenkins,
30, of 128 Dearing Rd., Flint Hill,
VA 22627, did unlawfully and
feloniously drive a motor vehicle
while violating § 18.2-266 or a
substantially similar ordinance
after having been previously
convicted of a violation of § 18.2266 or a substantially similar local
ordinance and while the license
of the accused was revoked
pursuant to subsection A or B of
§ 46.2-391, or while in violation
of the terms of a restricted license
issued pursuant to subsection C
of § 46.2-391 of the Virginia State
Code, and the revocation of the
license of the accused was based
on a conviction of
at least one offense committed
after July 1, 1999.

Notice
Friends of the Shenandoah River State Park
will hold a new member and organizational meeting March 3rd. Anyone interested in
joining is welcome to attend. This is an exciting opportunity to help support one of the
crown jewels in Virginia’s state park system,
named best in the nation!
FOSRSP Organizational Meeting
Tuesday March 3rd at 7 pm
Shenandoah River State Park
Maintenance Building
Rt. 340 South in Bentonville, VA

For more information and to RSVP, please
call the park office at 540-622-6840.

We’ll see you there!
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Indictments
COUNT TWO: On or about
October 5, 2008, in the County
of Warren, Mark Lee Jenkins did
unlawfully and feloniously drive
or operate a motor vehicle while
under the influence of alcohol,
or any other self-administered
intoxicant or drug, such offense
being the third or subsequent
offense committed within a ten
year period.
Everett F. Kibler Jr.
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that
on or about September 25, 2007,
in the County of Warren, Everett
F. Kibler Jr., 67, of 161 Aaron Dr.,
Gore, VA 22637, did unlawfully
and feloniously obtain an advance
of money, merchandise, or other
thing having a value of $200 or
more, with fraudulent intent,
upon a promise to perform
construction, removal, repair or
improvement of any building or
structure permanently annexed
to real property, and failed or
refused to perform such promise,
and also failed to substantially
make good such advance.
Cordairo John Thomas Kindall
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that
on or about December 14,
2008, in the County of Warren,
Cordairo John Thomas Kindall,
24, of 27 Crescent St., Front
Royal, VA 22630, did unlawfully
and feloniously steal property
having a value of less than
two hundred dollars ($200),
belonging to 7-11 and having
previously been convicted on two
or more other occasions within
the Commonwealth or other
jurisdiction, of larceny, an offense
deemed larceny, or a substantially
similar offense.
Ronald Alan Larson, Jr.
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about July
22, 2008, 31, of unknown address,
in the County of Warren, Ronald
Alan Larson, Jr., did unlawfully
and feloniously forge with
the intent to defraud a check
drawn on an account belonging
to Tom Wilson dated July 22,
2008, payable to the order of
Ron Larson, for the payment of

$120.67, signed as follows: Tom
Wilson.
COUNT TWO: On or about
July 22, 2008, in the County of
Warren, Ronald Alan Larson, Jr.,
did unlawfully and feloniously
utter
with the intent to defraud a forged
check drawn on an account
belonging to Tom Wilson, at
the First Citizens Bank in Front
Royal payable to the order of
Ronald Larson, for the payment
of $120.67, signed as follows:
Tom Wilson.
Anthony Wayne Lockhart
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that
between October 15, 2008
through November 25, 2008, in
the County or Warren, Anthony
Wayne Lockhart, 42, of 304
S. River Rd, #1, Front Royal,
VA 22630, did unlawfully and
feloniously,
wrongfully
and
fraudulently use, dispose or,
conceal or embezzle property
belonging to Southern States,
with a value of $200.00 or more,
which he had received for the
benefit of said Southern States.
Nicholas J. Rabe
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that
on or about May 6, 2008, in the
County of Warren, Nicholas J.
Rabe, 28, of 104 Forked Horn
Trail, Winchester, VA 22602,
with the intent to defraud, did
unlawfully and feloniously
obtain by false pretense or
token, United States Currency,
having a value of $200.00 or
more, belonging to William
Barkovic.
Lamar Kevin Simms
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
August 15, 2008, in the County
of Warren, Lamar Kevin
Simms, 22, of 3514 6th St., SE
#9, Washington, DC 20032,
did unlawfully and feloniously
steal property, having a value
of two hundred dollars ($200)
or more, belonging to On the
Road Again.
COUNT TWO: On or about
August 15, 2008, in the County

To advertise in Warren County Report, contact Leanne Bryant at
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of Warren, Lamar Kevin Simms
did unlawfully and feloniously
enter in the nighttime, or break
and enter or enter and conceal
himself in, the shop, office,
storehouse, warehouse, banking
house, church, or other house
belonging to On the Road
Again, with the intent to commit
larceny.
Danielle Love Supinger
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that
on or about December 1, 2008, in
the County of Warren, Danielle
Love Supinger, 29, of 317 Frazier
Place, Front Royal, VA 22630, did
unlawfully and feloniously obtain
or attempt to obtain a drug by the
use of fraud, misrepresentation
or subterfuge.
James Edward Thompson
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
October 19, 2008, in the County
of Warren, James Edward
Thompson, 59, of 708 W. 11th St.,
Apt. 5, Front Royal, VA 22630,
did unlawfully and feloniously
distribute a Schedule II controlled
substance,
to-wit:
Cocaine,

having previously been convicted
of two or more such offenses or
of substantially similar offenses
in any other jurisdiction which
occurred before the date of the
offense alleged in the indictment.
COUNT TWO: On or about
November 7, 2008, in the County
of Warren, James Edward
Thompson did unlawfully and
feloniously distribute a Schedule
II controlled substance, to-wit:
Cocaine, having previously been
convicted of two or more such
offenses or of substantially similar
offenses in any other jurisdiction
which occurred before the date
of the offense alleged in the
indictment.
COUNT THREE: On or about
December 12, 2008, in the
County of Warren, James Edward
Thompson did unlawfully and
feloniously possess with intent to
distribute a Schedule II controlled
substance, to-wit: Cocaine, this
being a second of subsequent
offense.
COURT FOUR: On or about
December 12, 2008, in the
County of Warren, James Edward
Thompson did unlawfully and
feloniously possess with intent
to distribute II controlled to

distribute a Schedule substance,
to-wit: Cocaine, having previously
been convicted of two or more
such offenses or of substantially
similar offenses in any other
jurisdiction which occurred
before the date of the offense
alleged in the indictment.
Jamal Jerome Young
The Warren County, VA Circuit
Court Grand Jury charges that:
COUNT ONE: On or about
August 15, 2008, in the County of
Warren, Jamal Jerome Young, 22,
of 225 Charles St., #2, Strasburg,
VA 22657, did unlawfully and
feloniously steal property, having
a value of two hundred dollars
($200) or more, belonging to On
the Road Again.
COUNT TWO: On or about
August 15, 2008, in the County of
Warren, Jamal Jerome Young did
unlawfully and feloniously enter
in the nighttime, or break and
enter or enter and conceal himself
in, the shop, office, storehouse,
warehouse,
banking
house,
church, or other house belonging
to On the Road Again, with the
intent to commit larceny.

About 20,000 people read this paper.
An ad this size costs about $112 bucks.
Is your business benefiting from the area’s best
advertising deal?
Let’s talk about it.
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When it comes to steroids, no one, as A-Rod’s alleged paramour Madonna might say, is
like a virgin. For instance, there’s league commissioner Bud Selig...

Sports – MLB

Dave Zirin: A-Rod and Anabolic Agonistes

By Dave Zirin
Should we pity Alex Rodriguez?
The three-time MVP, owed$275
million over the next nine years,
has been exposed as a steroid user,
the latest in Major League Baseball’s endless series of anabolic
agonistes. The creative minds at
the New York Post summed up
the mood of the moment with
one blaring headline: “A-Fraud.”
ESPN senior writer Jayson Stark
was more overwrought; his head-

line proclaimed, “A- Rod Has Destroyed Game’s History.”
However, the list of frauds and
history defamers extends far beyond the Yankee third baseman.
Before we gather the torches and
pitchforks, let us round up some
of the real villains. When it comes
to steroids, no one, as A-Rod’s alleged paramour Madonna might
say, is like a virgin. For instance,
there’s league commissioner Bud
Selig, who touted A-Rod as the
man who would replace the “un-

clean” Barry Bonds as the all-time
leader in home runs. Then there is
the Major League Baseball Players Association. Once arguably
the most powerful union in the
United States, the MLBPA has in
its possession the infamous list of
104 players tested in 2003.That
year a deal between the owners
and the union was supposed to be
based on anonymity and trust. If
more than 5 percent of the players tested positive, more testing
with suspensions would ensue.
The union promised its members
that it would destroy the list. Instead it inexplicably held onto the
list long enough for the government to seize it for the BALCO
investigations.
New York City Mayor Michael
Bloomberg and the Steinbrenner
family also have anabolic egg on
their faces. They were depending
on A-Rod to be the cherry atop
the sundae of the new billiondollar Yankee Stadium expected
to open this year. Hundreds of
millions in taxpayer dollars have
gone into this public works project, with specious promises of
economic renewal. Now it may
just set the stage for a seasonlong, agonizing fall from grace.
Finally, there are the ownersat-large, who have yet to have to
face any kind of Congressional
subcommittee, grand jury or operatic media melodrama for their
role in cheapening the sport.
Stark, in his piece blaming ARod for shredding the very fabric
of baseball history, writes:
In baseball, we love our numbers. And we love our heroes.
And that brings us to Alex Rodriguez, a man who has committed
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a crime he doesn’t even understand: a crime against the onceproud history of his sport.
What Stark and his misguided
minions ignore is that if we are
upset about the way numbers and
hallowed records have become
cheapened over the past fifteen
years, ownership is the problem-and it extends far beyond steroids.
Owners actually had a multifaceted strategy to try to make baseball more like beer-league softball--and it was about as subtle as
a tabloid’s back page. As legendary baseball writer Bob Klapisch
said,” Somewhere someone decided that baseball needed more
runs. It was made at a very fundamental level. And little by little,
step by step, this became the new
reality. There has been too much
to write it off as coincidence.”
The reasons for the home run
boom extend far beyond the steroid dealer. The boom reverberates in every urban budget, every
underfunded school and every library that closes early. In the past
twenty years, more than fifteen
publicly funded baseball parks
have been built in the United
States. They are supposed to be
fan-friendly--that is, unless your
child happens to go to a school
whose shrinking budgets were
paying the tab. The shorter fences
at these parks are engineered to
yield more home runs.
Then there are the balls and
bats. Countless baseball insiders believe that the ball is now
wound tighter than it was twenty
years ago. As for the bats, as recently as fifteen years ago, players used untreated ash bats. Now
the bats are maple and lacquered.
That means the ball goes farther.
Then there is the strike zone.
The area where a pitched ball can
be called a strike has shrunk, in

the words of retired pitcher Greg
Maddux, to “the size of a postage
stamp.” The owners consciously
engineered this trend toward the
microscopic strike zone. When
umpires refused to agree to a uniform strike zone, Major League
Baseball crushed their union and
instituted a machine to monitor their abilities. Hall of Fame
pitcher Jim Palmer said, “The loss
of the high strike has changed the
game more than any pill.”
But an equally big reason home
run numbers are up is that the
game finally shed its nineteenthcentury view of strength conditioning. The training standard
until the 1990s was that if Joe
“Ducky” Medwick didn’t do it
in the ‘30s, then it shouldn’t be
done. For example, it has been
the conventional wisdom for
most of baseball’s history that
weightlifting would destroy your
swing. Many teams even fined or
suspended players if they were
caught pumping iron. Weightlifting is now as much a part of
every team’s regimen as shagging
fly balls.
Alex Rodriguez is set to be the
next former slugger torn to pieces by columnists, fans and the
sports radio blabbocracy. They all
need to crack open some Michael
Phelps medicinal magic and relax. Rodriguez may not deserve
your pity, but he hardly deserves
your scorn. Reserve that for the
owners, political leaders and Bud
the commissioner--who robbed
our cities blind and distracted us
with dingers so we wouldn’t notice.
[Dave Zirin is the author of “A
People’s History of Sports in the
United States” (The New Press)
Receive his column every week
by emailing dave@edgeofsports.
com Contact him at edgeofsports@gmail.com]
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Town – BAR

“I assume they wish not to treat people in a dissimilar fashion.” – David Silek on his survival of two closed session council reviews of his performance as a member of the BAR

Silek survives second council closed session
Embattled BAR member prompts Employee Handbook ‘ethics’ reference

David Silek argues his record as town appointee to
Board of Architectural Review at Feb. 9 town council
meeting - Silek survived second closed session on
his BAR tenure.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
For the second time in as many
weeks Front Royal Board of Architectural Review (BAR) member David Silek addressed the
Front Royal Town Council prior
to a closed session scheduled to
discuss his performance and possible removal from his councilappointed position. And despite
a referenced phone request for
his resignation from the mayor
between the Jan. 26 and Feb. 9
council meetings, Silek dodged
another bullet – this time with
only a veiled reference to the ethics of town employment or service.

Silek was not allowed to speak
at either closed session. So on
Feb. 9, he again addressed the
town government during public presentations section of the
regular meeting prior to council
adjourning to closed session.
Silek, who offered to resign
during his Jan. 26 remarks if
town officials could show cause,
acknowledged a phone call from
Mayor Eugene Tewalt “calling my
bluff ” on the resignation offer.
But rather than resign his BAR
seat, Silek questioned the accuracy of staff records concerning his
attendance record at BAR meetings. He called the information
on his attendance provided to
council “materially false.” He also

challenged councilmen to match
his BAR attendance record over
a like period of time, about four
years since his appointment to fill
an unexpired term in early 2005.
Silek also denied an alleged conflict of interest between his BAR
position and his work as an attorney. Silek said he had not offered
to legally represent the John Wesley United Methodist Church in a
possible lawsuit against the town
over a BAR-denied application
for the church to replace its roof.
Rather, Silek said he had offered
to speak “on behalf of the church”
before council if they appealed
the initial BAR decision.
Silek noted he had been the
only BAR member to support the
church’s original application due
to what he termed inconsistent
standards applied by the BAR
majority. Silek called the BAR’s
initial denial of the church application “essentially wrong” because he said it had allowed “four
wealthy white applicants” to do
“what the black church was denied.”
Silek said when he explained
the situation to Town Manager
Michael Graham, Graham had
replied, “You’re telling me I have
a problem?” to which Silek said
he offered his professional legal
opinion – “yes.” Silek then observed somewhat sarcastically
that through what he termed
the seeming “initiation of a Divine presence” a Special Meeting of the BAR had been called at
which every other BAR member

reversed their initial vote on the
church application to agree with
his vote of approval.
Silek used the example to illustrate that rather than work
against the town’s interest, he
was helping by bringing it to the
town manager’s attention that the
initial BAR denial was setting the
town up for a potentially damaging federal civil rights violation
lawsuit.
Silek concluded by asserting
his truthfulness, something he
questioned of “two among you,”
though he did not elaborate on
the reference.
Following his remarks, as well as
two other citizens speaking either

on his or the BAR’s behalf, as well
as one citizen defending council
against recent criticism, council
adjourned to discuss Silek’s future. But rather than announce
his termination, council unanimously approved Shae Parker’s
motion to authorize distribution
of the town Employee Handbook
with a particular reference to review of the “ethics” section.
Following that vote and adjournment of the meeting, we
asked Silek his perception of what
had transpired.
“I assume they wish not to treat
people in a dissimilar fashion,” he
replied succinctly.
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As anyone who suffered through the O.J. Simpson legal debacle surrounding the murders of Simpson’s wife
and Ron Goldman may recall, standards of legal culpability at the criminal and civil levels are distinctly
different, with less stringent requirements for findings of fault in civil cases.

Litigation – DSS

McClosky ups the ante on WCDSS controversy
Fired fraud caseworker seeks $600,000 over 2007 termination

Judy and Shawn McClosky stare daggers into WCDSS
Director Ron King’s back at 2007 Warren County
Board of Supervisors meeting.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Is she a martyr to the cause of
diligent enforcement of the parameters of social service benefit
distribution, or just an overzealous employee who couldn’t play
well with, or take direction from
others?
That is likely to be the root issue
in a $600,000 civil suit filed on
Feb. 9 by former Warren County
Department of Social Services
fraud caseworker Judith McClosky. McClosky is contending
her 2007 firing by WCDSS Director Ron King violated the Virginia
Fraud Against Taxpayers Act. In
an 18-page, 65-count complaint
against the local social services
department and its director, McClosky contends her firing after
20 months on the job was retaliation for a series of complaints
she made over changes in departmental procedures that exerted
increased oversight of her job
performance.
The suit cites a series of early
2007 grand jury appearances by
McClosky and unspecified “news
articles” during the same period
supporting her allegations against
her department and its director.
That McClosky was known to
be the source of the grand jury
complaints against departmental procedures, though she said
she simply replied to questions,
and was suspected by her bosses
of being the source of information critical of the department
printed in a newspaper may have
led to heightened tensions between employee and employer.
But whether such tension led to
supervisory retaliatory action,
or the employee simply refused
to abide by new departmental

policy is the root issue of the civil
suit.
Tensions between employee
and employer accelerated with
McClosky’s husband, Shawn’s,
appearance at a 2007 DSS meeting at which he mirrored his wife’s
complaints but refused to identify
himself. Eventually the McCloskys alleged King or an unidentified
DSS board member trespassed
on their home property at night
in an effort to identify Shawn McClosky. The McClosky’s produced
a yellow DSS pen they claimed
was dropped during the alleged
trespassing. McClosky, a former
Prince George’s County, Md. Police Department patrol officer,
turned the plastic bag-encased
pen over to the Virginia State
Police as the basis for possible
criminal prosecution. However,
no charges were ever brought as
a result of that incident or investigation. King pointed out at the
time the type of pen produced by
McClosky was a promotional pen
for a foster parent program that
was mass distributed at various
departmental events and generally available in house.
Procedural issues became a
point of contention between McClosky, King and the WCDSS
Board of Directors following a
November 2006 memo from King
directing that all fraud referrals
go through his office before being
forwarded to the commonwealth
attorney’s office. McClosky, the
department’s only fraud investigator, stated she felt that directive
interfered with her ability to successfully do her job.
At the time the issue was initially raised, DSS Board Chairman Matthews said the new
policy was simply designed to resolve cases that were simple mis-

takes or which could be resolved
through voluntary paybacks before forwarding them for criminal prosecution.
“We’re here to help people, not
turn them into criminals if it’s just
an honest mistake and we can get
reimbursed,” Matthews said in
2007. However, the department
later adjusted its policies to comply with the letter of state law,
which says every allegation of
welfare fraud must be forwarded
to the commonwealth’s attorney’s
office.
About 18 witnesses, including
McClosky and a number of other
former and current departmental
employees and board members,
along with King testified before
a special grand jury convened by
Circuit Court Judge Dennis L.
Hupp to investigate WCDSS in
the fall of 2007. While Hupp initially said he felt the allegations
against the department were
more a matter of supervisory review, than criminal investigation,
he later relented under ongoing
allegations of criminal activities
within the county social services
department, leveled at least in
part by McClosky.
“We found no evidence to support any criminal activity related to any of the charges,” was
the unanimous decision of the
nine-member special grand jury
released on Oct. 12, 2007, about
six months after McClosky was
fired.
Potential criminal activities the
special grand jury cleared the
Warren County DSS of included
non-compliance with Court Ordered plans and policies related
to child and adult protective services; alleged destruction of records and documents to thwart
investigations or conceal departmental misconduct; breaches of
client confidentiality; and failure
to follow statutory directives on
the investigation and prosecution
of welfare fraud cases.
However, areas of non-criminal “concern” the grand jury felt
compelled to include in its finding were both state and local
non-compliance with a Court Order on procedural issues initially
raised by a sitting grand jury in

The mysterious DSS pen found on the McClosky property following Shawn’s anonymous appearance at
2007 social services board meeting.
January and other oversight and
procedural issues raised at the
time.
An arbitration board also heard
McClosky’s case for wrongful
termination in 2007. DSS officials would not comment on the
result of that arbitration since it
involved a personnel matter and
McClosky never commented on
the finding of that arbitration to
this publication.
McClosky is now seeking
$250,000 in compensatory damages and $350,000 in punitive
damages in her civil suit against
WCDSS and King. As anyone

who suffered through the O.J.
Simpson legal debacle surrounding the murders of Simpson’s
wife and Ron Goldman may recall, standards of legal culpability at the criminal and civil levels
are distinctly different, with less
stringent requirements for findings of fault in civil cases.
McClosky declined comment
via email just prior to publication.
County and DSS officials also declined comment on the civil suit
filing at this time.
rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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Litigation – DSS

“To make a decision [on whether there has been FOIA compliance] I have to know what
she doesn’t have.” – WC General District Court Judge W. Dale Houff

Selover FOIA request timelines set in DSS inquiry
Next hearing set for March 20 as plaintiff records request broadens in scope
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
The Freedom of Information
Act request for records of the
Warren County Department of
Social Services dating back to
January 2000 launched by Linda
Selover last September crept forward another step after its second
hearing within a week on Feb. 6.
Warren County General District Court Judge W. Dale Houff
was occasionally humorous in expressing some frustration at the
pace with which Selover’s FOIA
inquiry is proceeding through his
court before scheduling the next
hearing on the matter for the afternoon docket of March 20.
When Selover’s FOIA attorney David Kaufman expressed
sympathy for the court after the
judge’s estimate of hearing as
many as 150 cases on March 20,
Houff deadpanned, “It’s all easier than this.” Earlier Houff had
observed that cases tried at the
general district court level were
generally “quick and right to the
point and on to the next case”
before adding, “Here, we’ve been
dealing in a lot of generalities …
we can’t seem to finish any one
issue before moving on to the
next.”
The most frustrating of those
generalities to the judge has

been pinning down what hasn’t
been provided to Selover in her
far-reaching quest to uncover irregularities in how WCDSS has
conducted business dating back
to Jan. 1, 2000.
“To make a decision [on whether
there has been FOIA compliance]
I have to know what she doesn’t
have,” Houff told Kaufman at one
point in the Feb. 6 hearing.
Kaufman replied that his client
had only become aware of the existence of some documents she
was now requesting after her initial review of as many as 90 hours
of meeting transcripts and audio
tapes. Testifying about her FOIA
inquiry, Selover estimated she
had spent four hours a day, twice
a week, other than a several week
absence due to surgery, or about
18 total visits dating from Sept. 9,
2008, reviewing materials at the
social services office on North
Commerce Avenue adjacent to
the new Stonewall Jackson Restaurant.
County Attorney Blair Mitchell,
representing the social services
department, explained part of
the defendant’s problem was that
Selover was expanding her initial
FOIA request to include materials only referenced verbally at
some DSS meetings.
When the judge asked Kaufman
if his client had completed her
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review yet, the FOIA attorney
replied, “That’s a good question.”
Kaufman then called his client to
the stand to ascertain the answer
to the court’s question.
Asked if she had, in fact, finished her review, Selover replied
with a “qualified” yes. She explained that she had finished reviewing between 50 and 90 hours
of meeting records that had been
supplied to her, but that material
had led her to request additional
materials.
As it was during the Jan. 30
hearing, the availability or existence of additional materials
Selover has expanded her FOIA
inquiry to include remained an
issue on Feb. 6.
While the judge has expressed
some frustration at the plaintiff ’s
lack of a list of unsupplied materials, Selover explained on the
stand that she was still “going
through the universe of things”
provided to her to see what else
she wanted provided.
“What are we going to accomplish today if she doesn’t know
what she doesn’t have?” Houff
asked Kaufman.
Kaufman countered that the
court seemed to be “inverting the
burden of proof to the taxpayer”
in this particular FOIA inquiry,
suggesting the root of the problem lie in WCDSS’s shoddy record keeping.
“These records are not maintained properly in the first place,”
Kaufman said. “If they were all
together she wouldn’t have to go
on a hunt to find these materials.”
Kaufman reiterated DSS’s
past, long-term use of the much
lauded EZ-Filer paperless record
keeping system and wondered at
the department’s inability to find
requested materials in a timely
manner.
“If they’ve been destroyed,
give me a destruction list and
case closed,” Kaufman told the
court. However, noting his client
had been involved with inquiries into DSS records, stemming
from the case revolving around
her mother’s care dating back to
2006, Kaufman also wondered at
potential issues revolving around
the destruction of any documents

sought by his client in the past
three years. Kaufman pointed
out the Virginia Public Records
Act only allowed the destruction
of public records after three years
that were not subject to litigation.
When the issue of a disputed
$209 bill to Selover for some still
pending materials was broached,
Houff wondered at her attorney’s
hourly rate, commenting wryly,
“She’ll pay more to sit here and
argue about it, than the $209. I’m
not inattentive to your concerns
but it seems [logical] that she
pays it, gets the materials then

argues about it.”
Kaufman then asked the judge
to act in the role of mediator on
the bill dispute – “If you determine the materials provided are
worth $209, she’ll pay it; if not
she won’t.”
On one point at least, the two
sides seemed to agree. That was
Selover’s contention it should not
take DSS more than five days to
ascertain the whereabouts or existence of newly requested materials once her list of outstanding records was produced – one
small step for this case, one giant
leap for mankind?
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“I had done the buildout, the place looked pretty much like you see it now. When my contractor told me it was time to talk to the town to hook into the water meter – that’s when
I found out.” Ledo’s Pizza owner Allan Mailley on what corridor fees he would owe

Litigation – private

McDonald’s rebuts breach of contract lawsuit
Crooked Run landlord accused of hiding actual costs to shopping center tenants

By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
Having been sued by the owners of the Crooked Run Shopping Center for failing to follow
through on a planned move to a
pad in the new northside Warren
County shopping center, McDonald’s responded with its own “Big
Mac attack” in a Feb. 3 response
to that suit.
While the 29-count complaint
and defense response is rift with
details about ground leases, site
plan approvals, and consequent
and oft-disputed contractual obligations; the final page of McDonald’s response contains what
is likely to be the pivotal point
of the legal dispute. And guess
what? – It involves the already
legally embroiled corridor “PILOT” fees attached to northside
commercial water and sewer bills
from the Town of Front Royal.
“Crooked Run’s claim [that McDonald’s breached its contract]
fails because it failed to disclose,
or misrepresented, the amount of
payment in lieu of taxes that McDonald’s purportedly had to provide to the Town of Front Royal in
order to receive water and sewer
services from the Town. The payment in lieu of taxes would have
far exceeded the cost of McDonald’s actual use of water and sewer, making it unsuitable for McDonald’s to operate a restaurant
as contemplated in the Ground
Lease,” point 9 under McDonald’s
“Additional Defenses” states.
McDonald’s had planned to
relocate its existing northside location from its current spot just
south of US Route 522/340’s intersection with Interstate-66, to a

still vacant pad site now sporting
a “BB&T Bank coming” sign adjacent to TGIFridays on the northside of the 522/I-66 intersection. While it would have been a
relatively short move physically,
perhaps a mile, the fiscal implications of that move were much
greater.
The reason is the northside
McDonald’s would have left the
Town of Front Royal and relocated into Warren County in the “522
Corridor” subject to the abovementioned PILOT fees. And as
you “sports fans” who have been
keeping up with the local government pages of this newspaper
over the past year know, such a
move has myriad legal and financial implications. Among those
would have been expanding its
4-percent meals tax payment to
the town, to include the county’s
4-percent meals tax (which town
restaurants do NOT pay) and the
4-percent town meals tax “fee,”
essentially doubling its existing
meals tax obligation.
The Corridor Agreement
That is because in 1998 as Warren County and the Town of
Front Royal, which is a part of
the county, were contemplating
how to expand the community’s
commercial tax base, which had
floundered around the 7 percent
level for over a decade. A compromise to what would have been
a contested town annexation of
the envisioned northside commercial-industrial corridor was
reached.
That compromise, the Route
522 Corridor Agreement, allowed Front Royal to benefit eco-

nomically from the extension of
central water and sewer lines to
new northside businesses. The
agreement was facilitated by
the fact the town had extended
central water and sewer to the
sprawling DuPont plant further
north about 15 years earlier. The
agreement, signed by the town
and county in January 1999, and
certified legal by both the state
legislature and a special threejudge panel, allowed Front Royal
to collect “fees” from new corridor businesses equal to all taxes
that would have been imposed
on those businesses were they located within the town limits.
The root issue(s)
Currently at legal issue with the
Town of Front Royal and three
major national chain restaurants,
Cracker Barrel, Applebee’s and
TGIFridays, is whether the town’s
meals tax component of PILOT
fees is a corridor agreement-enabled tax on the business, or a
“pass-through” tax on those businesses’ customers.
At issue for McDonald’s and
Crooked Run management is
where does responsibility for understanding the nature of municipal “fees” tied to corridor leases
lie, or shift from landlord to tenant?
Crooked Run management
consultant Ed Murphy, of Realty
Development Services, declined
comment due to the pending
court case but concurred in
general terms on what legal parameters the case is likely to be
argued around. Crooked Run attorney “Eds” Coleman could not
be reached for comment prior to
publication. And while Crooked
Run and Riverton Commons attorney Clifford L. “Clay” Athey
was reached, he explained that he
has never been involved in lease
or tenant contract negotiations,
only municipal aspects of his clients’ operations.
However, from past and current conversations with others,
including town staff and other
tenants at both the Crooked Run
and Riverton Commons Shopping Centers, it seems clear that
the extent and parameter of those

fees was generally discovered by
tenants fairly late in the recruitment and contractual agreement
process.
‘Probably … not here’
“The lease says you must comply with all taxes and fees – that’s
how they cover themselves. But
I think the landlord should have
told us about those fees, exactly
what they were,” Vocelli Pizza
owner Charlotte Willoughby said
of her experience of locating at
the Crooked Run Commercial
Center. “I’m not unwilling to
give some kind of fee to the town
– but not based on my sales.”
Willoughby said she became
aware of exactly what “fees” she
was expected to pay the Town,
including the now legally challenged fee equal to the town’s
4-percent meals tax, when she
applied for an occupancy permit.
By then her financial investment
of several hundred thousand dollars in the space she had rented
had been made and it was too late
to change her mind.
Willoughby’s experience mirrored that of the owners of Ledo’s
Pizza, two doors away. Despite

their proximity, the two pizza
parlors have a friendly relationship because Ledo’s is a sit-down
restaurant that doesn’t deliver
and Vocelli is a delivery-based
business.
Allan Mailley, who with his
wife Annis owns Ledo’s, like Willoughby was unaware of the nature and extent of the “fees” he
would be responsible for paying
as he prepared to open.
“I had done the buildout, the
place looked pretty much like you
see it now. When my contractor
told me it was time to talk to
the town to hook into the water
meter – that’s when I found out.
Basically my problem was I didn’t
find out about it until it was too
late,” Mailley says. “Everybody
signed these leases and people
say ‘why do they think they can
back out now?’ But the truth is,
we, at least I, didn’t know what
those fees meant.”
Asked if he would have located
here had he understood the parameters of the corridor agreement and its fees, Mailley hesitated, “Probably – maybe not, not
here.”
See McDonalds, 36
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“I will support this. I think it makes sense to put things in place now so that when [the
economy] turns around they will be in a position to attract these businesses to the county.” – Board Chairman Archie Fox

Business

Split board approves Crooked Run Phase 2 permits
Put the building blocks in place, even if the building is now just a dream

Crooked Run municipal affairs attorney Clay Athey
looks over his shoulder to comment on county board
discussion to project engineer Niki Adhikusuma and
development manager Ed Murphy.
By Roger Bianchini
Warren County Report
As the national and regional
economy continues to spiral into
decline, and as northside commercial corridor litigation compounds, and the Town of Front
Royal threatens to place future
central water and sewer extension
requests to county businesses, including 522 corridor businesses,
under tighter scrutiny, representatives of the Crooked Run Commercial Center proceeded with
plans to eventually develop Phase
2 of its northside commercial retail center on Feb. 17.
Representing Crooked Run at a
Warren County Board of Supervisors Public Hearing on a Conditional Use Permit request were
attorney Clay Athey, Development Manager Ed Murphy, and
Survey Engineer Niki Adhikusuma. Astonishingly perhaps after
earlier public circuses surrounding the proposal, there were no
speakers at the public hearing
and the trio of Crooked Run officials mostly listened to famil-

iar arguments made by a county
board split along the same 3-2
lines it was when the shopping
center’s rezoning request was approved last month.
The CUP will allow construction of buildings over 50,000
square feet on the recently rezoned 85-acre, Phase 2 portion
of the Crooked Run Commercial
Center. While Athey explained
during last month’s rezoning
hearing that it is not likely any
development will occur on the
property before 2011 or 2012 due
to the current economic climate,
the current zoning and permit
approvals are seen as an important indicator to potential clients
like clothing retailer Kohl’s and
JC Penny’s that the county remains committed to northside
commercial expansion.
Chairman Archie Fox again sided with Tony Carter and Richard
Traczyk to form the board majority. All three reiterated points
made last month, that positioning the existing Target-anchored,
35-acre Crooked Run Center for
expansion now will assure the
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shopping center’s long-term viability.
“I will support this. I think it
makes sense to put things in place
now so that when [the economy]
turns around they will be in a position to attract these businesses
to the county,” Fox said.
“The time is right for future
planning and adjusting our land
use map to include this project
that will support our shopping
needs with Kohl’s and Penny’s
and further support our tax base
needs,” Traczyk added in support
of adding CUP approval to the
rezoning approval achieved last
month.
However, North River Supervisor Glenn White disagreed.
“This thing has turned into a

pretty ugly mess,” White said,
referencing a host of concerns.
“Do we have to deal with this tonight?” he asked, seeking further
planning commission review of
details and new economic and
political variables. White and
Linda Glavis, who both campaigned on conservative growth
platforms in 2006, have expressed
concerns with authorizing such
altered land use approvals before
the county Comprehensive Plan
is altered to reflect such changes,
even if such changes are anticipated.
In addition to jumping the gun
on changing land use directives,
White’s “mess” now includes a
sinking economy; litigation involving shopping center man-

McDonalds, from 35
The issue of when and how potential tenants are
informed about the extent of corridor fees appears
not to be limited to the Crooked Run Center, but Riverton Commons across the street as well. Riverton
Commons’ Quiznos franchise owner Wade Holloway, coincidentally the brother of then Front Royal
Town Councilman-elect Chris Holloway, expressed
the same sort of confusion over what the PILOT
fees entailed when he spoke to this paper last June
as the Cracker Barrel, et al suit was brewing. “I did
not realize it but it was probably there. It’s bull but
what can you do? – You have to have water,” Holloway said of fees attached to town water bills.
Certainly there are lessons to be learned for all
involved. But at this point it is so much Monday
morning quarterbacking for those with life savings,
bank loans, and their commercial lives hanging in
the balance.
Fault & …
And as we have noted in recent months, the Front
Royal-Warren County 522 Corridor Agreement is
not exactly business as usual anywhere. It has been
called a first of its kind in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. And no one seems acutely aware if other
such arrangements have cropped up over the past
decade either inside or outside the commonwealth.
So, one might think the nature of those “fees that
must be complied with” might be discussed in some
detail by someone in the contractual negotiation
process.
Ultimately at issue in the Crooked Run vs. McDonald’s lawsuit is whether a failure of due diligence has occurred in the process of bringing new
commercial business to Warren County – and if so,
where does that failure lie?
Attorneys for one fast-food corporate giant and
one regional shopping center struggling to survive in

agement and lost tenants over
breached contracts; litigation
of shopping center restaurants
against the Town of Front Royal’s
use of the town-county 522 Corridor Agreement to collect meals
tax fees from them; and an increasing reluctance within the
town council to authorize further
central water and sewer service
into the county, and the corridor,
without assurances such extensions will not jeopardize service
to its in-town customers.
But what the heck, as Mickey
Rourke’s character in the classic movie homage to Baltimore’s
post-adolescent “guy” culture,
“Diner,” said – “Hey, if you don’t
have good dreams, you’ve got
nightmares.”

this national “deep recession” will be arguing those
points in federal court in Harrisonburg in coming
months, or even years. And over that same timeframe in Warren County Circuit Court, attorneys
for three other national chain restaurants and both
in-house and contracted attorneys for the Town of
Front Royal will be arguing exactly who pays a restaurant meals tax, the business providing the food,
or the customer purchasing it?
Richmond attorney William “Sandy” Rowe, representing the three national restaurants suing Front
Royal over the meals tax component of corridor
fees, has pointed to the town’s own codes, Section
75-24 to be precise, to indicate his clients’ contention it is the customer.
“There is hereby imposed and levied on each
person at the rate of (4%) on the amount paid for
meals purchased from any food establishment,”
Rowe quoted with BOLD typeface emphasis from
the town code on page 6 of the restaurants’ complaint over the meals tax component of PILOT
fees.
… damages?
The implications of all this litigation are profound
for everyone involved – from $9,583.33 of monthly
rent Crooked Run claims McDonald’s owes it since
April 2008 (about $96,000 as of February 2009);
to as much as a $12,300 meals tax fee component
of $13,200 monthly water bills for restaurants like
Cracker Barrel.
But those implications extend beyond the plaintiffs and defendants in litigation filed thus far, to
some who are interested and impacted observers.
For as one corridor tenant told us, “If these cases
are lost [by the town and shopping center] and I go
out of business while this is all going on – I’m suing
somebody for the $500,000 investment I lost here.”
– rogerb@warrencountyreport.com
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Overturned vehicle
Front Royal Police investigated
a traffic crash on Monday (Feb. 9)
in which one vehicle overturned.
The crash was reported at 7:54
PM at the intersection of North
Royal Avenue and 5th Street.
A northbound 1998 Honda Accord, driven by Beronica M. Andrade of the 400 block of BelAir
Avenue, Front Royal, was passing
a northbound 1999 Pontiac Sedan driven by Kelly P. Seekford
of the 1500 block of Scranton
Avenue, Front Royal on the right
when the two vehicles collided.
The collision caused the Honda
Accord to overturn. Both drivers
were wearing their seatbelts and
only received minor injuries.
Damages were estimated at
$10,000 to the Honda Accord and
$4,000 to the Pontiac sedan. Officer B. Miller, who investigated
the crash, charged Andrade with
reckless driving and Seekford
with driving on a suspended license.
Cops go after tattoos
Interim Police Chief Richard H.
Furr advises that on Friday, February 6, 2009 the Front Royal Police
Department executed a search
warrant at a residence located at
1102 Monroe Ave. Investigators
seized several items pertaining to
an on-going investigation involv-

This color ad costs about
forty bucks. Give your
business the exposure it
needs by placing an ad
in the only locally-owned
newspaper in Warren
County.
Call 540-305-6347

ing an illegal tattoo parlor operating from that residence. Police
subsequently arrested 35 year old
Jeffrey Dwayne Gilliom of Front
Royal and charged him with three
counts of “Tattooing or body
piercing of minors” (18.2-371.3), a
class 1 misdemeanor. Mr. Gilliom
was booked and released on his
own recognizance and is scheduled to appear in Warren County
Juvenile & Domestic Court on
March 5, 2009. Anyone with additional information is asked to
contact Sergeant J. Ryman of the
Criminal Investigations Division
at 540-636-2208.

Valley Connector commuter
service expands–Will serve
more Northern Valley
commuters & more routes
The Front Royal-Warren County
Economic Development Authority has announced the expansion
of services of Valley Connector
commuter bus service from the
Northern Shenandoah Valley to
the Virginia-DC metropolitan
area.
Bruce Coulliette, President of
Valley Connector, announced
an “Open House and Welcome
Aboard” celebration on Saturday,
February 21, 2009 from 12:00p
until 4:00p at the Front Royal

Visitor’s Center on Main Street
in Front Royal.
“We will have our coaches
parked along Main Street,” said
Coulliette, “so that the community can have a look inside and get
copies of our routing schedules.”
Valley Connector bus line is
comprised of four full-sized motor coaches and employs six drivers. “I used to commute into the
DC area,” Coulliette said, “and I
saw 2 EDA Press Release February 18, 2009 the numbers of people along the highway. We wanted to provide the convenience
of a commuter service with the
benefit and comfort of a fullsized coach ride, allowing them
to rest before and after a full day
of work.”
Valley Connector will pick up
Monday through Friday, from
Park ‘n’ Rides in Winchester,
Clarke County, Warren County
and Shenandoah County. Drop
off points include: Vienna Metro
Station, Roslyn Metro Station
and thirteen (13) stops in Washington, DC, including Union Station. In March, drop off locations
will expand to include Dulles Airport and Reston Town Center.
Fares for the DC run are as low
as $8.75. Pricing for the new service to Dulles Airport and Reston
Town Center are being developed. Occasional riders will be
asked to make reservations online, but regular riders will not be
required to reserve seats.

Didn’t finish High School?
You need your GED!
Want to get it FREE?
FREE GED Practice Tests & Classes
Blue Ridge Technical Center & Samuels Library

Bruce Coulliette and his colleagues utilized the Rural Business Enterprise Loan program
administered by the Economic
Development Authority. “The
loan gave us the capital we needed to purchase equipment,” he
said. “The loan process went very
smoothly. We are very pleased at
the outcome.”
“We have worked with Bruce
Coulliette since he began formulating the plan for expansion,”
said Jennifer R. McDonald, Executive Director of the Economic
Development Authority. “We are
so pleased that he and his team
have brought this service to our
community, and that the EDA
could assist through the RBEL
loan program. With fifty-four
percent of our workforce commuting out every day, this is a
significant service provision for
their convenience.”
In 2006, at the start-up of Valley Connector, there was one bus
that operated from Woodstock
and Front Royal to Washington,
D.C. Each year since then, Valley 3 EDA Press Release February 18, 2009 Connector has either expanded the routes served,
the pick-up areas served or the
number of buses running. Today,
there are a total of four motor
coaches, Park ‘n’ Rides in Clarke,
Warren, Shenandoah Counties
and Winchester, serving numerous drop-off points in Virginia
and Washington, D.C.
“We are so excited to provide
new additional commuter service
connecting the Northern Valley
to Northern Virginia and Washington, DC and all that those cities have to offer,” said Coulliette.
“We want to provide the ability
for people to live where they want
to and work where they have to.”

Art show
CHANGES & Architectural
Old House Parts presents the
paintings of Bill Whiting and
the handcrafted barns of David
Schuster running until May 6.
Please join us and meet the Artists at the Artist’s reception Feb.
14, 5:00 pm to 7:00pm. 120- A
East Main Street, Front Royal ,
VA
Call for details 540-636-7984.
New Life Group purchases
acreage in Warren County to
build “Green Outlets.”
The
Front
Royal-Warren
County Economic Development
Authority has announced the
finalization of plans with New
Life Group LLC to build the first
GreenOutlets™ facility north of
and adjacent to Crooked Run
Shopping Center, at North River
Square.
Debra Meszaros, President of
New Life Group LLC, formed
the eco-conscious corporation
with a mission to propel the
Green industry into mainstream
lifestyle. The GreenOutlets™ offers a unique blend of multiple
health modalities, natural/organic/green retail establishments, an
education center of healing arts
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• Grid Tie & Off Grid • Back Up Power • Stand By Systems
• Commercial, Industrial & Residential

(540) 667-9744 or (800) 435-5945

Free Estimates
Financing Available
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TC ENTERPRIZES
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Northern Shenandoah Valley Adult Education

For more information on Valley
Connector, its routes, schedules
and pricing, go to www.shenvalleycommuters.com

540-660-2913
LINDEN, VA
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and sciences, complimented by
an organic restaurant, providing
a unique concentration of all ecofriendly, healthy, lifestyle establishments in one location.
The four acre, 25,000 square
foot facility will be constructed in
sustainable design and products
by AJM Construction Company
out of Mineral, West Virginia.
Jamie Woods, President of AJM,
is thrilled to participate in this
state-of-the-art project.
“I think Debra’s concept is
timely and cutting edge,” he said.
“Once you complete the design
and begin assembling the materials, the process is the same as in
any other construction project.
Not all components of the project have accessible, sustainable
products. But, we will utilize as
many green products and design
concepts as are available.”
Once completed, the outlet will
house a Professional Pavilion on
the second floor with retail space
on the main floor. Meszaros will
offer a “shared space” lease option. “We can combine several
professionals in the same leased
space,” she said. “For instance:
nutritional consulting on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and acupuncture on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, with
the cost per square foot being divided by two professionals.”
All tenants for the center must
meet certain criteria for green,
eco-friendly, fair trade and health
related services or products.
Some services and products that
will be represented in the centers

Please send your local news items to editor@warrencountyreport.com
include: alternative health professionals, organic foods, holistic pet care & supplies, organic
bakeries, green personal care
products, green home products,
fair-trade clothing, fashion, jewelry and gifts, financial Green investment companies and Green
banks. Limited space is still
available; for more information,
contact New Life Group LLC.
Also included in the center will
be the “School of Life” education facility offering education
on health and green products, a
yoga/meditation/spiritual/fitness
facility and Mother Nature’s Restaurant, an organic family restaurant with a drive-through service
and pre-packaged, take-home
meals.
“This unique concentration of
all eco-friendly, healthy lifestyle
establishments in one location
will bring Green living into mainstream lifestyles,” said Meszaros,
“and will help preserve the world’s
finest precious assets.
“We believe that this ‘lead by
example’ approach will educate
the public that the goals of building Green and living Green are
easily obtainable.”
Ms. Meszaros, President/CEO
of New Life Group, has over 20
years of corporate leadership
experience in plant biotechnology, four years of experience with
plant breeding at Advanced Plant
Technologies LLC, where she
developed numerous new plant
varieties and granted over 14 patents. She is recently educated in
natural health studies at Clayton

Changes
Gallery of old house parts mixed with beautiful, useful
vintage furniture, porcelein, silver, linens, and jewelry
at reasonable prices.
Exhibiting artists: The oil paintings of Bill Whiting and the
handcrafted barns of David Schuster are on exhibit until early May.

Architectural Old House Parts, Inc.

Reuse of old house parts = Green ConstructionYour resource for the
perfect parts in renovation, reconstruction, new construction, and interior
design projects. Ask about window restoration. We buy good old house/
barn parts. 540-636-7984 • www.Oldhouseparts.net

D&B
Chocolate
“Be My Valentine” baskets for $25.00.
The basket includes 2 truffles,
1/4 lb of fudge and 1/4 of chocolates.

120 - 124 E. Main St. • Front Royal, VA

College of Natural Health.
“The EDA enthusiastically
welcomes the GreenOutlets™ to
Warren County,” said Jennifer
R. McDonald, Executive Director of the Economic Development Authority. “We are excited
about the concept and the timing
could not be better. Leadership
in all sectors is realizing the need
for sustainable development and
ecologically-sound
practices.
This outlet will bring people to
our community from all over the
region.
“And, in view of our experience
with the Avtex Superfund site, we
should roundly embrace an ecofriendly company.”
“I believe the time is now to
begin realizing this dream I’ve
had for a very long time,” said
Meszaros. “Everything is falling
into place with few obstacles and
great cooperation. That indicates
it’s definitely the right concept
and the right time.
“I look forward to bringing
this state-of-the-art concept and
healthy lifestyle to my home community.” Debra Meszaros and her
family have lived in Bentonville,
Virginia for the past two years.

Mountain Laurel Montessori
School students get to see the
big red trucks
Recently the parents and students of Mountain Laurel Montessori School’s Toddler Community visited the fire station of
Front Royal Volunteer Fire Department’s Company 1. Firefighter Eddie Hammock gave the class
a fun, hands-on tour of all the fire
trucks and an ambulance. Most
importantly, the young children
learned that rescue workers are
very good and important friends.
The children were allowed to sit
in the seats and walk through the
ambulance as Mr. Hammock explained the equipment and how it
was used for rescues and fighting
fires. The children enjoyed the

flashing lights and were amazed
at the equipment’s gigantic size.
At the end of the tour, the children were given fire hats, educational materials to take home,
and fond memories of their trip
to the fire station.
The students, teachers, and parents of Mountain Laurel Montessori School thank Firefighter Eddie Hammock and Co. 1 for the
interactive, educational tour and
for their dedicated service to the
community.

efits!
Class – Wednesdays – February 25 – March 25, 2009, 5 – 6:45
p.m.
$20 per class for prepaid students (5 weeks)
($25 per class for weekly pay
students)
Open Studio –Thursdays – February 19 – March 26, 2009, 5 6:30 p.m. (Any Medium) $15 per
session (6 weeks)
Call or email Kelly Walker to
register for the class. Call 6839688 or email kwalker@doubledogdesigns.com for more information.
(Materials list provided upon
registration)
Minimum 4 and Maximum 10
artists

Art classes announced for
beginner & intermediate oil &
acrylic students
Develop your artistic ability and learn about composition,
color theory, color mixing, and
basic painting techniques in our
Wednesday night class. Take
ideas from conception to completion. If you have ever wanted to
learn to paint, this is your chance.
Sign up now!
Open Studio is a time to exchange ideas and improve your
skills by working on your painting with other artists. Get positive feedback and constructive
critiques of your work to help you
move to the next level in your art.
Consider it practice with ben-

Family Owned
& Operated
Since 1995

Job Readiness Academy gears
up
“We are delighted to announce
that the first class for the new
Blue Ridge Job Readiness Academy will begin in March,” stated
Mr. Dick Braatz, Acting, Academy President. The Academy
will provide young people and
adults with the basic skills needed to obtain and hold a rewarding
job. Mr. Braatz went on to say:
“We will have our first student

Creative Touch

“Quality
Work, at a
price you can
afford!”

Paint & Drywall
Free Estimates!
Licensed/Insured • References • Interior/Exterior
Commercial • Industrial • Residential
• Custom Colors
• Staining
• Wallpaper
Removal
• Drywall
Installation and
Repair
• Pressure
Washing
Call Jason at (540) 743-1258 or (540) 539-1251
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orientation on Thursday, March
5 at the Samuels Public Library
at 6:00 p.m.” The schedule of six
class sessions on each Tuesday
and Thursday will begin on Tuesday, March 10 from 6:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.m. at no cost to the student.
Mr. Braatz stated that: “While
the economy is going through a
difficult time, with available jobs
appearing to be limited, now is
the best time to be preparing for
the economic recovery.” Students
will receive a graduation certificate recognizing their accomplishments and commitment.
The Academy while affiliated
with Blue Ridge Opportunities
will be conducted in sponsorship
with the Front Royal/Warren
County Chamber of Commerce
& Economic Development Authority, with the involvement of

Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
For a student application contact Blue Ridge Opportunities at
540-636-4960.

This is a seminar you don’t
want to miss!
February 24th 8 am until 10 am
at the Warren County Government Center.
LifeLine Series-Bankers’ Forum
will focus on Potential Traps and
Pitfalls;
Protecting Yourself and Your
Business; Banking Services Available in Tough Times; Partnerships
Between Banks and Businesses
in Getting to “Safe Harbor”; Understanding Unique Economic

Advertise in
Front Royal
and Warren
County’s local
newspaper!

Times and Obstacles Banks Face
in Difficult Times.
In addition to the speakers, the
Virginia Department of Business
Assistance, and the Small Business Administration will have
displays and information on hand
for attendees.
Please call the Chamber at 540635-3185 to register.
“Suicidal” subject arrested
On 2/18/2009, Warren County
Sheriff ’s Office Deputies responded to 102 Flynn Drive after
receiving a call of a subject that
was possibly suicidal. According
to Lieutenant Mike Arnold, upon
arrival at the scene, the deputies
observed an intoxicated male
subject exiting the residence carrying a firearm. The subject refused to comply with the deputies
orders and assaulted the deputies.
The subject was arrested and taken to the Warren County Jail and
charged with felonious assault
on a law enforcement officer and
misdemeanor obstruction of justice.
The suspect was identified as
Larry Alan Sprouse, (age 43), 102
Flynn Drive, Front Royal Virginia.
Mr. Sprouse is being held without
bond at this time.

Obenshain’s School Safety Bill
Clears Senate

Call Leanne Bryant
540-305-6347
lbryant@warrencountyreport.com

On Tuesday, a school safety bill
patroned by Sen. Mark Obenshain passed the Senate 40-0. This
legislation, SB 1218, requires the
Department of Corrections to
share information with schools
about juvenile offenders who
they believe pose a threat to students and school personnel.
Presently, schools may be notified only of an arrest and an adjudication. If DOC learns that the
juvenile is likely to pose a danger,
it is prohibited from sharing that
information. In explaining his bill,
Obenshain said, “It is one thing

to protect the privacy of juvenile
offenders, but it is taken to an extreme when it endangers others.
This bill balances privacy with
safety and it provides schools
with the information they need
to keep our children and their
staff safe.”
“Although intake and adjudication reports are already filed with
school divisions, there is a pervasive belief that the Code does not
currently allow any other relevant
information that may arise after
adjudication to be shared with an
offender’s school,” added Obenshain. “My bill will ensure that
pertinent information reaches
those charged with ensuring the
safety of our children.”
Last year, press reports related
a situation in which a fourteen
year-old boy who allegedly had
sexually molested a much younger non-relative was permitted to
return to a Virginia middle school
despite a sex offender evaluation,
undisclosed to the school district,
that labeled him “highly likely to
offend again” and emphasized the
need for “constant and intense
supervision.”
“It is unacceptable that an interpretation of current law would
cause the DOC to believe that it
could not even share this important information with the school
to which such a juvenile offender
was slated to attend,” said Obenshain. “We are all aware of the
consequences of ignoring warning signs in schools, and few red
flags are more obvious than this.
Sharing probation and parole
reports with school districts is a
common-sense safety measure,
which is why my bill passed the
Senate unanimously.”
Emphasizing that the bill respects the privacy rights of the
individuals involved, Obenshain
noted that the disclosure requirements place strict limits on how,
and to whom, information about
a student’s criminal history may
be disseminated would remain in
effect.
“The information this bill provides to school superintendents
is already disclosed to those responsible for overseeing the juvenile offender’s return to the
community, which is considered
a reasonable safety precaution,”
said Obenshain. “It is similarly reasonable to ensure that
this information is available to
those responsible for the safety
of students and teachers at our

schools.”
The bill will now go to the
House of Delegates.
Senator Obenshain represents
the twenty-sixth district in the
Virginia Senate. The district includes the city of Harrisonburg
and the counties of Warren,
Shenandoah, Page, Rappahannock and Rockingham (part).

Knights of Columbus dance a
big success
The Knights of Columbus, John
Carrell Jenkins Councill # 7771
gives a tremendous applause and
Thank You! to all of the businesses and volunteers that donated
valuable door prizes and their
time and energy for their Saint
Valentine’s Dinner/Dance. Door
prize donors Checkered Flag
(Lawrence Null), Fussell Florist
(Betty Showers), Rappahannock
Bank (Lathan Williams), Main
Street Pawn Shop (Ralph and Sue
Waller), Martin’s grocery store,
Subway of Front Royal, and McDonalds of Front Royal made for
exceptional door prizes.
Also, a huge thanks goes to
Todd Allen of Tallen Photography and Design for composing
and designing the KOC flyer for
the event. Moreover, thank you
to Mrs. Scanlon, Mrs. Sayre, and
Mrs. Pondo for set up, Manny Vicente for volunteering as our DJ,
and the St. John the Baptist parish
office staff for helping sell tickets,
all of which did a great job.
As the 87 in attendance appeared to have a good time, our
Brother Knights also thank each
and every couple that came out
and enjoyed themselves at our
Saint Valentine’s dinner/dance.
Without the participants, the
volunteers, the businesses, successful fundraising events would
not be possible. The Knights of
Columbus is a non-profit association that donates it’s time, energy
and money for the benefit of the
family, church and community.
Tom Sayre, PKG
Front Royal, VA
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The system the New Deal initiated kept us from experiencing a second Great Depression for nearly half
a century. We are in our current mess in large measure because we dismantled that system. Republicans
would have us be afraid of a new New Deal. But based on the track record of the original, a new New Deal
is just what we need.

History

Opinion: Who says the New Deal didn’t work?

Guess What? The New
Deal Worked!
By Steven Conn
History News Service
Since the economic crisis we’re
now in is being compared to the
Great Depression, the solutions
being offered are being routinely
compared to the New Deal. Republicans in particular have been
quick to pronounce the New
Deal a failure as a way of justifying their opposition to the new
stimulus package and any other
federal response to our new Great
Depression.
Congressman Steve Austria (ROhio) is so angry at the New Deal
that he told an audience recently
that Franklin Roosevelt’s New
Deal actually caused the Great
Depression: quite an achievement
given that the Great Depression
was already three years deep by
the time FDR was elected.
Whatever you think of the

Obama administration’s proposals, to declare the New Deal a
failure gets the history fundamentally wrong. The legacy that
FDR created proved remarkably
successful and remarkably enduring.
The New Deal operated at three
levels: first, the programs established by the New Deal worked
immediately to bring economic
relief; second, the long-term
changes the New Deal made to
the structure of our economy
brought the cycles of the economy under better control; and,
finally, the New Deal re-shaped
the social contract between our
citizens and our government.
We usually associate the New
Deal with the programs it created
to put people to work, such as the
Works Progress Administration
and the Civilian Conservation
Corps. Republicans hated these
programs. They denounced the
WPA as “We Putter Around.” The
new Republican National Committee chairman, Michael Steele,
recently parroted this accusation
when he tried to explain that the
government never creates jobs,
just work.
But the New Deal did provide jobs to hundreds of thousand of unemployed Americans,
and while they “puttered” those
workers managed to build tens
of thousands of bridges, paved
countless miles of roads, and
planted 3 billion trees.
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It’s certainly true that those programs by themselves did not end
the Great Depression, though
they did ease the crisis for the
families who gained an income
because of the New Deal. So while
these short-term programs operated, the New Deal created a set
of long-term structural changes
to the economy whose impact
lasted well beyond the Great Depression.
A few examples: Our bank deposits are protected by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the integrity
of stock market transactions is
guaranteed, or is supposed to be,
by the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), both created
as part of the New Deal. Most
important, with the passage of
Social Security in 1935 future
generations of American workers
could look forward to a more secure old age.
Few would argue that these
New Deal initiatives have been
anything but successful in the
roughly 75 years since their creation. Former President Bush
wanted to privatize Social Security and do away with FDIC. Notice that Republicans aren’t talking about that any more.
Finally, the New Deal altered the
relationship between government
and the economy. After World
War II, Republicans and Democrats agreed that the government
should take a more active role in
regulating the economy, that it
should use economic policy to
promote the greatest good for the
greatest number, and that it was
obligated to provide a social safety net. They might quibble over
the details, but there was a broad
consensus around these points.
The result of that consensus
was the greatest expansion of the
middle class the country has ever
experienced. The growth of the
economy from the 1940s through
the 1960s was widely shared.
Conversely, when the economy
did go into recession during
those decades, the supporting
frameworks set up by the New
Deal helped keep those downturns relatively short.
In the early 1980s, under the
leadership of Ronald Reagan,
conservative Republicans set
about dismantling this system.

Regulations were gutted or not
enforced, the social safety net
was largely unraveled, and government tax policy shifted money from the middle class to the
wealthiest. Since 1980 the result
has been a nasty recession in the
early 1990s, caused by the failure to regulate the savings and
loan industry, and two devastating downturns, one in the early
1980s and the one we’re in right
now.
More than that, during the 30
years in which we’ve moved away
from the New Deal, the middle
class has stagnated. As wealth
and assets have shifted to the top
10 percent, the middle class has
survived largely on credit cards

and home equity loans. Now
millions have no way to pay that
piper.
The system the New Deal initiated kept us from experiencing
a second Great Depression for
nearly half a century. We are in
our current mess in large measure because we dismantled that
system. Republicans would have
us be afraid of a new New Deal.
But based on the track record of
the original, a new New Deal is
just what we need.
Steven Conn is a professor and
director of public history at Ohio
State University and a writer for
the History News Service.

What goes up...

Matthew Marshall braves the wind Feb. 19 to cut
down a tree hanging precariously over property
owned by Bentonville resident Thomas Lockhart,
whose family has owned property here for seven
generations. Not pictured are Matthew’s ground
crew Daniel and Eddie Lawson and son Nathan
Marshall. Photo by Daniel Lawson.
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Americans are buying fewer cars, so American automobile makers are in deep trouble.
Carl Abbott, an urban studies expert, says that the companies face a problem that runs
much deeper than any mere bailout.

History

Opinion: End of the auto era

By Carl Abbott
History News Service
Rushing to beat a deadline,
General Motors and Chrysler last
Tuesday afternoon filed required
restructuring plans with federal
officials. Chrysler wants $5 billion more in federal loans to stay
afloat. GM needs another $9.1
billion now, with more requests
likely down the road.
The short-term question of
whether the two auto giants warrant a bailout or bankruptcy sidesteps the deeper reality: Americans finally have enough cars.
The precipitous plunge in auto
sales over the last year was caused
principally by spiking gasoline
prices, tight credit and disappearing paychecks. But a deeper look
shows that we’ve reached the end
of the automobile century.
Like other successful 20th-century technologies such as telephones and television, the growth
of registered automobiles long
outpaced the growth of American
population. The industry brought
jobs to Detroit and Kenosha and
eventually to Spring Hill, Tenn.
Our memory of the Model-T
era, which ran from 1908 to 1927,
may be hazy, but those were the
years when automobiles began to
change from a toy to the necessity of the present day.
The first nationwide auto registration statistics date from the
early 1920s. Unlike the shrinking
corporations of today, these were
the boom years when General
Motors was preparing to move
its headquarters from Flint to
Detroit, and Walter Chrysler
was starting to remake Maxwell
Motors into his future Big Three

to retire reeking beaters, replace
cars that wear out and swap older,
inefficient vehicles for ones that
use less fuel per mile. However,
the market is essentially saturated (or “mature,” if that sounds
better). Cars are in the same category as refrigerators and landline telephones. After a century,

By Kevin S. Engle
Warren County Report

Americans are no longer adopting automobiles as a new technology. We’re simply maintaining
the status quo until something
better comes along.
Some sort of American automobile industry will survive the
bailout debate, but it will never
be the economic powerhouse it

was in the last century.

Carl Abbott is a professor of urban
studies and planning at Portland
State University, ore., and a writer
for the History News Service.

At the Movies

Did you know most movies have one title while
they’re being filmed and another when they hit
the theater? Some times they’re similar, other
times not. That got me thinking. What about
the top movies each year? What were their
working titles? With the Oscars fast approaching, I researched the subject and here’s what I
found. The following films won the Academy
Award for Best Picture and these were their
original titles.

1990: “Meals with Buzzards, Dances with
Wolves”
1997: “Learn to Swim on the Titanic”
2001: “He has a Beautiful Mind, but a Terrible
Personality. And he’s Fat too.”
2005: “Crash, Boom, Bang”
2007: “No Country for Old Men, No Mall for Old
Women.”

I called Hollywood and chatted with that Spiel1938: “You Can’t Take it With You, But I’d Sure
berg
guy. He filled me in on this year’s five
as Hell Like to Try”
nominees for Best Picture.
“I’m no Regis Philbin, but I am a Slumdog Mil1939: “I Opened the Window and the Next
lionaire”
Thing I Knew, it was Gone With the Wind”
“The Reader, the Cheater, and
the
Wal-Mart Greeter”
1941: “How Green Was my Valley, how Red my
“Milk
and Cookies for Santa,
401-K”
Whiskey for Me”
“Frost/Nixon: 2 Guys and Some
1965: “The Taste of Possum, the Smell of Sour
Videotape”
Milk and the Sound of Music”
“I’m Furious over the Curious
Case
of Benjamin Button”
1966: “He’s a Man for all Seasons, except WinAnd
if you’re already thinking
ter, Spring, Summer and Fall”
ahead to next year’s awards, the
1967: “In the Heat of the Night, I Turned on the front runners so far include:
“From Navy Seal to Mall Cop”
AC”
“Taken, not Stirred”
And the medical thriller/action
1973: “The Sting and the Allergic Reaction”
flick, “Upper G.I. Joe”
Another interesting fact. The
1975: “I’m not Sure What They Were, but One
Academy Awards weren’t always
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest”
called the Oscars. They were
formerly known as the Flops. For
1976: “Rocky KO’s Bullwinkle”
some reason, that name didn’t
stick.
1978: “The Deer Hunter vs. PETA”

Engle’s Angle

Finally, Too Many Cars

company. In 1922, there was one
registered passenger car or truck
for every nine Americans. The
country was well on the way to
the twenty-first century reality of
a car (or two) in every driveway.
From Keystone Cops comedies
to contemporary movie chases
to sophisticated art, American
culture quickly absorbed the
automobile. Take this example:
1922 was also the year that Sinclair Lewis published his satirical
novel about George F. Babbitt, a
businessman in the fictional city
of Zenith. In ways that would
resonate with many car owners
today, Babbitt treasured his car:
“To George F. Babbitt, as to most
prosperous citizens of Zenith, his
motor car was poetry and tragedy, love and heroism. The office
was his pirate ship but the car his
perilous excursion ashore.”
The United States reached an
automotive milestone in 1968.
Amid the turmoil of war, riots
and assassinations, few people
noticed that the year ended with
100,546,000 automobiles and
trucks for 199,399,000 resident
Americans. One-car families had
become two-car and three-car
families, with the upshot that every child, woman and man in the
country could ride in the front
seat at the same time. Two years
later, the 1970 census reported
the closely connected fact that
more Americans lived in automobile-dependent suburbs than
in central cities. The pattern of
auto-dependent living that the
majority of Americans still enjoy
was firmly set.
The numbers for the 21st century are even more startling. For
2006 (the last year with complete
statistics) the census estimates
that there were 225,087,000
Americans aged 18 or older. At
their disposal were 234,525,000
passenger cars, SUVs and light
trucks, not to mention 8,819,000
heavy trucks.
Every adult American can now
sit behind a steering wheel at the
same time and still leave another
20 million vehicles sitting idle in
driveways and parking lots.
In short, we have enough cars.
We will need to keep producing
and buying new trucks and cars

The author is looking forward
to the upcoming documentary
1981: “Chariots of Fire and other Strange Sight- about Tiger Woods. The workings on the Interstate”
ing title is “He’s not really a Ti1989: “Driving Miss Daisy to the 7-11. She’s ger, and he doesn’t live in the
got a Thing for Cherry Slurpees”
Woods, but he’ll eat you alive.”
1980: “Ordinary People are Boring”
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Please e-mail brief calendar notices in this format to:
layout@warrencountyreport.com
Warren County Humane Society
Benefit Wine Tasting
Friday, February 20 from 2-6
Saturday, February 21 from 2- 6
Sunday, February 22 from 1 – 4
Vino E Formaggio
124 E. Main Street, Front Royal
See stories on page

Play
‘You’re a Good Man Charlie Brown’
Sat, February 21 & 28
1:30pm & 4:30pm
Five Rings Very Little Theatre
Five Rings Very Little Theatre, 620
Virginia Avenue (636-2787).
www.fiveringstheatre.com
presents quality plays performed by
adults for children. All tickets are $5.
High School Play
Fri, February 20
7pm – 8pm
Warren County High School
The Warren County High School
Drama Department will present the
play “Noises Off!” tonight in the Warren
County High School Auditorium.
Tickets are $5.00/person.
Baseball Camp
Sat, February 21
1pm – 5pm
Warren County High School
The Warren County Parks/Recreation
Department in conjunction with Warren
County High School will be sponsoring
a Wildcat Baseball Camp today. Cost
is $50.00/person for 3 sessions or
$20/00/person for one session. For
more information please call Coach
Mathews at (540)327-9664 or via email at vmathewsl@wcps.k12.va.us.
Registration forms at Warren County
Parks/Rec. Office
Beauty Pageant
Sat, February 21
2pm – 3pm
South Warren Fire Department
Tonight the Fire Department is
sponsoring the Beauty/Photogenic

Pageant as a fundraising event.
Registration is February 10, 12 &
17 from 7:00-9:00 pm at the South
Warren Fire Department. Please call
(540)635-7453 or (540)635-4025.
Library Event
Sat, February 21
2pm – 3pm
Samuels Public Library
The Children’s and Youth Services
Department of Samuels Public Library
host the Teen Creative Writing Club
for ages 12 and up. Registration
required.
Softball Registration
Sat, February 21
4pm – 7pm
Skyline High School
If you are interested in registering
for Babe Ruth Softball please come
by today. Sponsored by the Warren
County Girls Softball. More Information
(540)635-2417.
Home Education Class
Sat, February 21
6pm – 9pm
Blue Ridge Housing Network
115 Chester Street, Front Royal
Blue Ridge Housing Network is hosting
a FREE VHDA Homeownership
Education Class tonight at 115
Chester Street. This program is
designed to take the mystery out of
the home buying process and help
first-time homebuyers prepare to
make the important choices related
to homeownership. You will go over
Personal Finances, Credit Reports,
Role of the Lender, Workiing with your
Real Estate Agent, Home Inspections
and Closing your Mortgage Loan.
This a Freddie Mac and Fannie Mac
approved class. For reservation
please call (540)622-2711.
Library Event
Sun, February 22
2pm – 3pm
Samuels Public Library
Nature Photography: Simply Beautiful.
JoinAnn & Rob Simpson as they present

Please e-mail brief calendar notices
in this format to:
layout@warrencountyreport.com

the basics of digital photography and
digital camera usage. Compositional
elements will be discussed that can
revolutionize everyday snapshots
into “WOW” shots.For beginners and
advanced photographers on how to
use a digital camera to get the best
results possible.
Town Council Meeting
Mon, February 23
7pm – 7pm
Warren County Government Center
Business Seminar
Tue, February 24
8am – 10am
Warren County Government Center
The Chamber, EDA & Lord Fairfax
Small Business are collaborating on
the “The Lifeline Seminar Series: is
for businesses on navigating difficult
economic times. Tonight’s seminar
is entitled “SOS - Bankers Forum”.
It will focus on Potential Traps and
Pitfalls; Protecting Yourself and Your
Business; Banking Services Available
in Tough Times; Partnerships Between
Banks and Businesses in Getting to
“Safe Harbor”; Understanding Unique
Economic Times and Obstacles Banks
Face in Difficult Times. There will also
be displays and information availalbe
for attendees. Cost is $10.00/Chamber
members and $20.00/Non-Chamber
members. More info: (540)635-3185
- Chamber.
Realtor Forum
Wed, February 25
9am – 10am
Warren County Government Center
Hear the latest news and happenings
about our community, school syste, law
enforcement, economic development
and more to help you close the deal.
You are invited to the Realtor/Builder
Forum & Luncheon today. To RSVP
and more information please contact
the Chamber of Commerce at
(540)635-3185
Blood Drive
Thu, February 26
6pm – 7pm
Front Royal Masonic Lodge
Today is an American Red Cross
Blood Drive sponsored by the Front
Royal Masonic Lodge at 203 W. Criser
Road. Presenting donors will receive

Activities & events
recycle life Tote Bag, while supplies
last.
Talent Show
Thu, February 26
7pm – 8pm
Skyline High School
The Warren Coalition’s Youth in Action
group is sponsoring the 5th annual
talent show “You Have Talent 09”.
Proceeds benefit the youth of our
community: YIA members attending
the Youth Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention Project Convention;
Harmony Place Children’s Program;
and the Last Dollar Scholarship.
Includes acts from both Warren County
High Schools.
Library Event
Sat, February 28
2pm – 3pm
Samuels Public Library
The Children’s and Youth Services
Department of Samuels Public Library
host Midwinter Movie Break for ages 5
and up. Registration required.
Softball Registration
Sat, February 28
4pm – 7pm
Skyline High School in Front Royal
If you are interested in registering
for Babe Ruth Softball please come
by today. Sponsored by the Warren
County Girls Softball. More Information
(540)635-2417.
Rotary Gala
Sat, February 28
6:30pm – 7:30pm
Shenandoah Valley Country Club
The Front Royal Rotary Club will host
their annual “Vacation Gala” tonight.
Attendees will have a chance to
win one of the grand prizes valued
at $2,500, $1,500 or $1,000. This
is the major fundraiser of the year.
Proceeds benefit many youth related
activities and local projects. Tickets
are $160.00/couple and dress is
coat/tie, black tie is optional. For more
info.: Larry Adkins at (540)536-5195 or
Debbi Morfit at (540)636-2500.
Saint Catricks Day
Humane Society
Month of March
The shelter will be celebrating “Saint

Catricks Day” all month. Cat adoption
fees have been lowered to a mere
35.00. This includes spaying or neutering, vaccinations, and microchipping!! Every adopted cat comes with
a free “POT OF GOLD”!!
Pet Adoption Day!!!
Petco
Crooked Run Plaza
Sunday March 1
Noon to 3:00 pm
Virginia German Shepherd Rescue,
Inc. is having an Adoption Day at Petco. Come and meet some of the really
great German Shepherd Dogs that
would just love to adopt you and join
your family. You can visit the website
at shepherdrescue.org to see a listing
of the many dogs available for adoption and learn more about shepherd
rescue.
Main Street Melodies
Wed, March 4
12pm – 6pm
Main Street Gazebo
Enjoy the spicy sounds of New
Orleans as Main Street Melodies
presents Mardi Gras on Main Street at
the Gazebo located at Main/Chester
Streets.
Vaccination Clinic
Humane Society shelter
March 7
10:00 am till 4:00 pm
The public can bring pets in to be vaccinated, microchipped, nails trimmed,
ears cleaned, flea treatments for a
very nominal fee. Vaccinations are Canine distemper (DHLPP) 10.00, Feline
distemper(FVRCP) 10.00,I year rabies
10.00, 3 year rabies 15.00, microchipping 30.00, deworming 10.00, flea-tick
treatment 10.00, nail trimming 5.00,
and ear cleaning 5.00

BASKET BINGO with Longaberger
Products
Friday, March 20th
7 pm
Front Royal Elks
Guard Hill Rd.
Doors Open at 5:00 pm. Advance
Tickets $20/ $25 at Door. Benefit F.R.
Little League Challengers (A division
of Little League that allows children
with mental & physical disabilities to
enjoy the game.) For more info contact 540-636-3362 or 540-683-8585.
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Front Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce
THE LIFELINE SEMINAR SERIES

WINE ON NINE GOLF TOURNAMENT

Join us for the second business support
seminar in The Lifeline Series “Financial
Positioning During Tough Economic Times”
presented by professional bankers, lenders and financial managers. This seminar is scheduled for Tuesday, February
24th from 8-10 a.m. at the Warren County
Government Center. Cost to attend is $10
chamber member/$20 non-member. Contact the Chamber at 635-3185 to register.
Sponsored by Front Royal-Warren County
Economic Development Authority, Front
Royal-Warren County Chamber of Commerce and Lord Fairfax Small Business
Development Center with participation
from the Small Business Development
Administration and Virginia Department of
Business Assistance.

A Wine on Nine Golf Tournament will be
held this year in conjunction with the Wine
& Craft Festival. It will be held on Thursday, May 14 at Bowling Green Country
Club. Registration will begin at 5pm with
tee-off beginning at 5:30. Participants will
play 9 holes of golf for various prizes. At
the end of the short tournament, a cocktail reception will be held that will feature
3 wine tasting stations. Each station will
showcase either red wine, white wine,
or a dessert wine. Gourmet appetizers
will also be available to showcase proper
pairings for each wine. Wineries will be in
attendance to educate participants about
their wine and it’s attributes. We will be
offering various sponsorship opportunities including tee sponsors, green sponsors, goody bag sponsors, & advertising
opportunities. In addition to BGCC, we
are looking for just one additional “overall” sponsor. This sponsor would receive
prime advertising features that includes
their name/logo on all marketing materials
referencing the tournament. (This includes
their name on advertisements promoting
the Wine & Craft Festival where appropriate as well.) Signage at the event, including their choice of a tee sponsor/signage
at their hole of choice; a full page/full color
ad on the inside back cover of the Tasting Menu that will be presented to all participants; the opportunity to place items in
the goody bags that will be presented to
all participants; a table/booth at the cocktail reception as well as the opportunity to
say a few words during the social time are
all benefits to becoming a sponsor of this
event. The cost is $500; which is a great
deal considering the advertising value
alone is worth three times that amount. If
you are interested in becoming a sponsor,
or would like more details, please contact
event chair, Janet Michael, via email to
janet@javamediaconcepts.com; or by calling 540-409-6703. For more information,
please call the chamber at 635-3185.

HOW TO SURVIVE AND PROSPER IN
THE CURRENT ECONOMIC CRISIS
SYMPOSIUM
Plans for the March 10th Shenandoah University Harry E. Byrd, Jr. School of Business Symposium, “How to Survive and
Prosper in the Current Economic Crisis”
are well underway! The list of highly respected guest speakers have been invited
and accepted. Their insight will bring an
incredible wealth of knowledge and expertise that will benefit everyone from the
sole proprietor to the CEO of a large corporation. Truly our community is coming
together during this difficult economic time
to exchange lessons learned and wisdom
gained. However, time is running out and
attendance is limited. So please go to our
website www.su.edu/symposium and register today! Cost to register is $50.
REALTOR FORUM & LUNCHEON
Hear the latest news and happenings
about our community, school system, law
enforcement, economic development office and more to help you close the deal.
You are invited to the Realtor/Builder Forum & Luncheon on Wednesday, February
25, 9 a.m. at the Warren County Government Center. Lunch is included. The Forum is sponsored by Embarq, BB&T, The
Apple House, Jack Evans Chevrolet & Cadillac, Culligan, The River 95.3 FM, CBM
Mortgage, LLC, Linking You and TV3 Winchester. To RSVP or for more information
contact Pam Riffle at 635-3185 or priffle@
frontroyalchamber.com by February 18th.
VALLEY SMOKIN BBQ FESTIVAL
The Chamber is pleased to announce
that the “Valley Smokin BBQ Festival” has
been sanctioned by the Kansas City BBQ
Society. The BBQ Festival will be held on
October 2 & 3, 2009. This event promises
to bring teams from all over the country to
compete for the title of best BBQ! If you
are interested in serving on the BBQ Festival committee, competing in the event, or
being a crafter at the event – contact Pam
Riffle at priffle@frontroyalchamber.com or
635-3185.

MEMBER NEWS
The North Warren Volunteer Fire & Rescue Department will hold their pancake
breakfast on Saturday, February 21st.
Front Royal Visitor Center would like to invite you to a VTC Help Desk at The Link
Community Center at the Historic Sperryville Schoolhouse in Sperryville, VA on
February 24, from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM.
It is a great opportunity for tourism businesses to meet with VTC one-on-one and
make the most of VTC’s marketing efforts.
Please feel free to attend if you can, and
please distribute to your membership
and the tourism businesses in your area.
Please contact Angela Wiggins (awiggins@virginia.org – 804 545 5553) if you
have any questions. Thank you.
No, we’re not talking about March Madness. That’s NEXT month. Starting THIS
Saturday, February 21st, Play N Trade will
begin to have tournaments at least every
other week. This week’s tournament.....

SOUL CALIBUR IV!!!! Think you’re the
best on your block at fighting games? Well,
it’s time to test your skills against some
other folks in town. It’s only $5 to enter,
with prizes going to the top 3 finishers. So
come on in and sign up anytime between
now and tourney time. What other tournaments are in line? Glad you asked! Here’s
our updated schedule of upcoming tournaments. You can sign up for ANY of these
announced tournaments at any time. The
entry fee for ALL of them is $5, so just
come into the store and sign up there!
Blue Ridge Hospice will hold Capturing
Memories on February 21, March 21, April
18, May 16 from 9:00 a.m. – 11:00 a.m.
at 333 W. Cork Street, Suite 405 Winchester, VA. Registration is required – call
540/536-5210.
The Administration, teachers and families
of Mountain Laurel Montessori School are
proud to announce the school’s 20th Anniversary! Mountain Laurel was founded
in 1989 as a non-profit school, opening
in leased space with 16 preschoolers.
Thanks to the community’s support and
a lot of hard work, Mountain Laurel now
owns two campuses and educates students through 9th grade from Front Royal
and 8 surrounding counties. Monica
Nixon, Founding Director and elementary
teacher states, “We are grateful to Front
Royal’s residents and businesses that
have generously supported us through
the years. I started this school so that my
own daughter could have a Montessori
education. Now she works at the school
herself!” Mountain Laurel is currently
seeking alumni and friends to celebrate
Mountain Laurel’s Birthday on Saturday,
February 21, 5:00-9:00 PM at the Front
Royal Moose Lodge. For more information about this event and all that Mountain
Laurel Montessori School offers, call (540)
636-4257 or visit their website:
www.MountainLaurelMontessori.org
The Blue Ridge Arts Council would like
to remind you that photographs from local artists including, Tami Benson, Mary
Bowen Chiu, Evan Cox, Valerie Garvey,
Jane Kane, Kim Lee, Sandra Patterson,
Lois Jordan Rogers, Charlie Sackett, Chris
Stephens, Kathryn Stephens, Andrea
Stuart, Ed Thorsett, John Tutton and Bob
Way are on exhibit until February 27th.
The Collector’s Club will meet February
26 from 6:00 – 8:00 pm. Jeffrey Allison,
Paul Mellon Collection Educator, with the
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, will present
a program on the Mellon Collection and
their approach to collecting art. Memberships are still available for this year for
$50 for the remaining two events. Guest
passes for this presentation only can be
purchased for $35.00 per person. Please
contact Kym at kcrump1@embarqmail.
com or by calling 635-9909 for more information. The Sixth Annual Dinner Roast
will be held on March 26th, honoring Dave
and Evie Moreman as our Arts Citizens of
the Year. Join us at The Apple House for
a light-hearted roast of two outstanding
community members who have exhibited

dedication, vision and commitment to the
arts. Social at 6:30 pm, Dinner at 7:00 pm.
Tickets are $50 each. This year’s event
will also feature a silent art auction. For
reservations contact kcrump1@embarqmail.com or call 635-9909.
The Friends of Samuels Library is sponsoring “Nature Photography: Simply Beautiful” on Sunday, February 22nd, 2 p.m. at
the Samuels Library Conference Room.
Join Ann and Rob Simpson as they present the basics of digital photography and
digital camera usage. Bring your camera
and your questions.
The Warren Coalition’s Youth In Action
group is sponsoring its fifth annual talent
show, “Youth Have Talent 09’.” Every year
the show gets bigger and better. Proceeds
benefit the youth of our community: YIA
members attending the Youth Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Prevention Project Convention, Harmony Place Children’s Program,
and the Last Dollar Scholarship. The show
will be held on Thurs., Feb. 26th at 7:00
at Skyline High School, but includes acts
from both high schools. It is an inexpensive night of great entertainment, and will
give teens an opportunity to be a part of
something positive. Any help from the
business community will be greatly appreciated. There are three levels of sponsorship, with incentives for businesses.
Donations of gift certificates will also be
used as door prizes and rewards for the
participants. Advertising will appear on
TV3 Winchester and on The River 95.3
WZRV, as well as posters and a power
point at the beginning of the show. (There
is a need for judges for auditions on Jan.
27th and 28th!) Please call Diane Fisher
at 540-636-6385 for more information or a
sponsorship packet. The Warren Coalition
is a 501(c)3 and Youth In Action members
work to build leaders and reduce underage
drinking and drug use in our community.”
Lantz Construction Company of Winchester, Inc. is holding a blood drive at their
new office (221 Aviation Drive Winchester,
VA) on February 26th at 12PM-5PM. Sign
up at www.givelife.org and type lantz in the
zip code spot.
On Saturday, February 28, 2009 at 6:30
p.m., the Front Royal Rotary Club will
once again host their annual “Vacation
Gala”. This year’s Gala will be held at the
Shenandoah Valley Golf Club. Attendees
will have a chance to win one of the grand
prizes valued at $2,500, $1,500 or $1,000.
The Vacation Gala is one of Front Royal
Rotary’s major fundraising events of the
year. Proceeds from the event go to fund
many youth related activities including
Little League football and baseball, school
scholarships, Boy Scouts, 4-H, youth civic
organizations, and camps. In addition,
Rotary contributes to local projects that
promote the arts, community beautification, recreational activities, and non-profit
events. Tickets for the event are $160.00
per couple and dress for the evening is
Coat and Tie, Black Tie Optional. If you
are interested, contact Larry Adkins at

540-536-5195 or Debbi Morfit at 540-6362500.
The Humane Society of Warren County will
be holding their annual spring vaccination
clinic on March 7 2009 from 10:00 am until
4:00 pm at the shelter. Both rabies and distemper combo shots will be available for
dogs and cats, as well as flea treatments,
worming, nail trimming and ear cleaning.
We recommend that you come early and
get in line, animals will be seen on a first
come first serve basis. Please have All
dogs leashed and all cats in carriers. You
can call 635-4734 for more information.
The first classes for the new Blue Ridge Job
Readiness Academy will begin in March!
The Academy will provide young people
and adults with the basic skills needed to
obtain and hold a rewarding job. The student orientation will be held on Thursday,
March 5th at Samuels Public Library at 6
p.m. The schedule of six class sessions
on each Tuesday and Thursday will begin
on Tuesday, March 10th from 6-9 p.m. at
no cost to the student. Students will receive a graduation certificate recognizing
their accomplishments and commitment.
The Academy while affiliated with Blue
Ridge Opportunities will be conducted in
sponsorships with the Chamber and EDA,
with involvement of Ferguson Enterprises,
Inc. For applications contact Blue Ridge
Opportunities at 636-4960.
Front Royal Federal Credit Union is turning 60 and We’re Celebrating! Join us on
March 14 to celebrate Front Royal Federal
Credit Union’s 60th Anniversary and Annual Meeting at the Front Royal Fire Department Social Hall. Refreshments will
begin at 6pm prior to the 7pm meeting at
221 North Commerce Avenue. Meet your
fellow members and learn more about your
credit union while you enjoy great food!
There will be member gifts, cash prizes
and a raffle for a big screen TV. See you
on March 14 to celebrate Warren County’s
premier credit union. For more information,
contact Barbara Kousens at 540-635-7133
x 126.
The Cross Country and College Access
is holding a fundraiser “Edward Jones
5K Race” on March 14th at Skyline High
School. Pick up information packets in the
high school main office or call 635-4144 x
44232.
Come have a wee bit ‘o’ fun! Relay for Life
is sponsoring a St Patrick’s Day party on
Saturday, March 14th, 6 – 10 p.m. at the
Moose Lodge #829. Bring the entire family
for an evening of food, drink, games live
music, crafts and much more. For tickets
and more information contact Nora McMackin at 540-905-4986 or noramack@
gmail.com or Cathy Santmyers at 540974-9879.

www.frontroyalchamber.com
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These are some events taking
place in the Children’s and
Youth Services Department at
Samuels Public Library during March:
Wednesday, March 4
10:15: Toddler Story time.
Theme: Nighttime Magic
11:00 Preschool Story time.
Theme: Nighttime Magic
Thursday, March 5
10:15 Toddler Story time.
Theme: Nighttime Magic
11:00 Preschool Story time.

Theme: Nighttime Magic
Saturday, March 7
2:00 Manga Meet Up. Come
in to discuss manga favorites,
showcase collectibles, and meet
others with your interests. For
ages 10 and up. Sign up begins
February 7.
Wednesday, March 11
10:15 Toddler Story time.
Theme: St. Patrick’s Day.
11:00 Preschool Story time.
Theme: St. Patrick’s Day.
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GRAND OPENING SALE

** Two Big Weekends! **
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Bring in a
picture of
your ‘ugly’
floor for a chance to
win $500.00 towards
replacement of that
ugly floor!

Specially selected
items AT COST!!
w/ Installation

Just some of the
brands we carry:

No Payments
& No Interest

1

for

Year*

If paid in full in 1 year

on all flooring purchases!
* on approved credit

Available ONLY: Feb. 20-22 AND Feb. 27-Mar. 1
FREE Pizza
from
Ledo Pizza!

FRIDAYS: 9am to 7pm
SATURDAYS: 9am to 5pm
SUNDAYS: Noon to 5pm

540-635-9100
NEW SHOWROOM at Riverton Commons • In Front of Lowes

